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DELICIOUS FLOWER PERFUMES
^IriiFlower.” “Rile Lilf.w‘'June Bo»ei.’’
which are the admiration of the Ladies by their
richness and peimauenee of odor
Perfumes and Cologne- sol. by the ounce.
f hmpiigt(caution!—Registered.)
offered at

sn2w*

RARE OLD ENGLISH

mediately.

augZO

and rising temperature.
The weather bulletin says the temperature
has risen in the New England, Middle Atlantic
States, Tennessee, Ohio valley and lower lake
region and fallen in the East Gulf States,
Lake
upper
Missisregion and
upper
sippi and Mis>ouri valleys. North to east
winds prevail
in
the Middle and South
Atlantic States, easterly in
the East Gulf
States and southerly in Tennessee and Ohio
and
lower
lake
valley
region. Elsewhere the
winds are lights and variable. Local rains have
fallen in the upper
Lake region, upper
Mississippi and |Missouri valley, elsewhere
fair weather prevails.
Local rains are indicated on Thursday in
New England and Middle Atlantic States,
clearing cooler weather in the Lake r3gion.
Tennessee and Ohio valley on Thursday, preceded during Wednesday by local rains.

Dry Cleansed, Steam
Scoured or Dyed
and Pressed
TAILOR’S

PRESSMEN

AT

FOSTERS
Forest

House

City Dye

13 Preble St. opp. Preble House
sneodtf
jylO

Cure Your Corns
BY USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
IS

CURE

G

For

rent*.

UARaNTEED..^

sale by all Dr«jgjgi*itM.

it and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testify to its value.
A*k for Schlotterbeck’M Corn and Wart
Solvent and take no other,
SBdtf
nov23

Try

stationary

ing barometer
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INSLltAN* JE.

31 Exchange Street.
ESTABLISHED IN 1843.
Reliable Insurance in first-class American and
Foreign Co’s at lowest Rates. Losses promptly ad-

justed and prompt attention given to business.
•epl8 TELEPHONE 70*. snly

EATING WERE A FELONY

IT C *ULD NOT BE MORE TERRIBLY PUNISHED THAN BY THE TORTURES OF INDIGEST ON. WHY ENDURE THEVI? EVERY DYSPEPTIC KNOWS, OR OUGHT TO KNOW, THAT
TARRANT’* EFFERVESCEVI
SELTZER APERIENT IS A SPECIFIC FOR THE
IT IS
WHY THEN SUFFER?
COMPLAINT.
SHEER FULLY. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
oct5
eod2w

More Burglaries in Penobscot County.
Bangr, Oct. 9.—The store of E. C. Smart
of this city was entered last night and goods
stolen.

9© Park
The lectures
be as follows:

given

at

Mrs.

& Co. in Bangor this afternoon and drew a
revolver on the clerk, Walter Stetson, threatening to kill him. After a severe tussle Stetson wrested the pistol from him and marched
him to the police station.
ABBOTT.

The friends of Dr. N. S. Davis, formerly of
this village, will learn with regret that the
Doctor is very low with hemorhage of the
luugs in his new home at Bailey’s Harbor,
Wisconsin.

days.

Oct. 12th, on Natural History by
has D. *mi«h, at 12 m: on Wednesdays.
on the History of Ait by
Mrs. Cn-wrll, at 4 o'clock on Tuesdays.
Tickets to either course of twenty lectures $5.00.
Single tickets 36 cents. Tickets may be obtained at
90 Park street between the hours of two and three

Beginning

Dr.

*

Beginning Oct. 25th,

p.

Bennie F. Tefft, son of Dr. H. F Tefft, in a
“Rifle
Team”
connected
with Buffalo’s
“Crack” Regiment, the 121st, waB recently
awarded a gold medal for the best ahootino at
The team consists of
luugesi range—500 yards.
125 members.
Rev. W O. Holman, pastor of the Adams
street Baptist church, has resigned, bat the
church has invited him to remain another
a
year at a salary of $1,000.
Prof. S. K. Hitchings, principal of the High
School. Monday evening was presented with
one of Rogers’statuettes "Coming to the Parson,” by the graduating class of ’83.”
BRUNSWICK.

FARRINGTON.

SE WINCSCLA5SE5.

Private letters from Rev. W. H. S. Hascall

[V1KS. PERKY will resume her
Classes in §owrmg on SATURDAY
mornings. Thorough instruction

erponl,

Fred Herman, a Geftian, in the gig room of
Worumbo mill at Lisbon Falls, got his left
the gear of the gig he was at
arm caught in
work on, Monday afternoon, aud received injuries so serious that it was necessary to amputate his arm near the elbow. The operation
was performed by Dr3. Sawyer and Holmes.

Studies

Rev. E. Dennett will commence his labors
with the Baptist church at Monmouth Ridge,
He will conthe first Sabbath in November.
tinue to reside for the preseut atjSabattis, and
there
in
the
afternoon.
preach

J. W. COLCORD,
143 Pearl Street.

BEADFIELD.

_dtf

interest prevails in the
school at Kent’s Hill. The old and honored
institution of learuing is doing a grand work
for both State aud Hill work. The school was
never doing better service than at the present
time.
Pastor Lapbam is held in high esteem
by his people. He received four persons by
baptism into full membership, in the church
laBt Sabbath. Dr. Torsey is busy superintending the erection of the president’s house.
A

PROF. FRANK BURNHAN,
of Violin and Cornet, may be found
W. M. Furbush & Son,
at Piano Rooms of
Brow n Mock, 643 Congress St. where he is preto
receive
beginners and advance * pupils.
pared
sep22atf
Elementary instruction a specialty.

TEACHER

good revival

RAYMOND.
The next quarterly convention of Reform
Clubs for Cumberland county will be held with
the club at Raymond Village, November 7th
and 8th, 1883.

DO MT HESITATE!

SPRINGFIELD.

If you want Watches, Clocks,
or Silverware go to

It is said that the late James Butterfield left

property valued

Jewelry

at

over

8200,000.

VIENNA.

Mrs. Parthenia B. Folsom, aged 80 years,
has since last spriug woven one hundred yards
of carpeting and sewed rags for thirty yards
more, and is now spinning the warp for twenty
yards of fulled cloth preparatory to weaving it
herself. She can spring out of a carriage with
an agility that v uuld do credit to a lass of six-

IflcKEM THE JEWELER
And he will sell you at bottom

prices.

Watches cleaned and warranted
for one year only $1.00
Mainspring, the best only $1.00,
warranted for one year.
All work
mm

teen.
IN GENERAL.

Senator Frye is in Boston.
says he has consented to make
during the campaign.

strictly first-class.
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Legal Tender Case.
Washington, Oct, 9.—In the supreme
court of the United States today the legal tender case of Juilliard against Greenmail was on
motion of William Allen Butler of New York,
set for a hearing the first day that the court
shall be in session after tbejCbristmas holiday’s
The

Next above Brown’s New Block.

_(itdcc20

GRAND

recess.
The Alabama Claims.
The Court of Alabama Claims has before it
five thousand cases. Only five hundred were
decided last year. There is at least five years
of work ahead of the commission. The claimB
now on file aggregate £27,000,000. The amount
The
to be distributed is less than £10,000,000.
Court without additional legislation will expire
imof
the
most
fall.
limitation
next
One
by
portant questions now expected is whether war
premiums paid on British bottoms during the
war can be recovered.
A number of New England and New York shipowners, for safety,
made a nominal transfer of their vessels to the
British flag, meanwhile paying the largo war
premiums on the shins. The point at issue
now is whether the real owners of the ships
can recover these war premiums,
Iu the court of commissioners in the Alabaannounced judgma claims today the court

PUBLIC OPENING
-OF—

€*30.9

MONDAY, OCTOBER 1st.
Cloth, Ottoman, Trieotte,
Cardiuette, Draw de Alma, BrO'
cade, Bianitz, flam and Brocadt
Velvets, Velveteens and Plushes,
Sealskin and Maiclasse Cloakings,
Blankets and Sheeting Flannel,
Hosiery, Gloves, Underwear, ButBison

tons Ac.

J. M. DYER & CO’S
octl

mss cii’.Hit;
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Mrs.
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secured

room
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Hiseellunceus.
President Arthur has taken up his residence
at the Soldiers’ Home aud will remain there
until repairs to the White House are entirely

completed.
The places of many of the striking

oar

driv-

ers aud conductors have been filled aud
were running on all street railroad lines

Tues-

cars

U. S. S. Alert which is under orders to go to
Chiua was put in commission at Vallejo, Cal.,

with

patrons after
OCTOBKK 1st.
see

as

No. 244—Charles Darrah, £100.
No. 24E- William Ward, £100 -With interest
on both from the 1st of August, 1801.

Monday.

Dryden, 465 Congress St.

will be Sappy to

ments

day.

MILLINER.

Having

The Journal
few speeches

rn

JtfVLLLn,

511 Congress Street,

a

WASHINGTON.

547 CONGRESS STREET,
oct5

j
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NEW YORK.
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seemingly cares fur the legislature. Gov.
Foster concedes that the result depends in Cincinnati and Cleveland and says the calculations
been reversed on
as to strong localities have
both sides.
_

IOWA.

Des Moines, Iowa, Oct. 9.—The weather is
reported to be fine all over the State, it being
warm and clear, which the
Republicans claim
is in their favor. A very heavy vote is being
and
so
far
polled everywhere,
everything is reported to be orderly, although there is a very
deep feeling on all sides. There are reports of
fusion being made in several portions of the
State on the Democratic and Greenback tickets
but these reports can be traced to no certain

authority.
In

Des Moines a very heavy vote is being
polled, but very quietly. A great manv ladies
are at work, and have lunches and coffee near
the polls.
At 8 o’ilock to-night rain set in, which may
interfere with the transmission of returns.Two
reports only have been read. Vab Miller, Dallas couDty, gives a Republican majority of 100,
a gain of 82, and Brooklyn, Ponsshick
conuty,
gives Sherman 231, Kinne 149 and Weaver 20;
a Republican loss of 23.
Stiles, rep for ConSo far as
gress, is 4 votes ahead of Sherman.
heard from, nearly 0,000 votes were cast in this
City. The second ward, which is incomplete,
gives Sherman 323, Kinne 303, and Weaver 3.
There are 144 scratched tickets to be counted.
The Democrats claimed this ward by 20 major-

ity.

A special to the State Register from Askalooka says: “Three precincts in the sixth congressional district give a Republican gain of
145. Carroll city, Carroll county, gives Sherman 251, and Kinne 241, a Democratic gain of
13.
In the election returns to-night comparisons
are made withtho vote for Secretary of State
in 1882.
The constitutional amendments are the regulation and taxation of the liquor traffic; prohibition or tne liquor traffic and au intermediThe amendments to be carried
ate court.
must receive a majority of all the votes cast for
The
weather is fine in all parts of
governor.
the State, and the indications are of the
tai^utu
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tarns will be delayed.
Secretary Newman had a majority of 1945
last year. There are 1819 wards and precincts
io tbe State.
Fifty-four wards and precincts show a net
Republican gain of 557 out of a total vote of
10,417. The first amendment gets 1394 and the
second 5840 vote0.
One hundred wards and precincts show a
nel Republican gain of 682 in a total vote of
The first amendment received 2880
22,032.
and the second 11,369 votes.
Des Moines, Oct. 9.—The second ward in
this city, in which are four-fifths of the saloons in the city, gives Governor Sherman
507 maj. In tbe third ward tbe Republican
majority on tbe straight ticket is 139, a RepubIn the fourth ward the Relican gain of 127.
publican majority is 273, a Republican net
gain of 73. Twenty-one precincts show a loss
This does not include tbe three wards
of 355.
in Des Moines where Sherman has a majority
of 529.

Burlington, Oct. 9.—Returns come in
slowly. The vote is light on account of rain.
The Democrats have carried this county by
about 800, being 100 less than last year.

The common council stands seventeen Democrats to 13 Republicans, a Democratic gain of
The board of education is
two aldermen.
composed of Bixteen Democrats aud thirteen
of
Republican gain three. Of the chosen freeholders seven are Democrats and eight Republican, a Republican gain of two.

S. B. Nil. lib.
Ad verti si ng Agent,
Ii5« WASH* «TON ST.,
in
Contracts tor Advertisements
Bfties and towns of the United
aritttb Provinces.

BOSTOf

Newspapers in
,8tate» w* tb t

The

Railroad Officials Arrested,
Hunter's Point, L. I., Oct. 9 —Tbcs. Middleton, conductor, aud Samuel B. Ayers,
brakemaiiof the Manhattan Beach train which
collided with the Blushing train here Sept.
10ill were arrested to-day charged with mauslaughter and held for the grand jury. Other
arrests of railway officials are expected.

reports were adopted.
Lloyd W. Wells of New York was appointed
Treasurer of the Convention.

1.444,

1-39Pilot Knox Wins Another Race.
Providence R. I., Oct. 9.—At Narr.gan
sett Park today, in the 2 25 class, purse oi

The committee on prayer book, tu whom was
referred the proposed change in the constitution, imposing a three years’ test of any alteration or addition in the prayer book before its

8400, J H. May’s “Pilot Knox” of Augusta
was the winner.
Best time, 2.24J.
Retort
Chicago Races-The
Pncing

final adoption,

Beaten.
Chicago, Oct. 9.—A great event at the Chi
cago Driving Park today was the beating of al
previous trotting and pacing records by thi
young pacer Johnston. The home got a warm
ing up in 2.22f, and in the second trial pacet
without a break or skip in exactly 2.10, there
by making the fastest harness record evei
known. The free-for-all stallion race was won
by Phallas. Time, 2.18.

population

MASSACHUSETTS.
murderous Assault at Taunton.
Oct. 9.—In a drunken quarrel al
Norton Sunday night, Bernard Briody cul
Thomas Morgan with a small pocket knife, in
thirteen places, injuring him so badly that he
will no* be able to move for a week at least.
Judge Fox this morning ordered Briody to fur□ish bonds of $500 for bis appearance oue week
bence.
An Elopement Case al New Bedford.
New Bedford, Oct. 9.—Manuel Joseph ol
P.idauaram Village, a few days since eloped
with Mrs. George Lawtou, taking with him,
$300 and leaving a crippled wife and one child
in destitute
circumstances.
Mrs.
Lawtou
leaves a crippled husband and two children.
Noihing has been seen or heard of them since
they left, nor is their whereabouts known.
The Proposed Pacific Bank Compromise.
Boston, Oct. 9.—The indications are that
the proposed compromise of the Paoific Bank
muddle will fall through.
It is not believed
that any legal release can be given the stockholders from the assessment claims now pendAt least no one bnt the
ng in the courts.
Comptroller of the Currency can cause these
■1 at ms to be non-suited, and nobody pretends
:o speak with bis
The officers of
authority.
;he American Loan
and
Trust
Company,
through whom the proposition is made, state
;hat that institution does not offer to
guarantee
he stockholders against actions of law or any
iiher claims. Mr. Price, the Receiver, naturA
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CANADIAN MINES.
Decision

otEer* lainJ^*****

How

other aud with Eurepean wheat. He says in
his report that the main failing of our wheats
is a deficiency in albuminoids, which are regaroeu

Impeachment of (he City

Treasurer at

New Orleans.
New Orleans, Oct. 9.—The City Conncil,
last evening, oigamzed as a Court of Jupeacbmem, to try City Tieasurer Walsh ou Wednesday evening. Walsh’s offence consists in refusing to pay warrants issued in obedience to
ordinances of the City Council, based on what
is generally conceded to be an illegal budget.

as

uib

portion oi

me

specimens averaging 19 48 Der cent.,
the lowest having 10.68 percentof albuminoid*.
In the East our wheat is the poorest, falling
below the general average in albuminoids and
ash, and in the size of the grain. A regular
gradation

of improvement from East to West
is found until tho Pacific coast is reachedwhere there is a most remarkable fa lling off in
everything bat the size of the grain. It is in
the country between the Mississippi and the
mountains that the best grain is produced. It
has a higher average ash and a larger average
amount of oil and albuminoids than that of
any other part of the country, and highest extremes for ash, oil, albuminoids and weight of
100 grains. The middle West, represented by
Michigan, Kentucky and Tennessee, holds
intermediate
an
betweeen this
position
district and that on the Atlantic coast. The
latter shows plainly that its soils have become
more or less woru out, the middle West that it
is losing its fertility, and the far West the fact
that it contains those stores of the plant food,
and nitrogen especially, which make a rich
grain of wheat. Why nothing better has been
done in the way of production than a percentage of albuminoids as high as 17.15 is difficult to say, but the conditions undoubtedly do
not equal those to be found in Russia.
Comparison of Bpring ana winter wheat shows
wheat
to
have
more
albuminoids
spring
slightly
than winter wheat.

Kansas

Tragedy
St. Louis, Oct. 9.—Police Sergeant P. M.
Jenks, who was fatally shot yesterday by a dis-

Democrats—

uuu

valuable

different

Enthusiastic meeting—Butler
Denounced.
*/.

moat

graiu. While among our wheats the highest
percentage of albuminoids was found to bo
17.15, in a wheat from Minnesota, Russian
grain analyzed contained 24.36 per cent., 24

aud

vuk

FIELDS.

They Compare with Those of Enrops

The

A/voAuii,

WHEAT

-InterextiBg Report.
Washington,Oct. 9.— Prof. Clifford Richardson of the department of
agriculture has just
completed a two years’ task in analyzing nearly 2000 specimens of wheat from various parts
of the country, comparing them with each

POLITICAL..
Inilcprudenl

WUilli feiHIitJ-

***

AMERICA'S

Causes Trouble.
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 9 —1. tH* Junction
ichool district, near Rosedale, ifi Wyandotte
utility, Kansas, there has been dissatisfaction
u certain quarters over the admission of
two
Ihildren of Starrett Harver, a colored man,
uto the county school. Saturday night a party
>f seven risited Harver’s house, called him
>ut and compelled him to take an oath that he
would remove his children from the school.
1’hey then visited the residence of Frank Haltinger, the chief school director, about midsight. Mr. Halsiuger appeared, and the men
nformed him they wished to see him about
-he school trouble. Halsinger ordered them
iff, aud quickly shut and bolted the door. The
issailants sprang forward, but too late. Hallinger procured a pistol and, returning, found
die men still there. He then fired through the
;lass in the door aud the men retreated, exihanging a number of shots as they went.
Last evening four young men, sons of well-tolo farmers, were arrested, but all declare they
ire innocent.

Large
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journed.

COLORED PUPILS.
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Confiscates Large Properties.
Ottawa, Ontario, Oct. 8.—The recent decisdd in the Quebo courts h 3 caused considerate alarm among those who have invested
leavily in phosphate lands in the Province of
i Quebec. The judgment in this case sets aside
, .n act of the Quebec Legislature canceling th®
1 itle to certain Crown lands in the Province oa
he ground that the necessary tettlers’ imThousands
] provements had not been made.
>f acres of land in the Provinqe have thus
)eeu forfeited by the Government for non-fu!illmentof settlers’ duties uuder the act which
ias been set aside.
Large tracts of phosphate
and have thus been dealt with by the Quebec
joverument, which, after confiscating them,
.as resold them for
m?mog purposes. The resent decision is to the effect that the clause authe
Commissioner
of Crown Lunds
ihorizing
o cancel titles for such lauds, was
only comniuatory, aud that, the Government could not
lay under the act that more lapse of time in
nuking improvements or in making payments
mtails for the future.
If this decision holds
mod in the higher courts, to which it will ha
appealed, the utles to the greater portions of
he valuable phosphate mines in the Province
>t Quebec will be worthless, as in moat cases
hese lands have been forfeited under the aot
u question and resold
by the Government. In
hat case the property would revert to the
>rigiual owners. The mines have been largely
leveloped by American capital, aud, it is uuierstood that fearing the recent decision will
)e sustained in the higher courts, to
insure a
iitle, several owners of large miues araendeav)riug to purchase any claim the original ownir might have.

rheir Admission to the Schools of

special missionary organiza-

Dr. A. J. Derosset of North Carolina would
for striking out the words “P«otestaut
Episcopal,” .but was opposed to the words
Holy Catholic.”
Rev. John F Girault of Louisiana moved to
lay on the table the amendment of the deputy
from Illinois.
Rev. Daniel C. Roberts of New Hampshire
moved as an additional amendment to leave
out all ot the title-page after the words “Rites
aud ceremonies of the church.”
After further discussion the convention ad-

Practically

Which

a

fit was to be derived from the proposed action.
Rev. Dr. Huntington stated in reply that
the benefit would be in the freedom of discussion.
The resolution was carried to go into comm’tteeof the whole, and Judge Hugh \V.
Sheffey, LL. D., of Virginia, was called to
the chair.
Rev. Francis Harrison, D. D., of Albany,
referring to the matter of a shortened service,
said it seemed very complicated. The whole
object proposed 30uld be accomplished by adding a rubric of about five linos to the morning
prayer, and there is no reason why the church
should be called on at this time to amend
rubrics so as to confnso either of the various
forms.
Stephen P. Nash of New York moved to
ameud as follows:
“The following changes are proposed (Instead
of are made) in connection with the
title-page
of the book of common prayer, and that the
same be sent to the different dioceses.”
After discussion the amendment wa3 tabled,
and the committee then rose.
After recess the convention again went into
committee on revision of the prayer book.
M. S. Corning Judd of Illinois moved to
strike out from the title-page the words
“Protestant Episcopal” and insert the words
“Holy Catholic.” He was opposed to surrendering to the Romanists that word which
means universal.
Under the creed which we
sometimes recite we say “We believe in the
holy Catholic Church.” In the name given to
the prayer book we are made to believe in a
Protestant Episcopal church. The holy Catholic church protests just as much against the

ng trial aud decision. The stockholders proiose to force an issue at once on the merits of
he case. To do this a bill of equity will probably be filed in the United States Circuit
3ourt seeking to restrain the Receiver from
irosecuting the suite. Such a petition would
ecure an immediate hearing aud would
bring
he main question before the court for decision
Funeral of Hou. George F. Verr>.
Worcester, Oct. 9.—The funeral of Hou.
( leorge F.
Verry, a prominent lawyer, exHayor and Judge Advocate General on Gov.
Sutler's stall, occurred ot All Saints’#Churcb
his morning. Rev. Dr. Baucroft of Brooklyn,
L Y., officiated. The funeral was attended
\ >y the Governor’s staff, City Government, vaious civic societies and a large concourse of
itizens.
Firemen in Convcnliou.
New Bedford, Oct. 9.—The annual conreution of the Massachusetts State Firemen’s
opened in City Hall today, with
j Association
3 delegates,J. S. Damrell of Baston presiding,
[■ho morning session was occupied with pre] imipary business, the opening address of the
►resident aud speeches of welcome by Mayor
.Vilson, who thought the Chief Engineers of
rire Departments have a wider sphere of inlueuce to educate young men in gentlemanly
leportment than the entire clergy.

Beccu*

into
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)ility of accepting the proposition.
The suits brought by Mr. Price against the
itcckholders to compel payment of the assess*
nout of 100 per cent, would in the ordinary
< sourse of events be
many months yet in reacti-

t

reported adversely.

tion under charge of the
bishop. It was
referred to the committee on canons.
Several propositions for alterations and additions in the prayer book were referred to the
joint committee on prayer books.
Rev. Thomas W. Haskins of tbe diocese of
Quincy offered a series of resolutions, which
were referred to the committee on education.
Rev. F. W. Taylor of the diocese of
SDringfield offered a resolution relative to candidates
for holy orders. Referred to the committee on
Canons.
On motion of Rev. Cbas. A. L. Richards of
Rhode Island, the report of the committee on
canons relative to the tentative use of alterations in the prayer book was made tbe order of
the day for Monday next at 12 o’clock.
After prayer by President Beardsley the
order of the day was taken up, viz., report of
joint committee on book of common prayer.
Rev. W. R. Huntington, D. D., of Massachusetts, secretary of the committee, addressed
the convention. He said the report mast be
sifted, and sooner or later it will be. It was
proposed to enter into a detailed discussion of
tiie matter. He alluded to the great harmony
which had prevailed among thedifferent members of the committee, and although it would
not be becoming in them to praise their
report,
they at least asked the privilege of explaining
it. He moved to enter into consideration of
the matter as a committee of the whole.
Rev. Dr. Fulton of Missouri said the rules of
order did not provide for such a committee.
What is done in >he committee would be only
recommendatory. The question is whether
the effect would be to save time.

Taunton,

w,tiipiOTO

was

Rev. Dr. A. Toomer Porter of South Carolina, presented the report of the conference on
'•Relation of the church to the colored people
of the South,” held
recently at Sewanee,
Tenu. It contained the draft of a canon to be
presented to tbe convention, providing that in
any diocese containing a large number of persons of color it shall be lawful for the
bishop
and convention ot the same to constitute such

at St

Louw,

solute colored woman, whom he was about to
arrest, was a man whom everybody in St.
Louis knew. He was a man of raro qualities
and many attainments. He was a college
graduate aud was remarkably familiar with
history, law and medicine. He was originally
from Boston, where he was educated, and had
for many years been connected with an insane
institution of that city.

uuiu uomam

meeting of independent Democrats and others

apposed to the re-election of Governor Bullet
was held tonight at the Parker House.
Nearly every ward in Boston was represented. Hon
VV. W. Nichols stated that the object of the
meeting was to secure the defeat of Governor
Bntler and to place a Democratic ballot with
Butler’s name erased and George D. Robinson
inserted at every precinct.
A resolution declaring Bntler to be a daugerous demagogue
and recommending all true Democrats anc
independents to vote against him was adopted

Free Baptists’ General Conference.
Minnieai’olis, Oct. 9.—The Free Will Baptist general conference to-day, adopted the report of the committee on temperadee, declaring it be the duty of the conference to further
the interests of prohibition, heartily endorsing
the action taken by President Hayes. Viewing
with growing alarm the use of intoxicants by
Arthur ana recommending that any minister
wh uses tobacco or opium be refused ordination*

YELLOW EEVER.
Washington, Oct. 9.—Yellow fever is stil
raging in Mexico and is said to be traveling
northward up California Gulf. Advices a
Mazatlan were that 2000 people were sic!
September 10th, some of whom are dying witl
yellow fever and others for waul of atteutloi

GENERAL

NEWS.

BayCive* the Details of
Sojourn in the North.

Hi)

San Francisco, Oct. 9.—Lieut.
Ray, whc
returned here Sunday on the schooner Leo,
gives the following details of his sojourn In
the north:
He left San Francisco July 18,
1881, under
instructions to establish a station at Point Bartow and
remain there until the summer oi
1884 unless otherwise ordered. The order for
the party to return created
surprise, as the
work was being
successfully carried out. They
had accomnlisbed all that,
portion respecting
international work,
corresponding with that of
Bimilar stations established
by Russia, Sweden,
Denmark and Austria.
Details of Lieutenant
Kay s work will be made the subject of an official report. Lieutenant
Ray states that apart
from the scientific importance of the station it
was a necessity as
a refuge
for the crews of
whaling vessels.
Every year in the Arctic
ocean there are on an
average 40 vessels with
cargoes worth #4,000,000 and emplo\ ing 1,000
men. Out of 87 vessels 50 h ye been lost within 100 miles of Point Barrow lu one
year alone.
In 1877, twelve were lost with all on board.
The crews would not abandon their vessels
knowing that there was nothjng on shore. Had
a station then existed it is
probable that all of
tbeir lives would have been saved. Since the
station was established two years ago, over 50
lives had been sa-ed.
Lieut. Ray
states that
all the
party
lived comfortably and enjoyed good health,
the climate being particularly beneficial to
those suffering from malaria. Besides tbeir
regular provisions the party had seal, walrus
and white whale meat, the last being best as it
was sweeter and more nutritious.
The buildings they erected were left to the Indians.
Lieut. Ray expressed regret at his recall.
Information from other sources attribute tbe
recall of tbe party to Secretary Lincoln, who
wants to discourage Arctic explorations owing
to the loss of life they have entailed.
Lieut.

Ray's

statement goes

to show that

a

station

at

Point Barrow would Us the means of saving
many lives.
Lieut. Schwatka who, with his party, was
picked up by Lieut Ray, at St. Michael’s,
speaking of his trip up the Yukon river, Alaska, says they started from Fort Vancouver,
Washington Territory, May 21st, and traveled
2,800 miles overland, reaching the head waters
of tbe river, where they constructed a raft of
logs to navigate the stream to its mouth. They
procured a crew of six Iudians and proceedeu
down the gradually increasing stream withiu
250 miles of Fort Uoleat, when rapids were encountered. Down these the Iudians refused to
go, and attempted to force tbe raft ashore.
Schwatka, iu order to suppress the mutiny
opened fire on the Indians, killing three, when
tbe others submitted, and the rapids were run.
The voyage on the raft was 1,829 miles. From
the mouth of the Yukon they proceeded to St.
Michaels, where they boarded the Leo.
Schwatka claims that he has been farther up
the Yukon than any otber white man. This
is denied by Signal Service Officer Leavitt,who
has been stationed at St. Michaels, and who
also cau e down on the Leo. He says he asuvuuuu

vuv
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(com tbe mouth.
He describes the riwer as
of the largest in the world, discharging 50_
per cent more water than tbe Mississippi, and'
being, at places, seven miles in breadth.
oue

Alabama.
Oct. 9.—Dr. Cochrane
telegraphs from Brewton there was one death
with black vomit Saturday and one yesterday.
There are three black vomit cases on hand and
nine other .cases of prevailing fever
Since
noon two new cases have been
reported, also
the death of Col. E Brewton.
Black Vomit in

Montgomery, Ala.,

A

Boston Fugitive Arrested in Philadel-

phia.
Philadelphia, Oot. 9.—Isaac Wilkes, a fugitive troin justice from Boston, where, it is
alleged, he is charged with embezzling $2500,
was ariested here today and held to
await the
uction of the Massachusetts authorities.

matters in Tonquin.

Paris, Oct. 9.—The Figaro states that the
agreement entered into by France with the
Black Flags in Tonquin grants the latter arrears of pay and free possession of territory

between Lao Kai and Hung Hoa.
it is reported that Col Badens, commanding the
French forces from Hai Phong, had an engagement with Chinese regulars at Bac Ninh,
FR«i'ttfyr
win fiuerept then
retreat. This despatch probably refers to the
movements of Col. Badens from Hai Phong,
mentioned in Canton advices of October 1st,
stating that Col. Badens started the 29th of
September from Hai Ptioug with 550 French
troops, by way of Tai Binge river, for Bac
Hiub.
It had previously been reported that
tbe Black Flags at Bac Ninh had been reinforced by regular Chiuese troops, but later advices state that the Black Flags had retreated
to Lao Kai.
If the reported defeat proves
well-fonuded the French have captured one of
the most important strategic points in the
delta.
An official dispatch from Saigon says tbe
situation of affairs in Tonquin has much improved.
Epidemics have decimated the
forces of the Black Flags and many are deserting. The enemy have abandoned their
works in the villages near Ha Noi and re
treated beyond Dai and Rapids canal towards
Lao Kai. They have also partially evacuated
their works in aud around Sontay.
The
French troops are iu excellent health and

spirits.

(ministerial Changes.
Paris, Oct. 9.— l'he appointment of Gen,
Campenore as Minister of vVar, vine Gen.
Thibaudin, resigned, is officially announced.
Foreign Notes.
Casma, the principal seaport town in tbe
auuwu,

uiis

uctiaicu

iu

lavur

of Gen. Iglesias.
liev. John George Wood, M. A., F. R. S.,
of Loudon, the distinguished naturalist, has
accepted appointments to deliver lectures in
the Lowell institute of Boston and Cooper Institute of New York. He will leave the 17th for
Boston.
Emperor William has sent Von Schilling,
the sculptor of the Niederwald monument, an
autograph letter conferring upon the artist a
deoration and
enclosing a gift of honor
amounting to 30,000 marks.
A Madrid despatch says the public is impatient for the settlement of the difficulty between France and Spain.
Seuor Sagasta will
probably reconstruct the cabinet the present
week.

FARMERS' FESTIVALS.

Gorham and Standish Fair.
The annual autumnal meeting of the Farmers’ Club, composed of the thrifty tillers of the
kindly soil of two of tbe best towns in Cumberland County, Gorham and Standish, was held
yesterday in joint exhibition in the grove and
adjacent grounds of the F. & O. R. R. Co., at
the foot of Sebago Lake. The weather, which
opened inauspiciously in the morning, very
considerately changed into a beautiful Indian
summer day in the early
forenoon, and the
people gathered in great numbers, not only
from tho towns making the exhibition, but
from Windham, Westbrook, Raymond, Casco,
Baldwin, and in fact, from thejwhole tier of
towns in the western part of solid old Cumberland.
The display of cattle was large and excellent,
some sixty pair of steers and working oxen being upon the grounds, near the railroad station, and there was a degree of comparison prevailing that was suggestive of the good old
fashioned cattle show in its palmiest days.
tnven

rtf

ftnrham

kbaitimH

oano/>ial1fi

Forestrong in her outpouring of fine oxen.
most for size, among them were the pair beto
which
Charles Johnson,
girted eight
longing
feet, four inches, and weighed over 4,804
pounds.
Isaac Johnson of

Dover, N. H., Oct 9.—Solomon Gray, age<
58, of New Durham, while driving a yoke o
oxen with a load of apples to the cider mil
last night, fell, his body being run over by tbi 1
cart.
He was instantly killed.
He leaves

widow aud three children.
Bridgeport, Conn Oct. 9.—Henry Lake
aged 35 aud single, while engaged in cleaniu|
out a well at Greenfield Hill yesterday after !
noon, wag instantly killed by a falling buckei
nsed in hoisting refuse. The chain parted, let
ting the bucket fall, striking him ou the bead

|

The first annual convention of the A merican
Street Railway Association hegau in Chicago
yesterday with an attendance of about 100
preridents aud superintendents of street railways of the country.
The North Carolina Press Association were
tendered a banquet at Young’s Hotel, Boston,
last evening by the Boston Press Club. They
leave for the South this afternoon.
At New Castle, N. B., yesterday by the fall
of a staging Andrew Cormac was killed and
his two brothers seriously injured.
The German American bicentennial celetration in Philadelphia ended yesterday with a

grand picnic.

Lightning struck the house of C. Jare in
Hermann, Traverse county, Minn., Monday,
killing two children, and fatally injuring a
boy

Incendiary Sentenced.
Burlington, Vt Oct. 9 —Iu the CouDt; t

It also struck the house of a blacksmith
at Dermilley, killing his wife and fatally injuriug two children.
Through the breaking of an axle, a baggage
oar aud three passenger cars on the Canada
Pacific Railway were thrown from the track
near Deux Rivers,
Canada, last night and
barued.
There were 200 passengers in the
cars and a number were severely injured, but
it is thought none dangerously.

Court today Isaiah Lanya, who attempted t »
burn the Mary Fletcher Hospital August 31st
was sentenced to ten years in the State prison

Samuel McDonel was hanged at Port Wayne,
Iud., yesterday for the murder of Louis
Larnont last March.

OfHciaf ttenteaced
Defaulting
Milwaukee, Oct. 9.—Heurv T. Wright, tb ,
defaulting assistant postmaster of Racine, wa ,
sentenced today to five years and one day im
prisomnent in Chester penitentiary, III., am I
to pay a fine of S5000, which was the amoun
of bis deficit.
Pomofllcc
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and is superior in quality notably so In Jerseys.
Of poultry there is a fine show both in numbers and

quality. There is a good display of
vegetables and fruit, that of apples being
larger than expected, and of' fine quality. Of
miscellaneous articles there ia the nsual ex-

The exhibit in the hall of the spacious P. &
O. building in the grove was highly creditable.
The products of the Held, the garden and the
orchard were displayed in great abundance, as
well as those of the household and dairy, with
many quaint curiosities and rare bits of native
art.
The Irving Bouse, a cosy hotel, near the
lake, kept by Mr. A. J. Swift, formerly of
Portland, afforded a capital dinner to its fortunate patrons.
PREMIUMS AWARDED.
Potatoes—Early Rose, 1st, Rev J R Franklin; 2d.
Jimmie Knights: 3d. Rev .J R Fiaaklin. Beauties
of Hebron, 1st, J S Webster; 2d, Royal Brooks.
Turning—1st, Euw Doliff; 2d, A H, Marean; 3d,
P F Paine.
Beets-1st, Elmer Lowell; 2d, Willie Dingley;
3d. J Hanscoin.
Otions— 1st, Thomas Welch; 2d, T C Berry; 3d/
Wm Boulter.
Cabbage—1st, Frank P Wescott.

hibit.
The receipts were large for the first day.
There will be trotting tomorrow afternoon for
the society premiums. The track is in excellent condition, and if the weather continue*

good

A

[Special Correspondence of the Press.]
Bath, Oct. 8.
On Wednesday of last week, Goes & Sawyer
launched from their yard the largeat wooden
sailing vessel ever built in the United State*
with the exception Of the Great Republic,
which was built In East Boston, in about 1890,
and the Ocean Queen at Kennebunkport in
1874. Four thousand people from this city, a*
well as from Thomaston, Brnnswiok and Portland, were congregated to witness the lannch,
which wag in every respect a snccess. At the
appointed time she glided from the ways to the
waters ot the Kennebec, amid the cheers of
the enthnslastic crowd and salutes of steamer
and yacht.
She was greatly admired as the
stood upon the ways, with every line of her
perfect model revealed, or when she waa entering the waters of the proud river, gracefully
dipping her bow as in conrtesy to her admirers.
This noble ship is named for one of her owners—Capt. John R. Kelly—a retired shipmaster of wealth, nnder whose immediate
soporvision she wag built.
She is of 2,364.20 tone
burden, 296 9 feet in length, 49 feet depth of
hold, 27.8 feet beam, and has tinea decks. Her
steel masts were made by the Goss Marine
Iron Works; her standing rigging is to be of
wire, and her cabin furnished in a manner beShe will be
coming her other appointments.
commanded by Cant. Thomas P. Gibbons, and
will load at New York for San Francisco.
Goes & Sawyer, and Goss, Sawyer and Packard have launched eleven craft this year,

same.

and

Sleighs—Single

work wagon,

Dyer,

D S

2d; Milton

3d.
Fowls—Black Cochin chicks, Lewis Libby.
Fat cattle—Charles Johnson, 1st; Sewall E Libby, 2d.
Cattle—Steers 3 years old, Mathew Johnson. 1st
Lewis Johnson, 2d; Mathew Johnson, 3d. Two
years old—Mathew Johnson 1st, W II Johnson 2d,
LewU Johnson 3d.
Working Oxen—Six-ox team, Isaac L Johnson;
four-ox team, Sewall E Libby.
Single Yoke-Wm B Dresser 1st, Stephen Wescott 2d.
Matched Oxen—Isaac L Johnson 1st, Stephen
Wescott 2d.
Draft Oxen—Wm Marean, 1st $5; Wm Shaw 2d,
$3; J W Knight 3d, $2 all of Standish.
1 InrSRS— \

Billtnn
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namely:

NAME._DESCRIPTION;_TOHUAOE.

Jeanle.four masted steam fruiter, tor

West India trade.....1,106.00
I-eander Belle.schooner.
749,00
B. P. Hopes.schooner.
336.00
Jesse S. Freeman
steam fruiter, West
India trade.
616.00
Wm. H. Smith
.ship.
2,008.00
Chae. H. Wolston.schooner,..... 300.00
E. F. Sawyer
..

.ship.1,998.00

R

Ihrasber..steam whaler......
612.00
JohnS. Davis
.schooner
363.00
City of Jacksonville ..schooner. 354.00
Amy..-. bark.
700.00
Aoout toe 15th or November they will mooch
the ship B. F. Packard, 2100 tone, Captain
Waterhouse of Portland, master, and are now
building an 1100 ton steamer for San Franclaoo
parties; a small schooner of 300 tons harden,
and a 350 ton schooner for Emerson Hopes.
IN WM. ROGERS’ YARD.
William Rogers launched on Saturday a mag
nifioent ship, tbe Ketinebeo, of 2126.51 tons
harden, 235 feet deck, 43 feet beam and 27 feet
bold. She will be commanded by Captain
Ford of Searsport, Maine.
This ship is of flue model and strong and
tborongh construction; she Is the largest of the
Sue ships for tbe building of which Mr. Rogers
is justly noted.
This yard has launohed since January first
the following vessels:
Name,
Description.
Tonnage.
466.93
George L. Drake,
Schooner,
1712.78
G-v.Kobie,
Ship,
Emma F. Angel,
Schooner
862.20
Mary L. Alien,
329.26
Douglas Hovey,
492.00
INI. 1. HAGAN’S YARD.
Another launching occured on Thursday at
the yard of T. M. Hagan, the "Lida Fowler,”
an A. 1, fruit schooner of 195.27
tons harden,
owned by S. A. Whorf, and commanded by
I.
B.
Atkins
of
Provincetown.
This
Captain
schooner is bnilt with an eye to speed, a quail*
ty necessary In the West India trade.

years old; same for three years old; same for pair
matched colts.
S I. Davis, breeding mare,
win
Davis, Tom Patched colt, 2 years ol,i; same for 5
S L Davis, three years old Kn,ix colt;
years old.
same for 2 years old.
Honorable Mention is made of a pitcher and two
letters exhibited by Miss Dow; two pairs of Chinese shoes by K Paine;
box of ancient articles by
Mrs. John
Chinese slipper by Mrs J Holmes;
a pair of very ancient knee buckles
by B W
worsted
Dow;
hank
Alice
wrought
by
Chase; collection of coins by W F Chase; an old
razor by John S Harty;’tight wlie telephone In
vented by Lucius Hamlin; m rttoes by Mrs A J
.\iarsh. Miss Ella A Poor; painting in oil, Mrs
Joshua H Davis and Mrs Almon Littlefield.

...

Prink;

Iu closing onr reporter would acknowledge
obligations to Mr. Sam Dingley and other
officers. Its success was largely dne to their
urbane and antiring efforts.
A dance was eDjoved in the hall in the grove
in the evening.

Fryeburg, Oot. 9.
The thirty-third annual exhibition of the
West Oxford Agricultural Society opened today, at its grounds in Fryeburg, nnder most
encouraging auspices. The attendance was
large for the first day, being composed almost
entirely of stockmen and farmers. The programme consisted of the annual meeting at 10
a. m., drawing match,
trotting of stallions and
oxen.
colts, and examination of working
■—Kuuuvinij ‘Vuv SnruMva
—■ ■■■

———

“blue ribbon” wherever exhibited. This same
Mr. Johnson also showed a very fine pair ol
Hereford cattle, six years old, girth 7 feet (j
inches, weight 3,800, and matched, with white
faces and other points, as closely as twins. Also a past of four
year olds that took the first
premium at the State Fair, and weigh 3,704
Matthew Johnson displayed seven pair ol
very fine cattle, among them a yoke of five
year olds, girth over seven feet; and two yoke
of three year olds, girth 6 feet 6 inches, and
four yoke of two year olds, girth about six feet.
Lewis Johnson had three yoke present, of
five, three and two years old respectively, all
hue cattle, uud W. H. Johnson, two yokes, one
of five and the other three years of age.
The same town was also represented by a remarkably fine pair of five year olds belonging
to E. R. Wentworth, girth 7 feet, and most
evenly matched.
A. E. Wescott of Standish had two pair ol
five-year-old Durhams that were splendid
specimens of the bovine race.
They girthed
about seven feet, and as a sample of working
oxen were hard to beat.
Sewall Libby of the same town had a pair ol
blacks that attracted much attention for tbeii
fine form and close matching, and the town
showed a noble yoke of five-year-olds, girting
seven feet, four inches.
William Marean bad a fine pair of brindies,
girth six feet, ten inches,
very closely
matched.
Ephraim Libby’s pair of five-year-olds was
one of the handsomest
p its upon the grounds.
They were from Gorham.
After dinner the center of attraction for the
spectators was the testing of strength of oxen.
It was hardly as thrilling for the majority as
the truly agricultural horse trot, but many of
the sturdy farmers enjoyed it very much more.

«

May

setts

shal.
Chief of Police—Appointed by the Committee of Arrangements.
Gate Keepers—A. H. Evans, W. H. Durgin, Geo. B Walker, Jas. D. Meserve
Ticket Sellers—C. B. Walker, T. C. Shirley,
Thos, S. v dntire.
Committee of
Arrangements—Charles E.
Smith, Deumark; E. Ballard, Fryebnrg; W.
H. Stickney, Brownfield.
The show >of cattle and horses is the best
soen upon these gronnds for year9.
George B.

Name.
Description.
Tonnage.
Wm. T. Donnell.Schooner.BoO
J.R. Smith...
.704
"
Maud s.Fishing
100
*■
Emma
90
Soltairc.
100
Cha*. A. Dyer....
..90
“■
Ethel.
90
Samoset. scow
SO

HUD OllVVn,

They have reclassed the schooners Georgia
Shepard and William Shepard, both builtby
them in 1873, are now constructing a 600-ton
schooner, and have in yard frame for another

girthing 7 feet 6 inches, and weighing 3910
lbs.
Angustme Ingalls has a pair 7 feet 7
inches, A. R. Jeuness 7 feet 5 inches, Chas.
Perry 7 feet 3 inch's, John Weston 7 feet.
Edwin Evans of Denmark has a pair of

of the

correction.

A previous report in your paper of the taking up of wheat freight direct to Liverpool by
the ships Thomas M. Head and W. F, Babcock
at 27s. Gd. should have been 47s. G.
A. R.

_A.

Frank Barker exbibitsa fine herd.

York County Fair.
The York County Agricultural Society's
annual fair opens in Biddeford this morning.
The cattle show will commence about 9 o clock
on the grounds at the driving park.

for.
in the hall,
Gov. Robie will be present
Tbutsday evening, aud deliver a short address.
Goodall Brothers of Sanford are arranging a
splendid exhibit of carriage robes.
Franklin County Fnir.
Farmington, Oct. 9.—The Franklin County
Agricultural Show and Fair opened hero today, with tbe largest and finest display of cattle ever known, and that of sheep, swine, poultry aud the mechanics arts vood. There is|a
large attendance. Premiums on town teams
were awarded as follows: Jay 1st, Farmington
2d, Wilton 3d.
_

North Knox

Fair.

Camden, Oct. 9.—The North Knox AgriculThe exhibition of
tural Fair opened today.
farm products is small, exoept potatoes, which
is unusually fine, aud a very large crop is reported. Of household goods there is a fair dis-

play.

The cattle show opens tomorrow.

Magndahor Fair-l.nrgr

Atlradnnre

and

Fiur Exhibit*.
Oct. 9.—The 29th

annual fair
Brunswick,
of the Sagadahoc Agricultural aud Horticultural Society opened ou the society’s grounds

Topsham today. The show of stock Is fully
up to the average of previous years In number

at

mold.

SHIPBUILDING NOTES.

pardonable pride.
Col. Walker brings up from the island a
handsome grade Durham heifer. Mr. Bean
aud Mr. Jougs show full-blooded yearling Dur-

The fair in City Hall will open at 2 o’clock
lu the afternoon and will be an excellent show
as the space has been taken up and the committee were yesterday crowded with exhibits
which it.was hard work to obtain room enough

same

C. B. Harrington constructed this year the
steamers Islander and Percy V., tug Pbillipe
Eaton, and ate now building a two-masted
schooner.
Houghton Bros, are building a large ship.
Palmer & Haley will launch in about a
month a fair sized schooner.
E. Soule & Co. launched in August the
schooner H. C. Higginson, 519 tons burden,
and are building a 750 tanner, to be launched
in November.
The year 1883 has been a busy one for shipbuilders. Wages have been good, and the
favorable weather has made the work progress
rapidly. Bath has put upon the water this
year fifty-three (53) craft with an aggregate
tonnage of 23,364
Morse Bros, are having a 100 ton tug built
for their line. It is expected that improvements In model and machinery will make her
both powerful and fast.

matched steers four year old on exhibition.
Jadge Eastman of Conway bought them today for the nice little sam of $190.
The Wauder stock rakes the lead among the
Worses. A special premium has been offered
by W. B. Nutter, Cape Elizabeth, for colts of
this stock.
Frank Shir’ey and Wright Cousins exhibit
colts. Winfield Cousins shows a handsome twoyear-old colt,"Maud," who is expected to make
a record at no distant date.
A matched pair, same age, Black Swan
stock, are exhibited by H. B. Harndon. A. Y.
Stevens enters a matched pair of horses, t wo
pairs ma ched steers aud a fat heifer.
Frank Meserve, a young son of Mr. James
Meserve, attracted a good deal of notice with
his matched yearling steers, driving them
without yoke.
W. H. Stickney shows full-blooded Ayrshire, Dev.oo, Jersey and grade Ayrshire cows.
A fine Ayrshire and Durham heifer, two years
old, owned by Mr. Evans, was contentedly
chewing her cud next a fine Holstein cow and
heifers, in which Mr. Nevers of,Sweden takes

place.

parties.

IN DBERING A DONNELL’S YARD.
The firm of Deering & Donnell bnilt in 1883:

Denmark enters a doable town team 1G yoke.
Andrew Evans enters the Fryeburg town
team, James Hatching the Lovell,
Among the teams Mr. Hatching has a pair

One town sends a guarantee
steers and colts.
of a team of forty-five pair of oxen.
Other
towns are responding equally as well, and
with good weather success is assured.
In the afternoon a prize game of base ball

28.00
12.68

11

Pilot

IN ARTHUR BE WALL A Co’s YARD.1
Arthur Bewail & Co. have launched this year,
the schooner “Blanche Allen,” 520 tons burden, and the ship Ranier, Captain Samnel H.
Morrison, of 1987 tons burden.
They have
upon tbe stodks a 2300 ton ship, and the frame
for a 2300 tonner In the yard. The ship on the
stocks is prononDced of superior model for
both speed and capacity.

Beau of Danmark, President of the Society,
has a team of 16 3-years old steers besides

A special premium offered by the president
of the society, will be contested for by boys
under 12 years for the best pair of trained

Dyer,

22.62
268.00
This firm has upon the ways a pilot boat to
be launched soon, and have contracted to build
two schooners of 200 tons each for Massachu-

Fryeburg; Stephen Chandler, Stow;
Jones, Sweden; Almon Pingree, Charles D.
Fessenden, Brownfield; Ivory Wentworth, L.
D. Cook, Porter; H. G. Walker.
Marshal—Gardiner Walker, Fryeburg.
Assistant Marshal—Appointed by the Mar-

ham bulls.

vl.

Lizzie Hagan,
Maud Helen,
Ueo. H. Holdeu

Aaron

the same town had three

yoke, the finest among them being a pair ol
five year olds, weighing 3,950 pounds. This
yoke took the first premium at the Cumberland county fair, the Maine State, the Eastern
Maine, and in fact they have captured the

_

J0wwi4frh,r»irti ItnpuhnrtfmfcifodneW:
Name.
Description.
]
Tonnage.
Fruit Schooner,
Gora May,
167.47
Wm. H. Gross,
166.89
Fishing
j
"
Edith McIntyre,
162.17
••
46.44
JooieMay,
169.78
George D Paine,

•>-« —

business was attended to, and the following
officers elected:
President—Geo. It. Bean, Deumark.
Vice President— 0. H. Walker, Fryeburg.
Secretary—D. Lowell Lamson, Fryeburg.
Treasurer—John Lock, Fryeburg.
Trustees—W. H. Aubott, W. G. Walker,

UtUDl

Busy Tear in the Ship Yards-What the

look on the Kennebec.

chow£Mrs Marshall Whitney.
Corn and Grain—D Libby, 1st on corn; S E Libby,
2d. Canada Corn, Wm Cole, Jr, 1st; same, 2d.
Eight-rowed Corn, Asa Smith. K P Corn, A S
Sweet Corn, Wm
Cousins, 1st; A Marean, 2d
Shaw. Spring Wheat, S C Rich.
Winter Wheat,
Carriages

large attendance.

Builders Hava Done and Are DoingList of Vessels Launched—Cheerful Out-

Pea Beans—1st, Isaac T. Boothby.
Yellow Eyes-1st. J S Webster.
Dwari Beans—1st, W E Parsons.
Yellow Beans—1st. Marshall Whitney.
Water Color Painting—1st, C M Paine; 2d, Lydia
Speer; d, Eddie Paine.
Crayon Drawing—1st, Mrs Dr Cobb; 2d, Wm
Miller.
Oil Painting—1st, Fannie E Cobb.
Brackets—W N Miller.
Painted China—1st, Fannie E Cobb.
Fruit— Best exhibition, 20 varieties of apples.
Horace Meserve Standish; 2d, W M Libby, btandish; 3d, Wm. Wescott, Gorham.
a i-pies
Northern Spy, 1st, J S Webster; 2d, W
Wescott; 3d, Wm Sbaw. Nod Heads, 1st, J Irish;
2d, I T Boothby; 3, J S Webster. Pound Sweets,
1st, Lewis Libby; 2d, H Meserve. Pumpkin Sweet,
Joe!ah Moulton. Baldwins, Edward Dolliff, 1st.
J Irish, 2d; E P Dow, 3.
Pears -A P Shaw.
Grapes—John H Davis, six varieties, 1st; Thomas
Welch, 3 varieties, 2d; Natives, Curtis Shaw.
Cranberries—Thomas Welch.
Butter and Choese—Alice Whitney, Gorlam, (12
years of aee) 1st; Mrs Isaac P Boothby, Standish,
2d; Mrs W M Libby Gorham, 3d.
Cheese—Mrs S O Paine, tstandVsh.
The committee complimented rhe butter from
Windham, entered by Mrs A Senter.
Preserves and Pickles—Peais, Fanny J Sturgess;
same, plums; same, catsup. Crab Apples, Mrs Wm
Shaw. Grape Jelly, Mrs. Amos Bolter.
Chow

Davis; sleigh, W L Dickey.
Bulls—H H Libby, 1st; W M Libby,

there will be a

BATH.

Fair at Fryeburg.

FOREIGN.

uouaiuuDui ui

This fair w*s an exception to the general
rale in that it was successful in getting oat a
large attendance without races, which is explainable by the tact that admission was free

everywhere.

pounds.

account of the prevailing famine.
Tber<
were but two doctors in
the city and the;
were worn out from overwork.
At Manzanillo cart loads of dead bodies have been buriec
in one common receptacle.

on

Fatal Accident*.

Democrat*Carry Newark, N. Jf.'
Newark, Oct. 9.—At the city election today the Democrats elected Haynes mayor by
a majority of 635 over Lobg
(Rep.), and carried eight out of the fourteen wards.
The
Democrats elect six aldermeu and the RepubOf the aldermen holding over
licans nine.
eleven are Democrats |aud four Republicans.

and

_eod3w

Oct. 9.—The Episcopal Convention reassembled this morning. The committee on new dioceses reported relative to the
memorial asking consent to the creation of a
new diocese in North Carolina. Tbe committee
recommended consent be given.
The committee on canons reported favorably
relative to changing the diocese name of the
diocese of Illinois to that of Chicago. Both

was won by Harbinger in three
straight heats
Time, 2.40, 2 42, 2.42.
A bicycle race for the championship of-Pe
nobscot county was won by Walter Goodenow
of Bangor.
Time (half mile heats), 146.

-“““

Mem.

Philadelphia,

colts Oloster, owned by 0. O
Palmer of Dover, and Harbinger, owned by A
W. Brackett of Pittsfield, for 8250 a side, tool
place this afternoon at Maplewood Track, anc

PRICE THREE CENTS.

POINT BARROW STATION.

Protestant Epiicopsl Convention.

'•

tee

MONMOUTH.

given to private! pupils by the subscriber

fan24

Cincinnati, Oct. 10.—12.30 A. M. Seventeen preciucts of the 103 iu this county give a
Republican gain of 1577 on the Governor vote.
This action would give the county to Hoadly
by a small majority, bat with the votes cast
for the reform Democratic ticket would leave
the result as to the legislature iu doubt, with
tbe chances in favor of tbe Republicans.
No
report of the strength of the reform Democratic ticket has been made. While the second amendment gets a large vote the majority
against it will be sufficient probably to overcome the majority in other parts of the State,
Cleveland, Oct. 9.—When the polls closed
tonight the Republicans gave up nearly every
ward and the Democrats claimed everything
in the city and township, but as evening progressed tbe Republicans grew more hopeful
and tbe Democrats began to be doubtful. At 1
o’clock no ward had been fully counted, and it
is not likely that the result iu the city can be
ascettained definitely before morning, bat
enongb is known to show that the Democrats
lost and gained where least expected.
Proba***°~
»*■****** y
l)lV tho Jliunrum lia
candidates, but a part of the legislative ticket
a
the
Democrats
concede
loss
is in doubt. Bat
iu the county of 1,200 over Fall’s vote. -A jubilee meeting was bold iu the Tabernacle tonight by tbe Women’s Christian Temperance
Union.
Dayton, Oct. 10—1.00 a. m.—Returns from
12 voting precincts of this city give a net Democratic gaiu of 95. There is no hope for any of
the Republican candidates on the county ticket
and there are only six more precincts to hear
from.
Returns
Columbus, Oct. 10.
Midnight
from 391 wards and precincts show a net Renublican gain of 1401 in a total vote of 100,062.
The first amendment received 14,499 votes and
the secoud 51,193.
2 a. m.—The Republican Committee expect
to elect their Governor by a few hundred, but
concedes that it depends on the result in Cincinnati and Cleveland. Returns are so meagre
that neither committee is over confident.
An impression prevails that the
second
„--

the

and Class-

inglish

way to their mission field in

their

LISBON FALLS.

in plain sewing.
receive pupils in fancy work. Aput
119 Winter Street.
ply
dlwteodtf
cot2

Instruction in
ical

on

Burmab.

Rill also

given

been received from tbe

—

Toe Denison Paper Manufacturing Company have secured the contract of the paper for
It will require about
Mr. Blaine’s U6W book.
fifty thousand reams.

sep29dtNovl

m.

have
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BIDDEFORD.

Caswell’s school will

B^giuningOct. 15th, in the French Language by lUous. Rene de Poyen Bellisle, at
4 o clock p. m. on Mondays.
Beginning Oct 9th, in Physiology by Dr.
Sarah Eiien Palmer, at 9.50 a.m. on Tues-

Mrs. J. Ellen Foster of Iowa, the reputed
author of the prohibition enacts ent of that
State, was on the ground, and went from ward
to ward in a carriage, directing the temperance forces. Mottoes were profusely displayed
at the second amendment headquarters, like
the following: "Betty and the Baby vs. Boodle
and Beer.”
"Vote for the Second Amendment and down will go Saloons and up will go
Home und our Boys;” and "Vote for Sally
The ladies wore badges
aud the Babies.”
with the State coat-of-arms aud the inseription
"SecnnJ Amendment; for God, aud Home,
A large majority against
and Native Land.”
both amendments is probable here.

Few returns

BANGOR.

Street.

heavy

large cities. 201 wards and precints show a
net Republican gain of 1,340 votes in a total of
47,367.
J. B. Chase & Co.’s store in Orono, broken
j 11.30 p. m.—Two hundred and fifty-seven
wards and precincts give a net Republican
into Snnday night was entered again last night
Tbe Republicans claim large
gain of 1,711.
and a considerable quantity of goods stolen.
gains in Cincinnati.
A Drunken Man on the War Path.
Dayton, O., Oct. 9.—The entire Democratic
ticket is elected.
There are slight ReWilliam Googing of Ellsworth while drank
j county
A heavy vote was
publican gains all around.
or insane, entered the store of
G. W. Merrill
cast for the second amendment.

AUBURN.

PARLOR LECTURES,

noon a

telligent opinion.
Columbus, Oct. 9.—Returns from 165 wards
and precincts show a net Republican gain of
1,186 iu a total vote of 34 438. Tbe first amendment received 5,729 and second 18,620 votes.

Willie Lane accidently shot off two fingers
f.om ibe hand of Frank Fields, aged 11 years,
while firing at a target on Saturday.
The
wounded boy walked to his home 2 1-2 miles
distant with bis mangled hand hanging at his
side.

EDUCATIONAL.

9.—Up
polled here.

to

Columbus, O., Oct. 9,-r-l.OO p. m.—The
weather ro-day is warm and bright, aud a big
vote is being polled.
Representatives of both
parties are interested in the second amendment
but it is believed it will get a light vote. At
the Republicau headquarters it is announced
that the straight tickets are being voted, and a
great deal of scratching is being done by the
LiATEST MARINE NEWS.
More than half the entire vote
Democrats.
had been polled at noon.
Cincinnati, Oct. 9 —An enormons vote has
Sunk lu a Collision at lea.
been polled in Hamilton county to-day.
Five
Oct.
9.—News
has
precincts
been
give a net Republican gaiu of 202.
London,
received
Both parties claim the county. The reform
that the bark Aquila bound from Liverpool for
Democratic vote was small, probably not exHalifax was in collision with the Norwegian
ship Johanne, Captain Koper, West Hartle- ceeding 1,500 votes, The Republicans claim
pool for Quebec and the former sunk.
Tho ! large gains in the German wards, and say that
first officer and two of the crew of the Aquila j Foraker will overcome Newman’s majority of
was 10,089.
The Democrats
aiiw uuuauuf) rssuueu
tae re- : lost year, which
ujuwuou.
are equally hopeful that they
have carried
maiuder and landed tliem at Madeira.
the entire county and State ticket.
Information is not yet at band on which to base an inMAINE.

W. D. LITTLE & GO.,

had been

Oct.

The Democrats
Claim 4,000 majority in the city, and the Republicans concede 3,000. The second amendment workers were very active. They had
headquarters in every ward except the third,
and in most of the precincts the ladies industriously distributed both tickets impartially, to
get the vote for prohibition.

{Washington, Oct. 10.
The indications for New England
to-day are
fair weather in the southern
portion, fair in
tho norther portion proceeded by local rains
and winds mostly southerly,
or fall-

sndtf

of all kinds

•

Cleveland,
vote

GARMENTS

IF

here, the poll is tlio heaviest in Republican
wards. As to how the vote is going no one
can do more than guess.

Wanted Im-

Books

Old

Over-Confident
of Success.
Side

Cincinnati. Oct. 9.—In southern Ohio the
weather is mild and pleasant, and favorable to
a full turnout of voters.
So far as heard from

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

10,000

Price 25

But Neither

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

purchased.

BY

Ohio.

Address all communications to

Middle Street newly opened for sale
of above, and of current and standard Secondhand Books. Libraries and Collections of old books

Four-k'ear-OldsBicyele Championship Race.
Bangor, Oct, 9.—A match race between thi

four-year-old
Large Republican Gains Reported In

CHURCHES.

THE

match Race Between

ing in Slowly.

tion.

BOOKS.

118

STORK

Returns from Ohio and Iowa Com-

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50 a
year; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted m the “Maine State
Press which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $ .00 per square for first insertion
and 6C cents per square for each subsequent Inser-

WILL B. BORMAN, PERFUMER,
6‘J‘f CougrcNN Street. Just above High,
POlSTIiARD.IffE.

SPORTING.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.

SF-id by judges to betbo best Perfume ever
the price. Cosmetics, Soaps and other Toilet Goods

sep29

ELECTIONS.
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Published every day (Sundays excepted) bvthe
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange St., Portland, Me,
Teems: Eight Dollars a Year. To mall subscribers. Seven Dollars a Year, If paid In advance.
Rates of Advertising: One Inch of space the
length of column, constitutes it “square.”
$1.60 per square, daily first week: 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or legs, $1.00. continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 76 cents; one
week, $1.00; $60 cents per week after.
Special notices, one-thi d additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales, $2.“0 per square per week; three insertions
or lesB, $1.60.

Oil! the red ripe lips, and bonnie brown hair
Of a dear little lass both blithe-ome ami fair;
Long may slie be wi'h us e-. artless aud gay,
And win all hearts by using Dorman’s Boquet
—
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The Prohibition Programme in Maine.
[Boston Traveller.)
Editor of the Traveller:
The following letter speaks for itself. Its insertion in the Traveller will convey important information to many who will be profited by it. A. A. M.
Portland, 26 Sept., 1883.
My Dear Mr. Miner^We have fully made
now
our
minds
to
break with the Republiup
can party in Maine as you have done in Maesachusetts.
'Sou may, perhaps, know that
during all these years I have entertained the
of
hope
accomplishing our purpose, viz.: The
final suppression of the grog-shops through
that party, as the easiest and speediest way of
doing it. We have at last abandoned all hoDe
of that. The party here, as in Massachusetts,
Ohio, Michigan, New York, Connecticut and
many other States, is openly in league with
“The gigantic crime of crimes,” and baa now
undertaken the task of defending it against
the will of the people.
When I speak of the Republican party in
Maine I mean the bosses; the party now, as
heretofore, is thoroughly against the liquor
traffic. In this State we can easily overthrow
this wretched ruin ring, as you have not yet
been able to do in the old Bay State. The
present is a particularly favorable time for carrying our great questiou to the ballot-box,
since there is absolutely no question now up
between the Republican and Democratic bossout” and “Turn
es except this—“Keep them
them out
That is the whole of it, while the
to
the prosperity
of
our
question
importance
and happiness of cation, State and people is so
great that it cannot be estimated by any process of computation now known to us.
May God defend and prosper the right.

Truly

yours,

NbalDow.

Mysterious Disappearance.
Sunday morning between seven and halfpast seven o’clock Daniel Cousens, a nine-year
old son of Nathaniel Cousens, a workman in
Hobson’s lumber mills, left his home in the
Spring house, on Spring’s Island, to visit his
grandmother, who lives in one of the Yerk
corporation boarding houses, Saco. He is supposed to have gone in the direction of the
Bradbury dam. Since that time nothing has
been heard of him

or hiB
whereabouts. The
prevailing conjecture is that he fell into the
river while crussiug the dam and was carried
down by the current and drowned. The river
has been dragged, bnt without any traces of
him being discovered.

A young man in Toledo plays two cornets at
the same time.
The citizens are uuwisely
waiting for the invention of a way to kill him
twice at the same time.
America has produced this year 200,000,000
As the godlike Webster remarked,
“The Union, it must and shall be preserved,”
and pickled also.

pickles;

111
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We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in

indispensable, not necessarily for publicabut as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.
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tion

An Astonishing Judgment.
As far as can be gathered from the remarks of the presiding Justice the only reason for '.etting Herbert Eaton off so easily
was the fear that imprisonment might discourage him in his work of self-reformation.
“Unless,” says Judge Danforth, “the respondent continues to be a reformed man I
shall regret that he aid not go to State prison for thiee or iivo years.
If he does continue reformed I shall always feel pleased
that I did not send him to prison.” Admitting for the sake of argument that the chief
question to be considered in fixing the punishment of Eaton was the effect it would
have on his reformation, we do not think

Judge Danforth did the best thing possible
under the circumstances. He had it in his
not only not to discourage Eaton in
power
his work of reform, but also to encourage
him.
It is a common practice in the courts
of the State to place the names of criminals,

under certain circumstances, rn a special
with the understanding that if their

The part of Cardinal McCloskey’s pastoral which discusses Catholic literature denounces in this vigorous language certain
Catholic journals: “Nominally Catholic,
under the mask of patriotism, trading upon
the generous instincts of our people, they
endeavor to subvert authority and law.
Making loud profusions of a false love of
country, they lead astray many sincere patriots. Neither priest nor bishop, nor the
Sovereign Pontiff himself, is safa from their
revilings. They preach the worst kind of
socialism and communism; they
murder and the vilest deeds.”

i n our judgment of your favorable considcraion and speedy adoption.
First, it will secure the erectiou of an
imphitheatre, which we regard as a matter of
laramount
to the interests of the
convert the
ooms
now
appropriated to andsurgical
coninto
comfortable
purposes
sick.
the
venient
for
apartments
Dther changes are contemplated in the scheme
.vhich, if carried out, will give us, what at
■his time is so much needed, sixteen additionil beds.
We refer you to the
report of our superin;endent, who has given much thought to the
lubject, for minute details of the plan pro
posed and the estimated cost of its execution.
To the ladies visiting and advisory board,
and to the many friends of the hospital in the
city and State who by their visits and words
if sympathy to the patients, the distribution
>f books and magazines adapted to their seviral capacities and tastes, and the generous beitowment of fruit and flowers in their season
rave done so much to
beguile the weary hours
>f sickness and convalescence, we tender our
iincere and most grateful acknowledgments.
In conclusion, we confidently assure you,
Mr. President and gentlemen, that this noble
nstitution is fulfilling all the conditions which

excuse

The tariff plank of the Obio Democratic
platform just suits Mr. ltandall, a high protectionist, and it is equally acceptable to
Mr. Watterson, a violent free trader. The
Obio Democrats can congratulate themselves
that they have executed one of the greatest

feats of language

on

record.

Virginia Readjusters are circulating
a letter purporting to have been written by
President Arthur on September 20th last,
urging the negroes to support Mahone. This
letter is believed to be a forgery.
Mr. Mahone will not hesitate to profit by it, howevThe

they

up and sentenced on the old indictment.
This might have been doi e in Eaton’s case.
The indictment for manslaughter might
have been held over him with the understanding that if be fell hack into his old
habits he would be called up and sentenced
upon it.
Such a disposal of the case as this

supplied Mr. Eaton with a very
motive for correct living. But we

would have

powerful
are by no

admit, except for
willing
the sake of argument, that the chief questo

meaus

fixing

tion to be considered in

punishment
have

on

was

Eaton’s

Mr.

the effect it was

his reformation.

The

likely
public have a
that a penalty

right to demand in such cases
shall be indicted that shall tend
others from committing crimes of

to

deter

to
a

similar

Will the imposition of a fine of
$1000 on a man of Mr. Eaton’s wealth have
any such effect? We think not. On the
contrary, its effect will be to bring the adnature.

justice in our courts into
contempt by tending to strengthen the notion which is already prevalent that it is
only to the poor man without influence that
adequate punishment in our criminal courts
ministration of

is sure to he meted out.

Postmaster Goddard’s Case.
[Washington Despatch, (Oct. St,) to
tiser ]

Boston Adver-

of Postmaster Goddard of Portland
No charges have been lodged
against him at the department, a though several
Maine papers allege a shortage in his accounts and
general mismanagement. The officials have always
supposed the Portland offioe to be in excellent condition. The last regular Inspection was made in
Jane by Inspector G. H. Bigelow, of Vermont. He
found the accounts all right, except that the moneyorder clerk was short seveial hundred dollars The
The Case

amounts to

deficit

just this:

promptly cnade np, and the Inspector reported that there was no evidence of any attempt
at fraud. The clerk had been In that place for sevwas

years, and his fidelity Is unquestioned. Mr,
Goddard wrote to Postmaster General Gresham a
few days since, saying that he was ready for any ineral

vestigation, but It is not likely that one will be ordered until something more tangible on which to
base it is produced. Regarding Mr. Goddard’s holding the postmastership, and at the same time devoting himself to the revision of the Stats statutes,
another question arises. It is not believed that his
official duties have been neglected, but au executlue
order forbids a federal officer to hold a State office.
Mr. Hntton holds that revising the statutes is uot an
office in the view of the order, but General Gresham
will make an inquiry before deciding. He has been
111 for several davs. but will take the
aovount

matter

tin

this

man.

of bolding the two plaees, and not for any

shortage in

bis accounts.

His term

13,188%.

expires January

The salary is 83,000.
The above despatch is a queer one in

sev-

eral respects.

largely of the

tales of a

prostitute and
Police Gazette,

adorned with cuts from the
which its Boston contemporary describes as
“coarse, nasty and disgusting,” Let it tell
them also about the ticket which its party is
clreulxting printed on paper made in imitation of tanned human skin.

Let it answer

if it thinks it respectable for the Democratic candidate for governor, by such a trick as
this, to implicate the Republican party in
the freak of medical students which it is no
more responsible for than for the earthquake
in Java. Let it tell its reader what it thinks
of the performance of the mayor of Boston
in preparing the way for a fraudulent count
in that city.
Let it tell its readers what it
thinks of the falsehood Butler recently told
on the stump concerning the expenses of the
militia.
And finally
let
it inform
its readers whether it has changed the
opinions which it used to express concerning Butler, and whether it still thinks him
the low hlackgnard which it once did, and if

not, why
Mr.

not?
Bass of the

Bangor

Com-

mercial tells the Boston Post that he thinks
luc

lewKsuury picture

hook win

mutts lots

of votes for Butler.
“Where one person,”
he says, “would prefer that the pictures be
left out and the text amended, there are
twenty who would say give us the whole story and along with it the rats, hides and
corpses.” Asked how the Maine Democrats
felt about Butler, he said that “the majority
of them hope to see him beat Robinson out
of his boots.
They wouldn’t mind if he
were to be governor forever.
They don’t
want him for a
presidential candidate
though. He couldn’t get the Maine delegation to the next national convention to save
his neck.”
Mr. Bass thinks Butler will
carry the state, in fact he is just as sure of
it as he was a year ago that Gov. Plaisted
would carry Maine.
If the Mormon apostles are to be believed
their missionaries have been doing a smashing business at the South and in Europe.
An addition of 23,040 members in six
months Is reported. Probably the number
Is grossly exaggerated, but it is lamentable
to think that a small fraction of that number have been won over to the vile practices
of the ohnrch at Salt Lake.
John Kelly

announces

that if the

County

Democracy rejects Tammany’s advances he
Will gird on his armor and seek the thickest
ef the fight, feeling safo in the conviction
that Tammany is strong enough to elect alj
candidates from the greatest to the
smallest. Mr. Kelly is evidently growing
tired of harmonizing.

Us

Rev. W. H. II. Murray in his lecture at
Chickerlng Hall Sunday evening defended
easy divorces and the right to obtain them
privately. The day before sixty-two applications for divorce were heard in the courts
of Chicago. It does not
appear necessary
to stimulate ths divorce business
by public

lectures.

$1000.

This makes

estimated cost of $14,500.
Making an allowance for unforeseen expenses,
which are almost sure to come up during the
progress of building, it seems to me that we
need not expect that the whole expense will
be more than $16,000 or $17,000.
I think that a determined effort should be
made to secure this amount during the coming
winter, so that we may be able to commence
building in the spring; for I feel sure that the
increased accommodation will be very much
needed before the close of another year.
We have, as usual, received many valuable
contributions from the numerous friends of
the hospital, an acknowledgement of which
will be found in the matron’s report. I wish,
however, to acknowledge the following which
have come more directly into my hands. From
Mrs. Annie L. Raymond $50 for a microscope.
From Mrs. Annie T. Dennett of Bangor $12
for an aspirator. From Mrs. Edward Fox 42
bottles of old brandy and wines. From Rufus
Stanley & Son 1 case of claret.
Appended to my report will be found a list
of all surgical operations performed during
the year with a brief statement of results.
an

Respectfully submitted,

The annual meeting of the corporators

of

the Maine General

hospital was held at the
City building, yesterday afternoon, at, 4 o’clock
Thereport of the directors was presented and
read by John T. Gilman, M. D.

I'nmnln

uuwuu

Eort
y her name,

Bequest of Mr. A. K. Shurtleff,
Bequest t> the free bed fund from
Sfary Harrison Flagg, of Hallowell,
Bequest of Hon. ,J. B. Brown,

Mrs.

Hampshire,

New

Androscoggin,

Kennebec,

treated,
Died,
Not

24
27
—

283
13

Indiana,

7
3
1
1
1
1
1
2

IowaJ

New
New'

York,

Jersey,

Oxford,

19
14
10
21
7
11
15
22

Penobscot,
Piscataquis,
Sagadahoc,
Somerset,
Waldo,

Washington,
York,
Number of weeks relief furnished to paying
patients 1108 5-7; number of weeks relief
free patients 868 5-7;
total
furnished to
Knox,
Lincoln,

1977 3-7. This is equal to an average of 37.92
patients for the year.
Ihe current expenses for the year have been
as follow8:
Salaries and wages,
$7,689 48
Groceries,
3,573 68
3429 ®
Milk,
1,021 55
55 54
Crackers,
100
Water,
92 25
Ice,
Medical and surgical supplies,
2,073 01

20 54
122 14
1
a

17 42
11
11
1 13
5
16
17 54
45 08

Light,*

141 20

Fuel,

2,44s 40

Furnishing,
Repair,
Mlscellancons,

450 70
718 05
298 59

$22,197~40

*

Value of coal on hand Oct 1,1882,
Value of coal on hand Oct 1,1883,

$1,409 45
2,092 83

This makes the average cost of each patient
per week $11.23, which is 54 cents less than
last year.
There has been received from patients for board $12,545.68.
Excess of exexpenditures over receipts from patients

$9,661.72.

The free beds maintained by permanent endowment or annual subscription, which have
been available during the present hospital year
have been as follows :
Permanent.

By Mrs Charles Dutnmer, from Oct 1, 1882 to
Sept 30,1883, established May 24, 1877 in memory of
Miss Mary Cleaves.
By request of Eliza Bradbury from Oct 1,1882 to
Sept 30, 1883.
By request of A K Shurtlefl', from Oct 1, 18S2 to
Sept 30,1883.
Annual.
By S E Spring, from Oct 1, 1882 to Sept 30, 1883.
W
W Thomas from oct 1, 1882 to Sept 3#, 1883.
By
By Henry St John Smith from Oct 1,1882 to Sept

10, 1883.
By Sidney W Thaxter from Oct 1,

1882 to

L882.

Oct 27,

lady friend throngh Dr Gerrish from Oct 1,
Jan 10, 1883.
By Eastern railroad from Oct 1,1882 to Sept 30,
1883.
By Ladles Visiting hoard from Oct 1, 1S82 to Sept
10, 1883.
By Eliza Quincy Goodenow from Oct 1,1S82 to
rune 14,1883.
By Mrs Annie L Raymond from Oct 1, 1882 to
Sept 30,1883.
By Portland Company from Oct 1, 1882 to Sept
10,1883.
By Mrs J B Brown from Oet 1, 1882 to Sept 30,
By

a

1882 to

5,000
5,000

By Boston & Maine R R from Oct 1, 1882 to Sept
<7,1883.
By Ladles Circle of High Street Church from Oct
., 1882 to Sept 30, 1883.
By gentlemen of Cumberland club from May 12,
.883 to Sept 30, 1883.
By Hospital Mending Society from March 10,1883
o Sept 30,1883.
This gives an aggregate of 834 5-7 weeks
ind is equal to an average of 16 free beds for
•he year.
Examination of the above statistics and a
v*

.uow

UI,

of patients

f

...

we naa

The hospital, as we have more than once
stated, furnishes rare facilities for observation
and instruction in all the branches of medical
and surgical science. But its legitimate usefulness as an educator, which is
intimately

connected with the highest interests of
society
is lamentably crippled, and must remain so till
we can have a commodious
amphitheatre.
We also, in the reports reterred to, dwelt at
length upon the fact that the erection of the
southwestern pavilion as contemplated by Mr.
Fassett, and which is so essential to the
architectural completion and beauty of the
hospital, would soon become a necessity for
the accomodation of patients. That period
has already arrived. We need to-day the additional pavilion to enable us to receive the
increased and constantly increasing number of
applicants for admission. Our female general
ward, and the private wards connected with it
are now full and have been for the last two

months.

Applications for admission, either for medor surgical treatment, are daily made which
we are reluctantly compelled to decline simply
for the want of room. They come from all,
ical

the most remote sections of the State and
from all classes and conditions of society, from
the rich as well as the poor, those who seek
admission as free patients, and the wealthy
who are willing to
pay generously for benefits
received, thus adding more or less to the
limited resources of our
treasury.
But the cost of
constructing and furnishing
the western pavilion would involve the
raising
of a very considerable amount of
money, and
require more time for its accomplishment than
we can now afford to
spare. Your directors,
therefore, having given careful attention to the
subject in all its bearings have come to the
unanimous conclusion that it will be
inexpedient at this time to enter
upon any practical
measures towards the
prosecution of the work.
A less expensive scheme,
however, which
would relieve for some time the
pressing wants
now
which
exist, and with but little comparhas
been
ative delay,
submitted by our archieven

worthy

ome

measures to

increase

our

capacity.

Since July 1st our female ward and private
, ooms connected with it have been full so
t hat I have been obliged to refuse admission
, o patients
applying, or to file their appllca, ions, that they might be taken in turn as
] leds were vacated.
At one time as many as
2 applicants were waiting for an
opportunity
( o be admitted.
I do not think it will be
pod policy to allow this state of things to
, ontinue but that we ought to take immediate
, tens to secure more room.
In view of the great expense that the buildj ig of another pavilion would involve I would
, ropose the following plan, which I think will
j leet our requirements for some years at least
e nd at a
comparatively moderate cost.
I would have the amphitheatre built
(which,
t s you know, is
very much needed on other
6
ccounts) which would set free the series of
, ooms on the front
of the first floor of the
t avilion, now used as operating rooms.
Then
] would remodel and enlarge the kitchen and
, entries to the basement, and
finishing the
tories above for servants’ rooms. This
change
r'ould set free the six rooms on the back side
c f the first floor of the
pavilion. We could
t hen use this first floor for
patients, which
, ■'Quid
us
sixteen additional beds.
give
There are several advantages that this arr angement would have.
It would give us six
„ dditional
private rooms, for which there has
t een a great demand during the past
year,
r luch
Then this
greater than we could meet.
f oor is so divided up that it could be
occupied
i y both males and females, if
necessary. Bv
1 ais means we could equalize the
pressure on
t ie other two wards and we would not be
0 bliged to refuse admission to
patients for
v 'ant of room, till
every bed in the hospital
y 'as filled.
This we cannot do at present,
'] hus while I have been obliged to refuse adn hesion to female patients our male ward
haB
E ot been more than half filled.
It rarely hapens that the two sexes are present in"
equal
umbers.
I have had as careful estimates made of the
c >st of these additions and changes as can be
j one without making detailed plans. Mr.
j assett has drawn a sketch of an amphitheatre,
5 ) feet square, which will contain on the main
«
oor the principal operating and lecture
room,
a small
operating room, reception, etherizing
a id
recovery rooms, bath room, &c. This will
u
b on a level with the first floor of the
pavil>n.
Below the main floor will be a story of
* nod height which can be utilized for an out
stient service, when we are ready to put that

pieces

10
10

“

10

44

44

10

20 cts.

“

44

44

25

“

Gray

“

( W. & C. R.

8 cts. roll

Batting,

25 pieces all wool 36 inch Dress Flannels 37 l-2c pr yd,
44
44
44
6-4 all wool very

$1.00

heavy

19..K1J4 AS

Annual free beds,
State appropriation,

2,(550
5,000

$31,322

25

Henry Deering, Esq.
Adjourned.
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Main

Worcester, Mass., volunteers the following:—
“Having occasion recently to

|ie
C

he knew

of, and he handed

Remedy, stating
he

cause

that it

wa3

of

considered the best be-

had sold many bottles of it to his custom-

Worcester, and they all speak of it in the
highest terms, and pronounce it always reliable. I
took the bottle home and commenced taking it, and
find that it does the work effectually; and I am
pleased to recommend to all who have kidney or
liver disease the use of Hunt’s Remedy, the sure
in

ers

cure.”

April 11,1883.
WE ALL HAY SO.

A. Boedett, No. 166 Front Street,
Worcester, Mass., has just sent us the following,diMr. Geoege

rectly

to the point:—
"Being amictea wnn

manity

ailments to wnicn

an Hu-

subject sooner or later, I read carefully
the advertisement regarding the remarkable curative powers of Hunt’s Remedy, and as it ssemcd to
apply to my case exactly, 1 purchased a bottle of the
medicine at Jannery’s drug store in this city, and
having used it with most beneficial results in my
is

case, my wife and son also commenced its use,
and it has most decidedly improved their health,
own

and

shall continue its

we

such favorable

April

in

U6e

family under

our

results.”

17,1883._

DBIIGGIHFS EVIDENCE.
Me. Geoege W. Holcomb, druggist, 129 and
131 Congress Street, Troy, N. Y., writes April 7,

a

3>i

constantly selling Hunt’s Remedy for
kidneys, liver, bladder, and urinary
to
mv
trade and lriends, and find that it
organs,
gives general satisfaction to all who use it.”

§«

ock is to be sold, if possible,
before we move into our new store in
Brown’s Mem rial Block (which wi'l be
about Oct. 16). This stock consists of
a general line of Boots, Shoes and
SlipWe shall
pers, and is in good order.
offer bargains yet unknown to the retail
trade in Portland, as we intend starting
our new store with new, fresh
goods.
Our entire

s

480

Congress St.

JUST RECEIVED

Temple Street,

!'£8<o’
8™ S'

_

■gnatnre Is

npilK

under

oSSi0®™

the

iirm

name

hereafter be carried

Syto"’5. WyIrS’cS“

thC Ba“°

—

of D.
on

by

a"d

Dam9

«*

E taken the Smoked Fish business
heretofore carried on by DAV1I>
WYER, under the
hrm name and style of D. WYER & CO. and
shall
it
on under the same name and
carry

IHA1

We do not come to you with a plausible story caicuiarea to im»<you try it, simply for the amount of money such a sale would bring us;
we do not come to you as irresponsible parties, who have no
reputation
to suffer calumny, but we do present to you this brand of soap
upon an
absolute guarantee and recommendation of a well-known industrial
establishment of Philadelphia, of sixteen years’ existence. Do you suppose for a moment it would compensate us to make false statements to
you and ruin our well-earned reputation?
No, dear reader; what we
say about DAY’S SOAP is the truth, and it is sustained by the evidences
of thousands of housewives from all over the country, besides which we
stand ready to endorse it all with ready cash.

DAY’S SOAP is the ORIGINAL and
Uilll

PI r AII
WILL uLLnll

ixraoESOBB

I

R

only

276 Middle St., open from Oct. 18th to
Oct. 22nd.

THE HftLLET S 0AV,S

of

*be people and press.

Kentucky thoroughbred

throughout the world.

made at the end of every
without touching the

SONS,

They bring with them 9
Horses. Changes will be
mile, from horse to horse,

ground._octOTW&Th*

THE UNITED b TAXES.
hiiSVV Yuan.

PINE

W. French

Harry

ILLUSTRATED LECTURES
AT

—

—

Four

Superbly Illustrated and Brilliantly
Descriptive Lectures, under the
auspices

you si Men's Christian MX
Friday Evenings.

CHARLES CUSTIS &
493
my 14

Congress

Oct. 12—ITALY.

CO.,
St.

The Three Cities »f the North.

Ocl. 19—THE HUDSON RIVER.
From Take George to the Hen.

codtf

Ocl. 26—THE WONDERS OF OUR
WESTERN WORLD.
Nov. a—WILD LIFE IN NORWAY.

A large;and{;eleKant assortment

Reduction in Prices:

PIANO

COVERS,

astonlshlnsrtr

at

low

the

prices

The price of Conroe Ticket, for Reserved
Heats, for the remaining Four Tectures, as
above, ha. b ca reduced to only

at

S 1

Evening Tickets, 35 cents; with Reserved Seats
TiekoU for sale at Stockbridge's.

W arerooms of

ceuts.
°ct>8

Samuel Thurston
3 Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

I

o o

TO ALL PARTS OF THE HOUSE.

PIANO and ORGAN

la there not economy In the uae ot Soap that will dean the akin aa well aa |
the clothes J ThiiDAY’g SOAPnillinnlyda.
It will In no
way Injure the ftneat fahrlca or the moat delicate complexions.
riYgnanB———THH—1—HE—n—MMU———1MMML

GO

dtf

ROLLER

SRATIN^RIN]K,

(Surer Bros.’ Block)

(No. 3.)

Grand Opening

WILL YOU CALL

SATURDAY EVENING, OCT. 13.
New Skates. Tine Surface. Music
by Chandler.

washing crystals, no lyes are to be used, but
simply supply yourself for the next wash-day with a bar of DAY’S
SOAP, then carefully read the directions and follow them to the
exact letter, and if you don’t say pitch out that old wash-boiler,
no

for I am a wiser woman, yoti will be the first person we have heard of
that has been disappointed.
8Sf*Now remember—If you don’t intend to follow the directions
do not try the soap at all, for unless you do this you will be disappointed, and then you will scold us antf yourself as well.
The cost of one cake will convince you that it is the best and
cheapest soap offered you, while the smiles that will encircle your brow
will do justice to a golden sunset.
Ask®your grocer for it, and do not allow him to put you off with
anything else for a substitute, for every dealer can obtain it, and should
he refuse you send direct to

of the

The Rink will continue open the remainder of the
season, every afternoon and Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday Evenings. Sessions: A fternoons from 2 to

Sweet Bouquet
CIGARETTES.
DELICATE,

JIILU AND

4.30 o’c ock; Evenings 7 45 to 10.15. Admission:
Afternoons 15 cents; Evenings 25 cents. Skate
checks 10 cents. Package tickets 6 for * 1.00. Juvenile assemblies every Saturday afternoon, when
children under 12 years will be admitted for 16
cents, including skates. The Elevator will run from
7.30 to 8.30 each evening.
ootSdtf
13. H. WHITKEV, Manager.

FRAGRANT

A Dainty Whitt tor Connoisseurs.

City JEIetll.

by All Dealers.

Sold

THE

S. JACOBY & CO.,
Manufacturers,

aug24

STODDARD
LECTURES

New York.
eod2m

MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

BAKER’S

Props, of the Philadelphia Steam Soap Works.
1754-56-58-60-62 Howard St., Phila.
FOR.

—

SALE

&

Breakfast Cocoa.

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. It baa three
times the strength cf Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economical.
It is delicious, nourishing,

BY

TORI NSON,

strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
well

as

THE CAPITA IS OF
comprising

MONDAY

for persona in health.

I—MADHID and LISBON.

II—PARIS.
III— BEBLIN and SANS-SOUCI
IV— MUNICH and VIENNA.

V—CONSTANTINOPLE.

CHAS. H. O’BRION,

Royal Serifs
by the
“Descriptive Lecturer, car Excellence.’’
Course Tickets $1.50 and $2.00,
A

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Our line of Novelties in

Tailoring Department
plete.

our

is

Com-

a

at

Brown’s Wharf, Portland,;s?«*

Stockbridge's.

Managers
Jet

oct8_

PORTLANDJTHEATRE
ONE NIGHT

Specialty ,>t Lowest Market

322 Commercial Street,

Custom

now

Goals

EVENINGS,

October lo, 29, Nov. 5, 12, 19.

311 Commercial St.
Sold l»y Grocers everywhere.
AGENTS FOR THE “DAY'S SOAP.”
V. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.
law8mW

COAL.

EUROPE,

Places of Universal Interest,
Realistic Reminiscences of Travel,
Illustrations never Excelled in
Beauty or Skill of Manifulation.

Monti y
1

Evening,

ONLY,

October

15th

he Grattan Literary association will reproduce
the

Orders received by Telephone, No. 644

aug7d

Imported Suitiugs, Choice

For the Benefit of

CHEW

lish Pantaloon Goods, in aU a line of

IfMr. I*. J. McCALLUM

BOSS LUMP

goods rarely Excelled in Portland.

SHAUGHRAUN,
Appropriate Scenery
and Correct
Prices

ALLEN & CO.,

TOBACCO.

§ep26

eodly

Costumes.

usual. Tickets and reserved seats at the
Box officejojien Friday. Oct. 12.
d7t
0018_
as

box office.

PORTLAND SOCIETY OFART!

dig

OFFICE,
aug28

bottle of GENUIMB

''iSffiNXSrOR

PATENTED

The Miners’ Skin and Clothes.
The Blacksmiths'Skin and Clothes.
The Machinists’ Skin and Clothss.
Everybody!’ Skin and Clothes.

CLOTHIERS,

J jiDr. KEJiM’S

{,

4H4LLEKGD THE WORLD
10, 20 or 50-mile races. They have ridden at all
theprmcipal State Fairs and Trotting Meetings of
the coum ry, and received the highest endorsements

TO SUFFERING HUMANITY.

style.
CEO. A. WYER.
Portland, Oot. 8th, 1883.

°ct8_

every

JOHN DUNCANS

*§8

DAV10 WY3K'

Portland, October 8th, 1883.

on

Sold and used

Overcoatings, Elegant Styles in Eng-

Smoked Fish Business h retofore carried

Park.
superi-

in

----5

WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE.

lace.

NOTICE.

no

ors, and

5 Domestic

Portland, Me.

O’CLOCK,

Presumpscot

Burditt & North,

Fine Brackets and Wail Pockets.
eodtf
»epl4_

^

AT 3

At

_

Formerly Stubbs Brae.

j

On Thursday Afternoon, Oct. 11,

,

lamis,**

These Lady Equestrienne* have

Prices.

26 Tuple St.,

France,

of

a

10-MILE RACE AGAINST TIME

MEATfc A
... «„

America!

MARANTETTE,
Will appear in

can

—

the

Mine.

of

Champion Lady Equentrieune

houses,

my Specialties.

Itemember

Myrtle Peek,

CHAT1FIION
Si and lO-Nlile I.ariy Rider

a

no laborious rubbing on the wash-board, while the
be done in one-half the time necessary by following the old
worn-out method.
MADAM—for it is to the ladies we desire to speak more especially
—you are the interested person in this matter; you it is that suffers the
ills arising from the wasn-tub and its heavy cares; you it is to whom
the perplexities and responsibilities of the household rightfully belong,
and you it is that should interest yourself in a trial of the qualities of this
soap, that has always proven itself to be a boon of salvation

your

washing

Artists’ Materials
are

Miss

B@“Wash-dav has no terrors for the household where
DAY’S SOAP is used, no unpleasant and sickening odors to fill

Framing
AND

RIDERS!”

LADY

I

Engravings and French Photos, Cabinet
Frames—an Endless Variety.

—

Music by the “Social Six.” Horsecars loave the
head of Preble street for the Rink every half hour;
return at the close. Admission 25c; Skates lCc.
WILL SAWl'EK, Tla.agrr.
Telephone 791.
octUd2t

^®e?i®
"w

All the New Subjects in

Fine

Grand Opening WcdnrMlay.Oct.l#

’ll??

COUSENS

AlgernonStubbs’

SKATING RINK,

Hall, Woodford,

^I'll

Opp. Preble House.
eodtf

Ist-wiN

HOT * (MLB

GOLD

WYERGREEYE&CO

HOTEL,

-•

No soda,

BOOTS awl SHOES.

_

-i®®“Sl
HI

|

OF —

THEATRE.

WOODFORD’*/

FISH,

table, as well as the

a.a°3
e d

| >i

ZOLO.

THERE

OBAVIB*
^

that their
sauce Is highly esteemed In India,
and 13 In my oplnIon, the most pala-

■<
-S'*

diseases of the

—

MADELON

Seats 75 and 60 cents; Gallery, 35 cents. Box
sheet opens Monday, Oct. 8
oct6dlw

RINS

®o8‘®

82

am

Closing-Out Sale

Elliot! Barnes, Chur lex Frew, Frank
ah, <’ha«. H. k ante
( ban. Turner,
1-iMie Conway, Alice Cxlennitn, Tl.uiic
Conway,
And the Celebrated French Danseuae,

will be a Free Entertainment at Lyceum
Theatre on
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
Oct. 10, at 2.30, exclusively for ladies.
oct9d2t

SOUP*,

•'TOlI’EAfi PER-

® ®

fl

York.^

con PAXV.

B

taste and —Ms

TLEMAN at Madras- to his brother
at
WORCESTER,

|»s.£8
3»s:“s

1883:—

“f

A SUPERB

3??|o

sell

or £ 8
-S«E

a

Hunt’s

a1*

COLLIER,

Union Square Theatre, New

nmnni luoiun

a

bottle

me a

JAS. W.

eodlm

most
wholesome
sauce that lsiuade. ’’

SCALDING OR

a

B«.

Success,

Farcical

Xiadles’ Day.

L. W. ATWOOD.

Imparts the most
EXTRACT
of a LETTER from
a MEDICAL GEN.

II

LN0 BOIUMG

remedy for
kidney disease, l applied to my druggist, Mr. D. B.
Williams, of Lincoln Square, this city, and requested him to furnish me the best kidney medicine that
use

ELLIOTT BARNES’

OF THE WORLD.

beyond power of computation. Our facilities for the production of It are taxed to the utmost to supply the
Orders that pour in upon us from this great wide and progressive country. Right here In your
section it is being used extensively and many can testify to its wonderful properties.

s|

Street,

l

sepl9

AF

■

C. H. Draper, of No.

\

Retail,

of the celebrated Labor and Health-saving

•or-

PROFESSION A UNIT’.

THE

use

200
12
63 28

the p&st year; also to Dr. J. T. Gilman for tbe
interest he has taken in and valuable services
rendered to the institution the past year.
The following standing committee was elected: Dr. I. T. Dana, Hon. S. E. Spring, E. H.
Davies, Esq., Ex-Gov. Sidney Perham and

Mr.

by the

3,440
23,721 07

rector in place of Hon. Israel Washburn, deceased.
Votes were passed tendering the thanks of
the corporation to the medical and surgical
staffs of the hospital for their valuable services

■

TB£ mm®EH OF HOMES MADE HAPPY

85 DO

$31,322 35
Officers of the corporation were elected as
follows:
President—Hod. VV. L. Putnam.
Secretary and Treasurer—Frank R. Barrett.
Directors for Three Years—H. N. Jose, W.
W. Thomas.
Sidney W. Thaxter, Esq., was elected a di-

( FALMOUTH

HAPPY HOWES!

HAPPY HOMES!

I

LYCEUM

The great sauce

$ 3,800
nk,

C. H. GUPPY * CO.,
H. P. 8. GOOLO,
Wholesale A. S. HINDS,
L, C. Gil SON,
and
J. H. WHITNEY,
H. H. HAY & SON,
RptfliI
L. J. PERKINS & SON.
t J. R. LENT & CO.

3t

octS

MILL!KEN,

(CONANT, PATRICK & CO.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

30 70

Bruirrl of nnHpnfs

Wholesale ;

IwbllTS,

TWO

Wednesday & Thursday, Oct. 10 and 11.

Under the management ot

Can be found at the following places:

44

Curtis.Proprietor and Manager.

Great

CIGARS!

25

50
Heavy Pant Cloth,
25
Cheek
Flannel
Very Heavy
Shirting
bale Heavy 40 inch Sheeting,
7

1 $ore
500 lbs. More Nice White

<13m

yard
“

1,887

to other purposes,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Genuine La Normandi

all wool Scarlet Twill Flannel,
“
“
“
Blue
44

Broker,

“ESTABRMK & EATtliYS”

Will offer To-day,
10

Frank

NO. 194 MIDDLE STREET,
3 Doors West Canal Nat’l Bank,
octl

to

distributive income,

Applicable

treated,

and we have every
eason to expect that this increase will coninue in the future, in even larger
proportions.
?hus far we have been able to meet the demands upon our resources but we shall not
> e able to do so much
longer unless we take
>er

800
877
480 25
1,110 57

ouuno a

latisfactory increase in the amount of work
ione. From the opening of the Hospital last
tear has shown a steady increase in the num-

the honor to present to you, we
earnestly adverted to the need of an amphitheatre, where
medical and surgical clinics could be held,
and operations performed, and witnessed when
admissible by physicians and students of
medicine, and others interested in the medical
profession. The necessity still exists and becomes more urgent with each additional
year.

Sundry donations,
Hospital Sunday contributions,
Income from investments applicable

By Maine Central R R from Oct 1. 18*2 to Sept 30,

......

$ 5,935 05

paid,

883.

-i-- --

club.
Portland company.
«
Eastern Railroad company,
Boston and Maine Railroad company.
Maine Central Railroad company.
Permanent free beds—
Mrs Charles Dummer.
Mrs Eliza Bradbury.
A K Shurtleff.

Note

.883.

S E Spring.
W W Thomas.
Henry St John Smith.
Sidney W Thaxter.
Gentlemen of Cumberland

as

65

14
1
126
S
14
24
16
23

Aroostook,
Cumberland,
Franklin,
Hancock,

2 3o
2
15 50
5
3 20
13 17
4
2 85
39 63
12

Lady (through Dr Gerrish).
Ladles Visiting Board.
Ladies circle of High street church.
Hospital Mending society composed of young
ladies of First Parish and Park street churches.

respectfully present

141
19

I Nebraska,
Vermont,
4 Canada,
Massachusetts,
1 New Brunswick,
Rhode Island,
1 Nova Scotia,
Connecticut,
2
Illinois,
The residences of the 348 patients from
Maine by counties were as follows;

Sirs ,J B Brown.
Sirs Annie L Raymond.
Mrs Eliza Quincy Goodenow.

we

171

hand, balance from last year,

on

Mortgage paid,

Insurance,
Books, stationary and advertising,
Balance, cash on hand Oct 1, 1883,

265
105
21

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT

as

Receipts.
Cash

Expenditures.

Total.

124
55
5

131
50
16

Portland,
Maine (except Port
land),

*37,221 07
We gratefully acknowledge the
receipt of
contributions of two hundred and fifty dollars
from each of the following ladies and
gentlemen and
corporations for the support of free
beds for one year:

tect, which

were

Barrett, reported

Cash loaned on collateral,
Deposited in Portland Saving b?
Paid for investments,
Expenses at hospital,

382

2,000
5,000

nuo

381

The proportion of deaths to the whole number treated was 6.46 per cent. The causes of
death were as follows :
1 Bronchiectasis,
1
Exhaustion,
5 Shock (railroad injury
Cancer,
3
1
2; ovariotomy 1),
Typhoid fever,
1
Strangulated hernia,
(1 contracted
Pyamiia
2 Urtemia,
1
befare admission,
2
1
Chronic
abscess,
Septictemia,'
1
1 Senile gangrene,
Paralysis,
5 Peritonitis,
1
Heart disease,
rates:
at
the
following
Paying patients paid
203 at the rate of $7 a week; 1 at $10 a
week ; 61 at $14 a week; 2 at $21 a week; 1
at $24.50 a week ; 27 at $28 a week ; 1 at $35
a week.
In addition to these there were three others
classed as paying patients who paid a fee for
examination but did not remain in the hospital.
Residences of patients were as follows:

Bequest to free bed fund from Mrs. John C.
Brooks,
2,000
BequCBt of N. C. Sawyer,
4,00o

u-puuB

197
184
classified as follows:
Male. Female.

Recovered,
Relieved,
Not relieved,

125
13 14

uajHiob uiuuiito, AUlCUf

48
82

/3S1
184
197
Whole number under treatment during the
year 418. There have been discharged during
the year 382, with the following results :

Central church, Bangor,
$ 15
143 47
High street church, Portland,
St te street church, Portland,
200
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception,

lion aiiu

26
31

Medical,

HOSPITAL SUNDAY CONTRIBUTIONS.

St Stephen’s church, Portland,
Congregational church,New Gloucester,
Dainarlscotta Baptist church,
Atkinson Free Baptist church,
Second Congregational church, Falmouth,
South Brldgton Congregational church,
Congregational church, Gorham,
Free street Baptist church, Portland,
Methodist church and Sunday school, Head-

22
51

Ophthalmic,

We desire to present sur warmest thanks to
the following congregations and churches who
have kindly responded to our annual appeal
for Hospital Sunday contributions for the
support of free beds, viz :

Methodist Episcopal church, Kcnncbunk
Depot,
Baptist church, South Norridgewock,
Congregational church, Skowhegan,
Dover and Foxcroft Baptist church,
Freedom Congregational church,
Dennysville Congregatloal church,
First Baptist church, China,
First Baptist churcn, Palermo,
First Uuivcrsalist church, Portland,
Congregational church, WInthrop,
Warren Congrcgetional church, Cumberland Mills,
First Parish church, Portland,
Methodist Episcopal church, North Newry,

251

Surgical,

printed reports.

Poitland,
Congregational church, Rockland,

127

time,
Patients entirely free,
These

'T'rtfol

124

payiug board,
Patients paying board part of
Patients

niRvcTnas' ttvpnuT.
The directors of the Maine General Hospital
beg leave to present to the corporation their
thirteenth annual report.
First, it is eminently fitting to refer to the
great loss which this institution, as well as
the city and State, has sustained in the
lamented death of our distinguished associate
and friend Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr.
He was one of the original corporators of
the hospital, and as a prominent and most
valuable director was closely identified with it
from the period of its organization to the day
of his death.
We desire on this anniversary occasion to
place upon permanent record our united testimony to his rare and varied gifts, to his many
accomplishments and noble traits of character,
and especially to. the devoted interest he constantly manifested in behalf of the institution
—at a time, too, in its early history, when the
prestige of his name had no little influence in
securing its ultimate success—which we certainly, his associates in office, will ever hold in
grateful remembrance.
Four hundred and eighteen patients have
been under treatment during the year, of
which number one hundred and fifty-one
were admitted either wholly or in
part on the
free list.
The large number of two hundred and
ninety-two surgical operations—an increase
of sixty-nine compared with the preceding
year have been performed—the character of
which and the results actually obtained will
be found in the list to be appended to our

Banker and

THEATRE"

PORTLAND

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

TREASURER’S REPORT.
The treasurer, Mr. F. R.
follows:

■JU'ERTAINTIEMTI.

FINANCIAL.

HOIOIUUCBOVI.___I
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Charles O. Hunt,
and superintendent.

physician

Resident

Dr. Charles 0. Hunt, resident physician
and superintendent, reported as follows :
I have the honor to submit herewith my
annual report, for the year ending September
30, 1883.
Number of patients in the hospital, October
1, 1882, paying 16, paying in part 4, tree 17 ;
total 37.
Admitted to the hospital from October 1,
1882 to September 30, 1883 :

Annual Election of Officers, and the Reports.

T.,

Joseph P.

can

SUPERINTENDENT’S REPORT.

If the rest of it is no nearer
Held Corner,
3 50
true than that part which says “several
First Baptist church, Kockland,
12
West
3
Congregational
church,
Portland,
Maine papers allege a shortage in his acCongregational church, Brunswick,
30
35
counts,” it is as mistaken a despatch as ev- Firs t Congregational church, Calais,
St Mark’s church. Augusta,
23
er was sent from Washington.
No Maine
4 25
Congregational church, Litchfield Corner,
Second Congregational church, Westbrook,
64 85
paper, so far as we are aware, has made Union
3 40
church, East Madison,
It originated
in a
Methodist Episcopal church, Castlne,
any such allegation.
2
Congregational church, Gorham,.
13 06
Washington paper and has not been repeat- Second
Parish church, Portland,
21 50
ed in Maine except to be discredited.
But
First church, Brunswick,
25
4
Congregational church, Winslow,
this is the first time anyone has given the
name of any officer who had reported a defic*1,116 57
The invested securities of the institution,
iency in the office, and the statement now
the interest only of which can be used for hosmade is so strange and incomplete that it
pital purposes, to which perhaps may be propwill not be credited unless corroborated. The
erly added a very recent bequestjof four thousand
whether
the
Postmaster
has
violatdollars made by Mr. Nathaniel C. Sawyer of
question
ed any regulation in accepting the position I Deering, now amounts to thirty-seven thouof commissioner to revise the laws of the andsand, two hundred and twenty-one dollars
seven cents.
State depends upon the construction the
Portland & Rochester Railroad bonds,
200
executive department pnts upon that regu- Gift from Needle Woman’s Friend
Society, 721 07
Frothingham Fund, a gift from Rev. Fredlation.
erick Frothingham, in memory of his
father, theJate Mr. .John Frothingham, of
The Argus describes the campaign of the
Montreal, Canada,
3,000
Massachnsetts Republicans as one of person- Legacy of Sir. Charles Holden,
300
of Mr. Andrew Spring,
5,000
al abuse and vulgar blackguardism. Now Legacy
Gift of Mrs. Charles Dummer, Hallowell, in
memory of her sister, Miss Mary Cleaves, 4,000
let it tell its readers what it thinks of the
Legacy of Mrs. Rocksyllania True,
Democratic campaign. Let it tell them what Bequest of Sirs. Eliza Ann Bradbury, the 1,000
late wife of Hou. James W. Bradbury,
it thinks of the book which the Democratic
Augusta, the Income to be applied to supa permanent free bed, to be known
candidate for governor is circulating, made
up

friends

to

us

zation.
MAINE GENERAL HOSPITAL,

a.

enable

reasonably expect or
iesire, and that in extent, importance and
beneficence of results accomplished, the year
aow closed has been eminently successful—far
more so than at any period since its organi-

er, on that account. He is not that kind of a

will he called

it will

ts warmest

docket,

future life is not correct

importance

lospital.
Second,

a—aaaMBaa—WM—

in operation. This tuilding, he estimates, can
be built of brick and furnished substantially
but plainly for $8000.
He estimates that the
changes in the kitchen building can be made
for $3,500. Smith & Abbott estimate that the
steam heating apparatus necessary for the two
buildings will cost $2000. The furnishing of
the new ward and dining room will cost about

dtf

PMNOFCflfl

Is one of Hie best in tbc market
for sale and rental Win. p. Hast,
intis' 141 1-2 Exchange St. I have
two well furnished chambers to
resit at 22 Wiluiot Street.
oct4
d2w

Met
aep2(i

Spare, Portland.
eodtf

W inter
ORAEVD

Resorts

EXCIRNIONS.

Atlas Line oi" mall Steamers.

A line eollectiou of Portrait
Engravings
will be ou Exhibition at the Rooms of
the Society, 507 1-2 CONGRESS
ST.,
OCT. 4th to 14th, from 10 a.m. to 0
p.m

„P°r BAHAMAS, JAMAICA, HAYTI,

PORTO RIOF PANAMA and
NICARAGUA- Tourists are invited to avail of
tlief«e trips, which they can make on anv route taken
by the Company’s Steamers at the extreme low
*5 per «lny, which includes all privileges
and living on board the whole
time, or passengers
desiring to change their route may transfer to any
other passenger steamer of the liue
they may meet
011
For pas-age apply to
FOR WOOD A* CO., Agent*,
octod3m
22, 24 State Street, New York.

CO. COLOMBIA, ISTHMUS

ADMISSION

25 CTS.

^

Pratt’s Astr.il Oil.

FIJI,

Dr. flu R. Moral aster
returned from his vacation and is
HASpared
to attend to all requiring the
of
a

Dentist,

at

532 Congress Street.

now

pre
services

oct3d3t*

your grocer for Pratt's Astral Oil and seo
that you get the gcaninr. If you inquire for
it at A. I., m I.I.F I I A <’0>» you will bo sur
Df it, as there is being palmed off other inferior oils
for genuine Pratt’s,
octGdtf

ASK

k

THE

press.

WEDNESDAY MORNING,

\

OCT. 10.

Cattle—Receipt! 0,600 head: shipments 3400 hd;
generally steadyjexports 6 00@6 60: good to choice
sbpping at 6 4'la, 6 90.
Sheep—Receipts 3000 headjshipments 2600 head;

sohg Lucie Porter, Brazil; Nellie T Morse, Hawley,
Galveston.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 6th, sch Fred Gray, Wallace, New York.
Sld 7th, geh Wm B Herrick, Chase, Portland.
Ar 8th, sch C M Richardson. McBean, New York;
Idaho, Smith, do.
NEW H AVEN—Ar 6th, schs Addie Sawyer, Cook,
Calais; Kmeline E Sawyer, Wilber, Windsor, NS.
In port 6th. sch Harry Presoott, Haskell, fiu New
York, to finish loading tor St Domingo.
FALL RIVER—Sld 6th, sch M L Wood, Spauld
ing, Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—Ar 6tb, schs Douglass Haynes, Dunton, Bristol for New York, (and sld 7th.)
Sld 6th. sch Elouise, Gray, New York.
NEW BEDFORD—a r 6th, echs Fleetwing, John
son, Calais; Boston Light, Wadsworth, LhicoLnvUle.
Ar 7th, sch Adeline Hamlin, Lewis, Bangor.
Ar 8th, sch A Peters, Biokford, Calais.
Ar 6lh, sen Oregon, SylVINE YARD- HAVE
vester. Rockland for New York.
Sailed schs Red Rover, Wm Penn, R M Brookings, Charter Oak, Harry Percy, Grace Cushing,
Essex, R w Denham, Starlight, Joseph Sout-her,
Koret, Odell. Franconia, Ada Ames, Wesley Abbott,
E & (i W Hinds. Wm Duren.
EDGABTOWN—Sld 6th, schs Veto, fm Hoboken
or Tliomaston;
Ellen \lerriman. Bangor for New
Havon. J H Kells, Port Johnson for Salem.
Also, Rchs Lizzie Cochrane, Amboy for Salem;
Susan, New York for do. Sinbad, Northport for
Vinalhaven; Mary D Wilson, Uott, New York for

firm, inferior to fair 2 60fa)3 00: good 3 60; choice
3 76.

Wit and Wisdom.

Domestic markets.

tBy Telegraph.)
York. Oct. 9.—Flour market—Reoeipts
24,783 bbls; exports 2890 bbls; dull and still ruling in buyers favor; export demand quite moderate,
mainly tor low grades and light local trade inquiry;
sales 16,200 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 35@3 40; Superfine
Western and State at 3 20@3 76; common to good
extra Western and State 3 80@4 36; good to choice
do at 4 40@7 00; common to ohoice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 25@7 60; fancy do 7 10@7 26:
common to good extra Ohio at 3 80@6 50; commo
to choice extra St. Louis at 3 80@7 00: Paten
Minnesota extra good to prime 6 60@6 60: choic
trouble extra do at 6 80@7 46; including 00
bblsXity Mill a 6 76@6 86; 4100 bbls No 2 at 2 35
@8 40; 800 bbls Superfine 3 2<>a3 6 1,2'»0 bbls
View

We read iu au exchange of a
young lady
having been made crazy by a sudden kieB.
This should teach young ladies to be constantly expecting something of that kind, and to be
prepared for It when it comes.—Lowell Citi
Z6D.

HORSFORD’S ACID PHOSPHATE.
Unanimous Approval of Medical Staff.
Dr. T. G. Comstock, Physician at Good
Samaritan Hospital, 8t, Louis, Mo., says: “For
years we have used it in this hospital, in dyspepsia and nervous diseases, and as a drink
during the decline and in the convalescence of
lingering lovers. It has the unanimous approval of our medical staff.”
“The belted halcyon laughs,” says Maurice
Thompson, the poet, “and the wreu comes
twittering from bis bushy den.” The “belted
halcyon” is probably a champion, and laughs
because he has the belt. —New Orleans Picay-

une.

Coldeu’s Liquid Beef Touic combines all
the elements of nutritious food.
Aik for
Coltien't, of druggists.
“It

es'

very fair dinner at Sir Gorgy Buster’s,” said Mrs. Ramsbotham; “though I
think a little more attention might have been
bestowed on the entresols, and if the lights
had had what the French call their ‘shadeovers,’ it would have been better for the eyes.”
—Punch.
was a

Many times you want to keep meat or fish
for several days. Lay it in a solution of Rex
Magnus over night and you can keep it for
weekB. You can also keep milk a week or
more by stirring in a little of the “Snow Flake
brand.”
DANDRUFF.

Is Removed by the Use

of

Cocoaine,

And it stimulates and promotes the growth of
<
the hair.
Buruett’s Flavoring'Extracts are the best.
ProfesBor to class in surgery: “The right leg
of the patient, bb you see, is shorter than the
left, in consequence of which he limps. Now,
what would yeu do iu a case of this kind?”
Bright student: “Limp, too.”—German Joke.
Ten Ykabs before any of the baking powders of the present day were thought of, the
Congresss Yeast Powder had a large sale
throughout New England.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Daily Wheleimie Market.
PORTLAND, Oct. 9.
Flour is unchanged, but quiet with an easier tendency in sympathy with the Western mar)<e s. Pork
is easy at yesterday’s quotations, while Lard is fn m
lb lower on tubs and tierces.
New
Vfc to V4c
Raisins are now in the market and prices have been
changed to cover both old and new. Sweets Potatoes are lower and receipts liberal,
be foil >wiujj «re uv-iSuy’B ^uoiatijut of Flour
Grain, Provision*
Portland

1^*

Grain
,li.M.Corn, car lota.68

Flour.

Supertine and

50@4 501 Mix Coru.car lots @65
70@72
(Corn, bag lots
00@6 00[New Oati, isar lots..41
Oats, bag lots. .46
..68
Wheats_.7 60@8 00 Meal
grades.

.3
X Spring and
XA Spring. .6
Patent Spring
low

CottonSoed.car lots 28 uO

Michigan Win-

ter straight«5 25@5 76 Cottonseed,bag lotsSO 00
Do roller.... 6 25:nr;6 60 SackedBran car lot,
19 60@20 00
St. Louis Win23 60
tor straight 6 00@6 25 \ do bag lots....
i
Do roller... 6 60@6 76 Mida, car lots.
Winter Wheat
$24 Vi @26 V2
I
26 60
atents.6 75@7 25 i do bag lots
Produce.
I
Provision*.
I Pork—
Cranberries, D bbl—
Maine
U 00@12 00| Backs
17 00@17 60
Cape Cod.12 50@13 60i Clear.....16 00@»6 60
2 85@3 00
Pea Beans
Mess......14 00@14 60
Modi urns.... 2 76@2
Mess Beef.. 11 00@li 6o
German med2 < Oft.2 JJ5| Ex Mess..12 00@12 60
Yellow Eyes3 0g3 12
Plate.12 76@13 26
Onions $*bbl. 2 76@3 00
Ex Plate. 13 76ft 14 00
Irish Potatoes
45@60 Hams
13Vfc@14c
SweetPotatoes3 60ft3 76, Hams,covered 16 @16c
doz.24cl25c 'LardEggs
Turkeys, $>tb.00c I Tub, $> tb
8%@ 8%
Chickens.16@18c| Tierces..
8Vfe@ 8%
..

..

90j

Fowl.14@l6c
Butter.

Good.16@L6c Clover.10
C-'hee*e.

@11

Kni*in*.
Muscatel.1 90@2 76
London Lay’r 2 20@2 85
Ondura Val..10%@11%

Vermont
10V*®13%
N Y Fact’y..l0y3ftl3V2
1
Ornng«t>.
Apple*.
@
Eating bbl.. 3 00@3 601 Valencia
@
Evaporatedlbl6Vfc@18V6 Florida...
Dried Apples—9 Va@10 JMessina.
@
Sliced
10@10 Vfe Palermo.5 60@G 00
Leinoui.
Nnitnr.
j
Granulated D lb
OVfe!Messina..4 60@6 00
.4 60@6 W
Extra C.8% Palermo
FREIGHTS—The market is quiet and without
feature. The following charters have been made
for tbe week ending Oct. 9:
Schr Alta V. Cole, Windsor to Richmond, plaster
—

...

....

...

^

$3.95.

Schr. Ralph Sinnett, same voyage $1 90.
Schr Commander shooks to New York 10c.
Schr Anita, Portland to Cardenas or Matanzas,

shooks and heads 30c.
Brig Carrie M. Goodrich. Portland to north side
of Cuba, shooks- and neads 30c.
Barks Auburndale and Charles R. Lewis, Portland
to Buenos Ayres, lumber at current »ates.
Bark Woodside,Portland to Montevideo for orders
lumber p.-t,
Schr Grace Webster, Baltimore to Point-a-Pitre,
Guad., shooks 24c.
Schr Alaska, Kennebec to New York, lumber

$2.25.
Schr Charlotta Buck, Portland to New York.lumber $2.
Schr C. J. Willard,Rockland to New York lime
p. t.

Schr Florence Randall, Portland to Glen Cove,
10©.
Schr Benj. Fabens, Portland to Martinique, coop
erage and lumber, lump sum $1600.

bbls

Foreign Export*.
MARTIFIQUE. Brig Shannon -1 CIO shooks and
heads 49,67u ft boards.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark Ada Gray-374/ 68 ft
lumber

Wheat-receipts 284,3*>0 bush; exports 88.826
bush; spot lots m*@% lower; options closed firm at
shade u> der outside rates export demand very moderate; speculation quite brisk; saies 7,--<36,<>00 bush
3
futures, 279,000 bush on spot; No4 Red 90c; No
at 1 01% and 1 03@1 OSVfe delivered; No 2 at
1 103/.®! 11 in elev. 1 1U1 11% delivered; No 1
RedlState atl 16. h
iequier. Caro spot l/4,a
Vs lower; options ODened a trifle better.afterwards
fell off %!o.y2, dosing stronger with decline fully
bush;
recovered; trade less active; receipts 132,826
exports 28,200 bush; sales 696,000 bush future,
261.000on spot No 3 at 66V4@66%c; No 2 at 69;
No 2 White at 69Vic; low Mixed at 67Vic; No 2 for
October 68V4®68V*c, closing at 68Vic; November
68(5)68%, closing 58%c; December at 68(a58%c.
closing at 68%c; January at 6 7 Vi. ©at* V4@%c
higher and fairly active, closing firm; receipts 48,
6uui>u; sales 620,000 bush bush; futures 108,000
bush spot; No 3 at 32% @33c; White at 34% c No 2
at 33 %'®33% c; White 36 Vic; No 1 at 34c; White
44c; Mixed Western at 32@3fc; White at 37@42c
White State at 38@43c. Hu gar steady, refining at
6 11-16@G 13-16c; refined weak; White Extra 7%;

Yellow 6%@6%c; off A 7 ll-16@8ys; standard A
8 5-l6@8Vic; powdered at 8*%@9c; granulated at
8 ll-16c; Confectioners A 8 7 1-16: cut loaf an£
crushed at 9Vsc .Cubes at 87/so. Molasses is
Petroleum—united 1 11%. Tallow firm; sales
115,0x0 lbs 7 ll-16c. Pork is rather weak; sales
220 bbls mess spot at 11 75@1 6u, latter choice;
25 bbls city family mess at 16 00; 80 clear back at
16*12%@12 26. Liard opened unsettled and 1
@18 points lower, afterwa'ds recovered moBt of de
cline, closing Arm and little more doing; sales 470
tes prime steam spot 8 20; 760 city steam at 7 90;
refined for continent at 8 60; S A at 8 87Vi@9 00.
Batter weak: State at 17@30c; Western at 11 @30;
Penn. Creamery at 29@30c. Cheese steady; State
9V4@12V4; Western flat 9%@liya; skims 2@6c.
Chicago, Oct 9.—Flour is steady; common tc
choice Spring Wheat at 3 50@5 00; Minnesota 3 50
26; bakers 4 75 a6 75; patents at 6 50®7 00.
Lntei Wheat, Southern Illinois and Missouri 4 76
@5 76. Wheat—regular generally lower at 92% c
for October; 94%c for November; 95%@95%c for
December; 98%@96%c for January; No 2 Chicago
Spring at 92 % fa92% e; No 3 at 82%c; No 2 Red
Winter
00. Corn higher at 47c cash, Oc
tober and November; 45%@45%c for December,
46%c for January. Oats stronger at 27 Vic cash;
27V4@27*/8 for October;28c for November; 28Vi,a
for rtAArnnhar Rva piasmr at.
Rarlnv
quiet at 60@60%c. Pork opened easy and closed
firm at 10 65@10 (50cash: 10 55 October; 10 32%
@10 36 for November; 10 17%@10 20 for Decern
ber; 1»» 96 January. Lard irregular at 7*77%@7 80
cash and for October; 'l 35@7 37 Va for November
Bulk Meats
and December, 7 40@7 42%
firm shoulders at o 00; short rib 7 05; short clear
6 70.
At the closing call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat declined % for October and November. Corn
advanced Va for October and declined %c for November and January. Oats advanced Vsc for OctoPork in fair
ber and declined Vsc for November.
demand at 10 65 for October 10 35 for November
10 97 % January. Lard advanced 2% for October,
November and January and 5 for December.
Receipts—FIouj 2 ,000 (ibis,wheat 128,000 bush,
corn 338 000 bush. <>*u; 214,000 bu, rye 4,500 bu,

quieC

tic

99%c@l

January.

barley 114,000 bust.
Shipments—Flour 16,000 bbls,wheat 58 000 bush,
corn 560 000 bush, oats 211,000 bu.rye 62,000 bu,
barley 72,000 bush.
St. Louis, Oct. 9.—Flour quiet. Wheat closed
higher; No 2 Red Fall at 1 00@i 0% cash; 1 00%
bid for October; 1 Ul% November;
o3% December; 105% for January; No 3 at 95@96%. Pro
visions unenanged with only job trade done.
Receipts—Flour 6,000 bbls, (wheat 36,000 bush;
corn 00,000 bush, oats 00,000 bush,rye 0,000 busL,

barley 00,000

14,220 pickets.

Br.cripi..
Portland, Oct. 9.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
37 cars miscellaneous merchandise: for connecting
roads, 107 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

bush.

Shipments—Flour 14,000 bbls, wheat 12,000 bu,
corn 00,000 bush, oats 0,000 bush, rye 0000 busb,
barley 0000 bush.
Detroit Oct. 9.—Wheat weak; No 1 White fal',
spot at 1 03; October 1 03%; November at 1 4%;
December 1 06, No 2 White 97%c; No 2 Red Winter

»

03.

Wheat—Receipts 33,000

shipments 22,000 bu.
9,—Cotton strong; Middling
bu

New Orleans, Oct.
uplands 10% c.
Mobile, Oct. 9.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands 10%c.
Savannah, Oct. 9.—Cotton is firm: Middling
uplands 10% c
Memphis, Oct. 9.—Cotton steady; Middling uilands 10% c.

83%
A. T.&S. F.
Boston & Maine.-.163
common.
28%
Flint & Pere Marquette
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred.101%
L. R. & Ft. Smith. 23
Marquette, Hugh ton & Ont. common ... 3t %
69%
Mexican Central 7s.
20%
New York & New Eng.
NEW YORK 8TOCK8.
25%
94%
*4
Omaha common...
W abash preferred. 81%
94%
Omaha preferred
Nortnern Pactic prefe led. 63%
Denver & R. ..
Missouri Pef...*.

Northern Pacific
Louis & Nash

common.

3^%

48%
Central Pacific.. -.. 85%
23%
Texas Pacific.
23%
Mo. K. & Texas.

New York ft toe k and Honey Market.
(By Te’egraph.)
New YORK, Oct. 9.—Money on call was easy at
4,: nrime mercanile paper at 6 ®7.
Exchange
was firm, at 481 % tor long ana *84% ior snort.
Governments strong -*nd higher except for 3s,which
State bonds quiet. Railare lower; sales at 100%.
road b >nds active lor West Shore firsts and lower
for Texas Pacific issues.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggreat
ed 393.00O shares.

..The tollowing are to-day’s closing quotations on
Government Securities:
100%
United States bonds, 3s
314
do
do
do
4%s, reg..
do
do
do
4%s,{coup.114
.120%
do
do
do
4s, reg
do
do
do
4s, coup.....120%
.129
Pacific (58, ’95.
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:
Chicago Alton .131%
Chicogo fit Alton pref.145
Chicago, Burr fit Quincy.. ..124%
30%
Erie.
Erie pref
76%
Illinois Central... .1271
Lake Shore..
99%
79Va
Michigan Central..•.
80%
Newj|JerseyfCen ti al....
.120 Va
Northwestern...
139%
Northwestern pref
New Y< >rk Central...116 Vs
119
Rockl6laud..
St. Paul. 99%
..116
St. Paul pref...
87
Union Pacific Stock..
79
Western Union Tel
......

...

..

...

BoMtou Produce Market.

Boston, Oct. 9.—The following were to-day’s
quotations o Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter—We quote We tern creameries at 28<&
80c for choice, 22@27c tor fair and good: Northern
creameries at 2 5@ Oc for choice. 22@27c tor fair
and1 good; New York *nrt Vermont dairies 23@28c
^ lb for choice, 17@22c for fair and good; Western
dairy at 20@21c and Western ladle packed 15@18c
p* tb steady and firm.
Cheese is firm. 11%@12%c for choice, 10@llc
for fair and good; «®9c for common.
Eggs quoted at 25c for astern, 23@25 for New
York *nd Vermont. 22ffi24cior Nova Scotia and
P K I.
Potatoes—Eastern at 50&60c p bush
Watertown t attle Market.
(By Telegraph.)
Watektow^, Oct. 9.—Cattle in good supply anc
fade good, especially in Western.
Market Beef -; Extra at 8 00@8 50; firs'
50; second quality at 6 00@6 50
quality 7 U0@7 4
third qualtiy at 00@4 50; receipts of Cattle 29G(
head.
Store Cattle-Work Oxen©1 pair at $100@$826
Milch Cows and Calves at $20;a$48; Farrow Cowi
$18 a$32; fancy $5><c$$80. Yearlings at Si2<g621
two “years old $18@$34; three \ears $24 a $44.
Swine—Receipts 15,208 head; Western fat Swine
live 5%^5%c; Northern dressed hogs (5%c.
8535. Sales of Sheej
Sh *ep and Lambs—Receipts
in lot. at 2 00,0)4 00 each; extra SOiKgS 75 each
Lambs 4Vi@6; Veal Calves at 8V4@7%c.
Chicago Lire Stock .ILirliet.
<By Telegrapk.1
Chicago. Oct. 9—Hogs—Iteceipts 33 000 beat
(5500
head;
10,gl6c lower; packing 4 6 )
shipments
(d)4 80; packing and shipping 4 8o.ft5 2U; light a t
i8045 25; skips at 3 0044 25.

Tarl98-

OS'

MTttAftlKHlP**
F* R

FROM

New York. .Havre. Oct
Normandie.
Oct
Carascas.New York..Laguavra.
City Washington .New York VeraCruz—Oct
Hapsburg.New York..Bremen.Oct
Niagara.New York..Havana.Oct

Quebec.Liverpool-Oct
Anchoria.New York Glasgow. Oct
Toronto.

Germanic.New #t>rk. .Liverpool-Oct
Oct
Silesia.New t^ork.. Ham burg
—

Belgenland.New York..Antwerp.Oct
Parisian .Quebec.Liverpool—Oct
Batavia.Boston.Liverpool... .Oct

Arizona.New York.. Liver pool.Oct
Werra.New York Bremen.Get
City of Merida.New York. .Havana.Got

Newport.New York..Havana.Oct
Sarnia.Quebec.Liverpoql.Oct
Saimatian.Quebec.Liverpool.... Oct
Samana.Boston.Liverpool.Oct
MINI
S
Soj)

10
10
11
12
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
16
17
18
20
20
20
20

'«<* Ai.vt AN AO.OCTOBER 10.
6.04
6.08 High water, P M
morn.
6 25 ! Moon sets
..

NEWS.

xMARINE
PORT OF

Steamer State of Maine, Pike, St John, NB, via
Ea-tport for Boston.
Sch Chan E Gibson, Emery, Baltimore—coal to
G T Railway CO.
Scb Odell. Winslow, Amboy -coal to E H Sargent.
Scb Congress, Willard Amboy for Bath.
Scb Union. Cole, New York for Macbias.
Scb Cocheco. Harris. Salem.
Scb Addle J, Nutter, Steuben.
Scb Champion Thurston, Macbias for Boston.
Scb Sarah Franklin, Barter, Carver’s Harbor for
Gloucester.
Sch Laura T Chester, Kent, Kockport for Boston.
Sch Traverse. Lane, Kockport for Boston.
Sch Laura & Marion, Clifford, Harpswell—fish to
Perkins & Sburtletf.
Scb Henry E Willard, Willard, shore, with 76
bbis mackerel.

Cleared.
Barque Craighowl, (Br) Blanche, Doi Chester, NB,
Chase, Leavit & Co.
Barque Ada Gray, Plummer, Buenos Ayres—Berlin Mills Co.

Brig Shannon, Nash, Martinique—J H Hamlin &
Son.
KAh W P ITnrwl

& Co.
Sch
Sch

llavla

Olon

('.nv._T'

fi

HamlAn

W
Sebago. Clark, Hillsboro—J S Winslow & Co.
Charity, (Br) Kenney, Dorchester, NB—Gal

lagher &

Co.

Sch Cocbeco, Harris, Bangor—C H True.

(HSF^The otner columns for
building at Batb.

new

vessBls built and

LFROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGED
fm Porto Rico 8th inst, steamer Jennie, for

Sid
Boston.

At Sydney, NSW, 6th
man, for Hong Kong via

inst, barque Antioch, WyNewcastle.

MEMOBANDJI.
Barque S Southard Hnlbert, Davis, from PortNew
York, which put into Honolulu
land, O, for
Sept 20 in distress, reports splendid weather aad
until
fair winds
Aug 18, in lat 12 N, Ion 116 W,
when she was struck by a cyclone and for a moment
the
vessel would founder, but she
it was thought
righted, losing main and mizzen masts, and forctopgallantmaat-. Tightly furled sails were blown from
the gaskets by the force of the wind. The gale lasted six hours, with an intermission of only six min

utes. Jhe rails were stove in and deckhouse carried away; cabin was flooded with water, charts and
instruments ruined, and oth r damage. Rigged jurymans and arrived at Honolulu 22 days after the
accident.
Brig J F Merry, (of Damariscotta) Bradley, from
New York for Rosario, has arrived at Montevedio
badly damaged by collision.

EK^HERMEIV.
Gloucester 7th, schs Geo E Hazen, and Josie
Johnson, mackereliog; Charlotte Morgan, of Bucksport, from Grand Banks.
Ar at

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FERNANDINA—Ar 6th, sch Carrie S Woodbury,

,,

Cardenas.
Cld 8th. barque Stephen G Hart.PierBon, New Or
leans; li G McFarland, McFarland, for Bridgtown

o

Jul2dtf

Fresco Painters,
11

S T B 1C E T

1'EEB

PORTLAND, ME.

C. S. AUSTIN.
J. NAVLOR.
Churches, Halle and Private Dwellings Decorated
in a nr8t-cla«8
manner, and at short notice. Repairing old frescoing a specialty.
mySOeoatf

TELEPHONE 115.

WM.

119Jlt ROW JES,

BUILDER,

Has removed to the corner of Preble and Kennebec street, directly opposite the Portland and Roch
ester
au4dtf

Depot._

OF THE

—

IE

BEST THING KNOWN

™

SOFT,

AT

—

At the Close of Business, Oct. 2nd, 1883.

»■

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.

$738,608.67

insecure circomuon-

ow.uwu.uu

u. o. douub

U. S. Bonds to secure deposits.
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages.
Due from approved reserve agents...
Due from other National Banks.
Real estate, furniture, and fixtures.
Current expenses and taxes paid.
Checks and other cash Items.
Exchanges for clearing house.
Bills of other Banks.
Fractional paper currency,
nickels
and pennies.
Specie.

HOT OR COLO WATER.

juAcuft, Aj.iu.tt ana &u/u' AMAZ-

INGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
^0 family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWARE of imitations
well dosigued to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

70,000.00
4,917.4“

75,261.73

7.240.36

24,661.95

2,934.22

16,830.66
17,812.04
8,047.00
51.47

30,550.00

Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation).

13,500.00

Total..$1,310,415.57
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in.

$300,000.00

Surplus fund

60,0C J.00
134,167.34

Undivided profits.
National Bank Notes outstanding..
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check..
Demand certificates of deposit.
Certified checks
...«■
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
United States deposits.
Deposits of U. S. disbursing officers..
Due to other National Banks.

267,100.00

1,430.73
446,255.71
40,000.00
679.83

2,880.92

19,327.67
26,700.06
11,873.42

Total....$1,31’,415.»

Aug 13, lat 9 N, Ion 34 W, barque S D Carlton,
Freeman, from New York for ADjier.
Aug 14, lat 0 40 N. Ion 24 W, ship Garfield, from
Liverpool for San Francisco.

Bank,

Sept 13, lat 46. Ion 26, 6bip A J Fuller, Colco/d
for New York.

•?

Sept 22 lat 49, Ion 22 ship Martha Cobb, Greenfrom Antwerp for Nc

bank,

do solemnly swear that tbe above statement
is true, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
CHARLES PAYSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this Oth day
of October, 1883.
CHAS. O. BANCROFT, Notary Public.

Correct—Attest:
JACOB McLELLAN,)

[
)

HUNT,.
W. S. DANA,
GEO. S.

/ owe my
OFFICE

to the

22 Market

CUTICURA
REMEDIES."

1

Idling

the

great Skin Cure, instantly allays
aiiu

Sores, and restores the Hair.
an exquisite Skin Beautifler and
Toilet Requisite, prepared from Cuticura, is indispensable in treating skin Diseases, Baby Humors,
Skin Blemishes, Sunburn, and Rough, Chapped, or
Greasy Skin._

Gerrish,.......212

Hart.256 State Street.
Sidney Thaxter,..74 Deering Street.
Joseph Russell,.31 High street.
Addison Libby,.64 Clark Street.
Alfred Staples,.175 Neal Street.
H P. S Gould,.387 Congress
Thos. Edwards, (Berlin Mills Co.) 117 Franklin St.
H. B Brown, (Artist,)_
400 Danforth Street.
B. B. Farnsworth,......357 Spring Street.
Charles Goodridge,.
Deering
Wm. G.

require this entire paper to do justice
performed by the Cutiand Cuticura and
Cuticura Soap externally.
Eczema of the palms of the hands and the ends
of the fingers, very difficult to treat and usually
con-idered incurable; small patches of tetter and

C. H. Gilbert.. Canton Steam Mills Co.
Y. E. Gilbert,.Canton St am Mills Co.
J. B. Vauce,..Alfred. Me.
W. G. Spring,.Fryeburg,Me.
J. S. Spring,...
.Fryeburg, Me.
B. B. Murry,.Pembroke, Me.
F. 0. Johnston... .469 Cumberland St.
A. B. Hoi eu, ..84 Lincoln Street.
A. L. Merry,..
..144 Pine Street.
S. W. Thaxter,..22 Deering Street.
F W. Me Kenney.152 Spring Street.
Mrs. David Keazer .83 State Street.
Zenas Thompson, Jr.124 Pearl Street.
C. E. Snow.28»» Brackett Street.
C. E. Barrett,.6 Deering Street.
Dr. Gardner Ludwig,. 604 Congress Street.
H. T. Blaokstone,.Canal Bank.

a description of the cures
cura Resolvent internally,

to

..

rLeum on the ears, nose and sides of the face.
**cHld He-niB with loss of bair witi out number,
heads covered with dandruff and scaly eruptions,
especially of children and infants, many of which
since birth had been a mass ot scabs;

salt

Itching burning and scaly tortures that baffled
even relief from ordinary remedies, soothed and

by magic;

PaoriaMia, leprosy, and other frightful forms
di-eases, scrofulous ulcers, old sores, and

sep8

of skin

eaJi and all of which have
speedily, peimanently, and economically cured
by the Cuticura Remedies when physicians, hospitals, and all other remedies failed, as proven by a
•vast number of sworn testimonials in our possession, which we wi'l cheerfully mail to any address.

A

TO

Those
to

lanquid,

tiresome

We have

stant drain that is

con-

receive so

much

benefit, and

none are so

pro-

foundly grateful and show such an interest in rec»
ommending Hop Bitters as women.
Feels Young Again.
“My mother was afflicted for a long time with
Neuralgia and a dull, heavy, inactive condition of
the whole system; headache, nervous prostration,
and was almost helpless. No physicians or medicines did her any good. Three months sgo she began to use Hop Bitters with such good effect that
she seems and feel young again, although over 70
years old. We think there is no other medicine
to use in the family.’*— A lady, in Providence.

fit

Bradford, Pa., May 8, 1875.
diseases, such as nervousne?s, sickness at the stomach, monthly troubles, etc. I have not seen a sick day in a year, since
I took Hop Bitters. All my neighbors use them.
It has cured

me

of several

-If,.r-

T7-

new

with the usual plies of
Duck and Rubber, and, before putting on the out
side cover, it is stitched in seams one inch apart
with cotton cord, which has a pulling strength of
fifty pounds. It is then stretched in its plastic
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
with the strong cord with which it is stitched material strength is added to the belt, and the stitches
are so drawn into the plastic rubber, that they cannot wear oil' on the outside. The outside cover is
then put on KeitnilcNM, so that it cannot open, as is
the case of Rubber Belting made in the ordinary
way, and the plies being so firmly stitched, as well
as frictioned together, that the belt cannot separate
as many belts made in the old way will, after being
used for a time, especially when run at a great
■peed or in damp places.
We particularly call the attention of all Mill owners to this Belt as being in the end the cheapest belt
they can buy, while the first cost is only about ten
per ceut more than belting made in the ordinary
way. We believe it will wear more than double the
length of time. For heavy main belts you will find
it superior to anything made. It is also superior for
KudlCMM Bel Ik, as we sin,ch the splice In such a
This

former elasticity;
cbeehs; that continual strain upon your vital forces, rendering you irritable and fretful, can easily
be removed by the use of that marvelous remedy,
Hop Bitters.
Irregularities and obstructions of
your system are relieved at once, while the special
cause of periodical pain are permanently
removed.
None

a

GIANT BELTING.

your feet;
taking from 5 our system all its
the
bloom from your
driving
that

article in Rubber
which is sold under the name of

ju*t patented

Belting

sensations. causiDg you
on

Belting

way that it

is made up

cauuot

miHnotinn

nn

REVERE RUBBER

GO.,
eod3m

sep28

Balm, U. S. Com. Inter’l Rev.
So. Bloomingville, O.. May 3, '79

GituuN B.

t

ment,

•

a

guaranteed

says: “Persons who use Brown’s Iron Bitters always speak well of it. It is a good

medicine.”

ueatBrain
specific for Hysteria, Dizziness.
and

Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache.
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of alcohol
or tobacco, Wakefulness, Mental
Depression, Soft*
eningofthc Brain resulting in Insanity and leading
to misery, decay and death, Premature Old Age,
Impotency, Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused by over-exertion
of the brain, self-abuse or over-indulgence. Each
box contains one month’s treatment. $1. a box, or
6 boxes for $3.00;

ness, and lack of energy, a most valuable

sent

by mail prepaid

on

receipt o.
v\ itn

price. Weguarantee 6 boxes to cure any case..
each order received for 6 boxes accompanied with $o.
we will send the purchaser our written guarantee
does not effect
Proprietors, issue guar-

to refund the mo**if the treatment
a cure. J. C. West & Co.,
antees through H. H. HAY & CO.,

Druggists,only

agents. Portland,Me. Junction Middle and Free ots-

IMPORTED

WINES &
of all

LIQUORS

kinds,

in the

ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
-FOB SALK

RuptureT

by DR. h. T. LUBIN’S method, without
with labor.
truss torture, operation or interference
of cases Deforejiu<1 after cured can be seen
BOSTON- Consultation
«MUJt
3 to 5 P.
hours. 10 to 12 A. M.

CURED
emSes

8*..

atme“S<°.

■

"^Warranted
perfect, both In color and
OFFICE,78TREMONT ST.,Boston.

movment.

22,600.00

Capital

LIABILITIES:
in. $600,000.00
120,000.00

stock paid
fund

Surplus
Undivided profits.319,797.39—439,797.39

Circulating

unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check.
Certificates of deposit..

445,600.00
1,114.10
663,078.02
9,663,42

Cashier’s Checks.
Due to other National Banks.

33,024.14

Notes

Dividends

outstanding.

Certified Checks....

6,194.41

5,489.53

Total..$2,203,761

01

STATE OF MAINE, Cumberland, ss.
I, B. C. SOME it BY,Cashier of the “Canal Nation-

al Bank of Portland,” do solemnly swear that
the above statement is true to the best of my knowlB. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
edge and belief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 6th
day of October, 1883.
GEO. C. PETERS, Notary Public.

Correct—Attest:

W. W.

THOMAS,

)

J

JOHN N. LORD,

BAILEY,

Directors.

)
d3t

BY

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers,

410 NEW NO. FORE NTREET, PORTLAND, MAINE.
Alto, General Managers for;NewiKngland,
FOR THE CELEBRATED

Summit

OF THE

rare

follows:

l.OO.

( Eicur ion.

Wit'iiniigion street, Boston.

PHILADELPHIA

Every Tuesday and Friday.

2

At

»*

m.

Btddaford,

Daily (Night Pullman)
Saco,
Kennebunk, Conway Junct., Kittery,
for

Portsmouth*. Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 6.30a. m.
At 8,45 a. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford. Kennebunk, Welle, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations

Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,

on

Salem,
Newburyport.
Chelsea and

Gloucester, Rock port,
Boston, arriving at 1.15 p. m.
(Express,) for Saco. Biddeford,
| No.
Kennebunk,
Berwick,
Conway
Junction, Kittery, Porta mouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, ana Boston, arriving at 4.55 p. m.
connecting with Sound and Rail Lines for all

Lynn,
At 12.55 p.

New

m.

SnuthBrn and Western pu.vU.
At
p. iu. (Express), for Boston

At

drains leave Boston
7.30, 9.00 a. m., and arrive in Portland

at 11.65
At 12.30 p. in. and arrive
At 7.00 p
n.
Gaily*
arrive in Portland at 11.00 p. ni.

a. m. and 12.65 p* m.
in Portland 6.00 p. m

and

Pullman Parlor Cars
On Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m., 12.30 and 7.00 p.
m. and Portland 3.45 a. m., 12.55 and 6 30 p. cu*

Through

Sleeping Cars

Pullman

On Trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Portland 2.00 a. m.
Through Tickets to all Points Month and
West.
Pullman Car Tickets (or Scuts and
S^rtlis ssld st Depot Ticket OUlr- only.
dune 17, 1883
PAYSON TUCKER,
D. W. SANBORN,
General Manager.
Master of Trans.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Gen’l Pass’r Agent
Junltldtf

CHANGE OF TIME.
‘A4th, 1883,

Kept
ns

follows:

For Aubtivn and Lewi*ton,7.10 a. m.,
and 6.20 p. m.
For Gorham. 9,00 a m., 3.30(mixod )and

I8N3, Passenger

Trains will leave
at T.30 a.
and
p.m,, arriving at Worcester
m.
« 2.16 p, m. and 7.S0 p.
Returning leave
nlsn Depot, Worcester, at 8.0D a. m. and 11.IB a.
u.. arriving at Portland at 1.25 p.m. and 6.40 p.

P.m.

Gorham, Montreal, Quebec

For
cago

».|,oj

and

1.16
5.20
Chi-

1.30 p. m.

Ait St B f ALh,
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.35 a. in.,
12.46, and 5.60 p. in.
From Gorham, mixed. 9 40 a. m., 5.00 p. m
From Chicago. Moutrenl and Quebec,

u.

dilutee,
Ayr.' Jane..
Fitchburg,
Kaehna, Lowell, Windham, and
niog Ht 7.30 a. at. and 1.05 p. m.
Far Tcucbester, Uoncord and points North, at
t 05 j>. m.
Far Rochester, SprloKrak, Alfred, Wat>
®or

12.36 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portlanu and
Montreal.

e boionml Saco Hirer.7.30 a. m., 1.03
u)>. and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
ia?e Roohoster at (mixed) 6.46 a.
11.15
a.m., and 3.35 p.m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 5.40 p. m.
Far Gorham. Sacearappa. Cumberland
Westbrook
and
Woodford’s,
OliHft,
at7.30 a. ia.,
0.05, 6.20 and (mixed)
m.
*6.30 p.
The 1.05 p. tax, tiainfrom Portland oonnects at
Aye-' .lane, with Reosnc Tasnel Route for
t heWost, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New Vork via Norwich Line, and all rail.
?f»*4priagfleld, also with N. ». & N. E. R.
ft .{“Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladeSphia, Baltimore, Washington, and fcho

TICKET

Returning

From Long Wharf, Boston, S
m.
From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
P

a[ {iJgfgfct;.

AajifflSteifct..*

sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. B. R.. and
Sonth by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Passage Tea Dollar*. Round Trip
Meals and Room Included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. ISAM •'MON. Areal,
deSltf
to l ong Wharf. Boston.

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
nd for friends in the Old CounALLtrydesiring money
by buying
will

save

their

steerage tickets at the General Ocean Steamshln
Ofli. ft. No. 22 KTPhanow (Itruat
av

number) at the sign of the big Locomotive at present reduced rates by theCunard and other fast
flnt
class mail steamers coming direct across ti e
ocean,
on the warm Gulf Stream
route, thus avoiding all
from
lee and Icebergs. I can sell prepaid
dangers
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown. Londonderry and Belfast for *21.00; Dublin,
London, Bristol, Cardid and Galway, *24.00; Ham-

*22l0O;

burg, Antwerp, Havre, Manhelm, Amsterdam, Ko
terdam, Paris, Bremen and Har ugen, *27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Chrlsti rsand Bergen
Trondhjem, Goteborg, Malino, *28 JO; children ua
der 12 half fare. Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L. FARMER, Agent,) t
change at low rates.
Jan
Exchange &t.

24dtf_22

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, N.B., Halifax, N, S., Ac.
SPRING

ARRANGEMENTS.

1HREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

Railway of Canada.

On and after Monday,
Trains will run

Monday, June IS,

&

to

and principal
Boston at 10.00 p. m.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays At 2.00 p. m. Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 5.30
p. m., connecting with Fall River Line for New

Way Stations, arriving in

.^iPaMland

ANB AFTKE

,P*w»

fejjasl7

:■>

PAY. MAY

r, it. Desert

OFFICE*

FOOT

OF

FALL

To Canada, Detroit. Chicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati, (it. Louis, Omaha, Maginaw
Mt. Paul, Malt Lake City,
H : Denver, Man Francisco,
Northwest, West and 8«ntbw?«i.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J, SPICER Superintendent.
sep24dtf

Portland
at 8.00

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R,

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. K., and
Transfer Portland, with through
at GraudTrunk
X pun VK
at RoHisB to Adams’ No. 22 Exand
omoee
Depot
change Street.
• Do mi not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Snpt.

|L...—-x_

nuiv nuc

TuDmmu tuc

On and after Monday Oct. Stli,
1883, until further notice Panengrr
Train* leave Portland a* follow*:

KlONDAf, June
l§th, Passenger Trains will run
as follows
and after

Commencing

8.25 A. M.—For Fabvan’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
and ah points on B. G. M. R. R., St.
Burlington, Ogdensburg and all points on O. & L,
C. R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
;i.OO p.in. For

Bartlett and intermediate stations.

Train* arrive

in

Portland

^

Also with B. & B. Steamers at Rockland, going
East, for River Landings.
RKTl K.\ IN.-, will leave Machiasport at 4.30
a. m. Monday, and
every Monday and
Thursday at 8.00 a m., touching at intermediate
landings,and connecting at Portland with Pullman
and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
from Bangor and River
for Port-

Mlllljrldge

GEORGE L. DAT,
Treas. and General Ticket Agent
E. CUSHING, General Agent
Portland, Oct. 1,1883.
oct2dtf
__

&c.

J. H A MI I/rON. Superintendent.

FO¥E,

CHAM. 19.
oct2

MAINE

STEAMSHTp

At

Portland, in the Male of Maine,

the Close of Business, October 2, 1883.

At

RESOURCES:
Loans and discounts.$1,883,989.30
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation....
60,000.00
Other stocks, bonds and Mortgages
4,000.00
Due from other National Banks....
39,624.27
Real estate luruiture and fixtures...
5,000.00
Current expenses and taxes paid.
4,575.41
Checks and other cash items.
65,675.54
Bills of other Banks.
12,481.1.0
Fractional paper currency,nickels and

O. T. A.

dtf

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,

13.29

pennies.

66,656.70

Specie,.

Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation).

2,250.00

Total. .$2,123,164.51
LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in. $800,000.00
Surplus fund. 4u0.000.00
69,3o9.90
Undivided profits.
National bank notes outstanding—
45,< 00.00
2,4( 7.27
664,368.68
142 038.66

Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check.
Due to other National Banks

Total .,$2,123,164.51

sep21__tltf

Correct—Attest:
I. P. FARRINGTON,)

} Directors.

JOS. WALKER.
J. S. WINSLOW,

rtrn

W7

vegetable decomposition
as

or

vm m imrv

T\

ram K.

s.
A.
WOLFE’S

general beverage and necessary

juldtf

Portland. June 12. 1883

a

a

n,

Change in Arrangemsnt
The Winter Schedule takes Effect October 14.
1883, for detiils of which reference should be had
to Posters ami other advertising matter at Stations
and other Public places and to Advertisements in
tie Newspapers oi the State.
PAYSON TUCKER.
General Manager.
octBdlw

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the

other alcoholic preparation.
saltr of

country of Udolpho Wolfes

Only first-class 2-fcet euage Railroad in

the medieal faculty and

a sale unequaiec
by any other alcoholic distillation have

Insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it.

the World.

Stage connection at Bridgton for North Bridgton.
Harrispn and Waterford.
President.
WOK* F. PFRKY,
CJen. Paw. Affi.
J.A. BENNETT,

Per sale by all Druggist

and Grocers.

lipid Wolfe's Sdiili Co..
18 BEAVER

STREET,

___dly
Horses tor Sale.

*

for sale low.
SOME good work horses
CURTIS & SOULE,
56

TRAINS

FROM BRIDGTON.

Bridgton—Leave
Sandy Creek,
Ingsll’s Road,
East Denmark (Perley’s Mills,)
Sebago (Witbam’s,)
Rankin’s,
Bridgton Junction—Arrive

Cross street.

A. M.
7.46

7.52
t8.07
t8.13
t8.17
f8.45
8.60

10.45
Portland—Arrive
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.
A. M.

Portland-Leave

Bridgton Junction—Leave

NEW YORK.

oct8d3t

EFFECT

its nusolicited endorsement by

30 vears duration In every

our

Schnapps,

TAKES

October 1st, 1883.
Connects with Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R. at Bridgton Junction.

over

section of

A public

ARRANGEMENT,

WINTER

Rankin's

Sebago (Witbam’s.)
East Denmaik (Perley’s Mills,)
Ingall's Road,
Sandy Creek,

Bridgton—Arrive
1 Flag Stations,

8.25
10.00

flO.17
110.41
110.47
110.63

M.
2.65

P.

3.02
t3 17
t3.23
t3.27
t3.65
4.00
10 00
p.

1883.]
“A hospital containing over seventy beds has recently been started iu Boston by the Murdock Liquid Food Co. This is a nob’e charity, and one that
reflects great credit upon its projectors. If the suc-

of this institution is as great as the food thev
make is va'uable, we predict for it a magnificent
success. It is certainly one of the most valuable
dietetic preparations in tbe world. We speak from
a long and extended experience in our practice and
in our own family. If it could only be made to taste
a little better it would be perfect.”

[From

London

is of high value and those who have cases of wasting
disease under their care should give this Food a

trial.

r F'rom our Hospital Reports.]

I

The elegant new steamer
steamer JOHN BROOKS

“Miss Iv. has for nary years been suffering bad
from chronic 1 jss of voice, and growing worse yearly, caused by scrofula sores, general debility, Btf
vous proetration and severe nervous affection of the
heart, and was so reduced last May that her life was
despaired of, and her physician could give no relief,
thinking she must leave us as her father and mother had several years ago, as she inherited their diseases. With six week’t- treatment she was able to
return home feeling confident that she would recover her health by continuing tbe use of Liquid
Food.”
lAiaieSs reau inejouovnng teicer iroui » leaning
physician in Boston (to whom we cau refer) in relation to his own wife, who has always been a great
sufferer, being unable to retain her food or nourish
her children:
Boston, Aug. 12,1882.
Gents—I am pleased to inform you that I found,
after trying all other preparations for years with no
avail, that my wife was able to retain your Liquid
Food and also able to partake of common food, and
to enjoy herself in walking, tiding and visiting as
often as she desired, all of which sue was unable to
do with our iirst two children, and we were obliged
to briug them up by hand.
With our third child ►he was relieved of all these
troubles, and has nourished it with no trouble or
sickness to herself or child by taking your Liquid
Food, which she will continue doing until the child

Freight taken

MEASLES AND
have

can

no

better

for

{the

of the great mortality from ^leaslen
nndFeversth.nl ProfeMsor It. Demme, in
his essay on the changes of the blood in the different stages of Measles.
iFrom the Bostcn Medical Journal, Aug. 1.]
“Professor R. Demme has made some observa-

tions on the increase and decrease of the red corpuscles of the blood in twenty cases of measles, and
the relation between the red and white corpuscles.
He found that occasionally In the beginning of the
fever h age there was a Blight increase of the red
corpuscles, while on the development of the eruption there was a decrease which lasted for twelve or
forty-eight hours after the fever, so that the red
corpuscles sank to half the normal number. After
or ten days the number gradually increased
with frequent variations. The spectroscope showed
in the beginning an increase, ami after th« appearance of the eruption a decrease of the haemoglobine.
The decreased the red blood corpuscles occurred
also in a case of measles where there was an intense
efflorescence, but no fever. An absolute increase of
the whit* blood corpuscles was found in the course
of the disease during the fever stage, anil usually
J
before its decline.”
Murdock’s Liquid Food will make blood
faster
than all foods or preparations known
Its value consists in
supplying tne system with
red corpuscles, which are the liTe of the
blood, and
it is the only food or prepara ion that will do
it.
continued by the fact that it is the
raw food
only
known, and when used in fevers prevents the pa
tient from
a relapse, which many
have, and
in many cases the
patients are left feeble for life, or
death follows.

eight

augSS&Wtf

M.

4.46

aug22dtf

as

usual.

TO

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich

Isiaada, New

Kralanii
Australia*
Steamers sail from Now York for Aspiuwall on
the 1st, loth, and 20th of each month,
carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General Fm
tern

Agents,

C. L.

BARTLETT A CO.,

—

»

W««

urvnu

[M*..

OMMI.

or to W. D. LITTLE A CO
<eb«dtf31 Exchange 8t., Portland.

Harpswell Steamboat Co.
Change of Time.
Sept. 17. 1883, the steamer Gordon
0N a“'1,after
Harpewell daily, Sunday’s excepted
V(iwm-.leave
at Portlend
"riving
10
Returnf*8,*
ing l(*ve Custom House Wh
Portland at 3
at

a. m.

rf,
"riving at Harpswell at 5 p. m
For Freight or
Passage apply on hoard
sm.l
r.
8811111

c'AI>T-

n.
P

m

to

S&OTT OLIVER.
dtf

M A

O O X> l

KNOW THYSELF.

\g^KryMon:

Thirty

three feet long,

luqutre of
A. L. JOHNSON,

No., Custom

v#u“«’

The untold miseries that result from
indiscretion
in early life muy bo aHcviated and
cured.
Thoee
who doubt this assertion should
purchase
and read
the new medical work published by the Trrihml
llnlirnlI In.iitulr, Boston, entitled
The Met.
ence of l.ife; or,
Melf-Preservation.
It Is
Perfect treatise on
Exhausted v itality, Nervous and
Physical DchiUtip
Premature Decline In man,
T
On0 huilflre|1 »»,l
twenty-five pr»
scriptions for acute and chronic diseases,
rneh one
lh
proved by the author
Hi
'H ■"rn'Mnble.so
whoee experience
for 21 yeers is snch as probably
never before fell to the lot of
any physician.
It
contains 300 pages bound in beautiful embossed
covers, full gilt, embellished with the
steel engravings, guaranteed to be a
finer work in
every sense—mechanical, Uterary, or professional—
than any other work retaHed in this
for
*2.60 or the money will be refunded. country
Price only
Medal
Nathe
“warded
S1-2^ Medical
3!alV Association to *he officersby of which
tional
the author refers. Illustrated
sample sent on reof
six
ceipt
cents. Send now.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
Dr. W. H. PARKER, No. 4Bulttnch Street, Boston,
Mass. The author may be consulted on all diseases
requiring skill and experience.
my8<*dAwly22

ExhauM^dvftari®

Errors

Manhood

Youth,

—„

ve?y fitSd

FISTULA AND PILES
Cured without, the Useareof the Knife.
a“d
WILLIAM READ (M. D.,»

‘,rd1’o,1(f,42)A.

ROBERT M. READ (M.D.. Hat .ard, 1876’, «Mc»a,
vrnn. ifou.t if.) Trenu.nl nireet Bio-ion,
ent of FINTIL
i>lya special attention to the treatn
PII.KN 4ND ALI. OH BAMKM «P
detection from busi*
without
KBf'TTIII,
THE
Pamphlet sent
Abundant references given.
ness.

1*

For Sale.

SCHOON

leave

PACIFIC MAIL H. S. CO.

having

YACHT.
eleven feet breadth,

alternately

FEVERS.

authority

cause

ER

will

J. B. DOYLE, Jr., CSencral Agent.
dtt

a year old.
It is with pleasure that I advise you of what great
beuetit your Liquid Food can be to ladies that cannot retain their tood or nourish their babes, as the
liability from cholera infantum is 200 *o 300 per
cent, greater when babes are brought up by ban t.

Wc

TREMONT and favorlta

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o’eloek p. m.
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, at 6 o’eloek p. m.
(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inoocvsnlenee of arriving in Boston late
at night.
(^Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New iork, via the various
Ball and Sound Lines for sale.

Health, July 27,1883.]

Household Necessities. —‘‘Murdock’s Liqu d
Food,” may bo specially mentioned. This extract
has attained a high reputation in America, and
from a knowledge of its use in the wasting diseases,
especially of children, we are prepared to say that
it has hardly an equal iu respect of its speedy digestion and strength. In general debility this Food

3.00

f4.52
t5.1<>
t5.22
t5.28
5.43
11,08
11.15
5.50
oct2dtf

IIOSTOA
fare si.oo.

is

other causes,

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every

Hospital for Women and Iufnnt* nuppo ted by the Murdock Liquid
Food Company, Bo«tou.
[From the Neto England Medical Monthly, July 16

?.

)

Schiedam Aromatic

WHAT THE MEDICAL PRESS SAY
Of the Free

ce 8

Limited Tickets first and second class for
St* John and Halifax on « ale at reduced
rates*
PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass, to Ticket Agt.

Wednesdays

Steamers!

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON

day

STATE OF MAINE, County of Cumberland, ss.
I, Win. A. Winsliip, Cashier of the above named
that
the above
swear
solemnly
Bank, do
is true to the best of my knowledge
statement
WxM. A. W1NSH1P, Cashier.
and belief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day
of October, 1883.
Wm. T. Small, N. P.

on

and Saturdays at 6 p. m..
R-turning leave Pier 38
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4p.m.
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’i Ag’t.

x

6.10 p. m. train is the St. John
Express, with Reclining Chair Car attached, and stops between Portland and Bangor
at Brunswick, Gardiner, Haliowell, Augusta,
Waterville and Newport only, arriving in Bangor
at 9.45 p. m. and St. John at 6.30 following
morning.
±The 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or
beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

From Halifax, 8.10 a. ro., 6.15 p. m.; St* John.
7.00 and 8.00 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Houlteu, 7.00
Nt. Stephen, 7.30 a. m.,
a. m., 8.30 p. m.;
9.00 p. tu., Tnaceboro, 2.00 a. m. 10.10 a. m.,
1.50 p. m,; Backsport, 5.10 a. m. 10.00 a. m.,
5.05 p* m.; Bangor. 7.20 a. m., 2.05 p. m.
8.00 p.m.; Dexter, 7.00 a.mt8.10p. m. Belfast, 6.45 a. m., 3.15 p. m.; Mkowbegan,
8.30 a. m. 3.05 p. m.; Waterville, 9.20 a. m.
2.16, 3 33 and 10.08 p. m.: Augusta, 6.00 a.
m 10.03 a. m., 3.00, 4.12 and 11.00
p. m.;
Gardiner* 6.17 a. m., 10.20 &. m., 3.18,4.27
and 11.18 p. m.; Bath. 7.00 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.;
4.16 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.66 p. m.
Brunswick, 7.2f and X 1.30 a. m. 4,45 & 5.10
m. 12.35 a. oi.t (nighu tteck laud. 8.15 a. m.,
.26 p m., and Mondays only at 4.30 a. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m. 11,15 a. m., 4.35p. m. 11.20
pm.; Phillips,7.05 a. m. Farmington, 8.30
a.
10.18
m.
“•»
Wiutbrop,
being due in Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Augusta
and
Bath 8.36 a. m.
trains from
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.35 and 12.45 p. m. The
afternoon trains from Waterville. Augusta. Bath,
Rockland and Lewfs+on at 6.00 p. m. The St.
John Fast Express at 6.16 p. m. Tae Night Pullman Express train at 1.50 a.m.

COMPANY

Fop Mew Fork.

Bartlett and local stations.
m.—Express from Montreal, Burlington,

Ogdensburg

Landings

freight

:

10.45 a.m.—from
10 00 p.

a£

J™1

Johnsbury,

Poillanti for Dexter*
Bangor
tiuii
Vanceboro, St iotm, Halifax
the Provinces St* Andrews, 8t. Stephen.
f ount?, and all
Fredericton Aroostook
stations on S3. A Piscataquis R. R., 1.15
t5.l0 p. m. ±11.16
p. m., 1.20 p. m.,
and
Belfast
p. m.; for
Skowbcgaa
1.20 p. m.,
1.16 p. m.,
±11.16 p. m.:
a.
m.
1.15
Waterville, 6.45
p. m,, 1.20
Aum.
m. t6.10
±11.16 p. m
p.
p.
autl
Gardiner
Brungusta, Haliowell,
swick 6.45 a. in., 1.20 p. m., t5.10, 5.30 and
±11.15 p. m.; Bath 6.45 a. m. 1.20 p. m., 6.30
p. m. and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. ru.
Rockland, and Knox A Lincoln K. R.,
6.46 a. m., 1.20 p. m. and on Saturdays only at
5.30 p. m.; Auburn and Lewiston, 8.16
a m. 1.16 p. m.,
6,06 p. m. Lewiston via
Brunswick 6.45 a. m., ±11.15 p. m.;
Hoamoutb,
Farmington.
Wiutbrop,
Oakland and North Anson* 1.15 p. m. Farmington. via Brunswick, 6.45 a. m.
Learr

Oct. 2d.

steamer CITY OF
RICHMOND.
.il«
B Cant. Wm.E. Dennison, will leeve
gy rosu w nan, rortland. every
TUE?»DAY Evening at 11.15
o'clock or on arrival of Steamboat
Express Train*
from Boston, for
Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle.
Sedgwick, (Stage from <edjwtek to Blue Hill on
Steamer), South West and Bar Harbors*
MilbrUlge. Will leave same wharf every FRIDAY
Evening tor Machiasport via all landings
Connect
ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUE
and ELLSWORTH.
At BAR
.mm.u-

sSSSffMjSSL oouldsboro*, la-

BURLINGTON FT.,
OGDENSBURG, N. F.,
AND MONTREAL.

HUVE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Company.

ARRANGEMENT

wnmu

-TO—

ju6

And Machlas Steamboat

INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,

mb

dig

_

-ANDDEPOT AT

MON.

Fteai.

14th

•* «<•*» Liar will
r5*™5® Leave Railroad Wharf.
to°} “{State#t stre6t> *Tor.»forMonday, Wednesday
PEastport and 8L
“g with coaaocttons
for
John,
Calais^ Robblnstcn, St.
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton,
Woodstock Grand
Ana»POll, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, °i*DigbT’
Moncton. Nowoastie, Amherst
B&thur“.
ESS”’ Fort Fairfield, Grand Dalhentie, Char
lottetown
Falls, and othss
stations on the New Brnnswiok and
Canada, Intel*
colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western ConnRo^Jt.and Stage Routes.
Be*'.
Kw JFrelght
received up to 4 p. at. and any lm
formation
regarding the same may be
at the
°®«« of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, wltl Excursion Routes Ticket*
State Rooms end further Information 'applv a
t l J *
Company's Offloe, 40 Exehange Bt.
T. C. HK.'SEY. President, and Manager*

74 EXCHANGE STREET

a# m.

On

Direct Steamship Line.]

-v..

DicPAIiTCKEM:

•she We-it. Parlor Cars on train leaving
at 1.05 p. m. and train leaving Worcester

—

PHILADELPHIA

Train* leave Portland

of Trains.

l_sn»

AND

Every Wednesday and Sat-

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. B

•

—

From

fortiaid aad Worcester Line.

a.

Boston

C.G. HANCOCK,

From SO TUN

Grand Trunk

:11,

22 | Republio.Sept. 27
c®ltl0.Oct. 6 | Germanic.Oct. 12
For sailing ll«ts, cabin plans, passage rates and
Wappiy to.,. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St.

Eastern Railroad.

sep30

a.j

ex*

Britannic.Sept

Gen. Manager.
Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt.
H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt.

LAND 12.22, and 9.49. p/m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
dockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of RK. L.. William*. Ticket
Veent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

Ta

0. a. amd Royal Mali ot.am.ri
Liverpool Via Queenstown.
Rates reduced for Fall and Win-

to

ter. These steamers take the

scnc/iix

^"

WHITE STAR LINE.

„-treme southerly routes, a folding
dangers from icebergs. Cahiu $60, $80 and lOU;
tickets $120, $144 and 180; Excursions 120
R®J™?
and $144;
Steerage at low rates Tht. sailings are
as

(OneWny, Sh 30.

J. E. WOOTTEN,

PORTLAND FOR BOSTON and WAV
STATIONS at 1.00 and 5.30 p, m. BOSTON
FOR PHRTLAND at 8.30 a. m. and 6.00
ORCHARD
FOR PORTp.m. OLD

On and alter

janlO__ly

adl

ENGLAND AGENOl,

NKW

Ull

York and all Kail Lines for the West, and the 6.30
p. m., train with all Kail Lines for New York
and the South and West.
trains.
Parlor Cart on all through
Seats
advance at Depot Ticket Office.
secured in

Arrangement

prepaid tickets from Portland at lowest rates.
tickets from inland plaoes in Europe* to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sole by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
Ac. and other information apply to J L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box 979.

Steerage prepaid

steam-

ROUTE

BUOOK

Philadelphia,

New York and

m.
12.6K 6.15, and 6.00 p.
FOR HEXNE BUNK at 6.16, 8 45 a. m„ 12.65, 6.16,6.00
m.
FOR W ELl.Ni at 6.16, 8.46 a.m.;
p.
and 5.15 p.m. FOR NORTH BERWICK,
GRK4T FALLS. AND DOVER, at 6.16,
8.46a.m.,12 565.15and6.30pm.FOR SAL9ION
FALLS,at 6.16, 8.46 a. in., 12.56, and 6.16
FOR
EXETER,HAVERHILL,
p.m.
LAWRENCE, AND LOWELL at 6.15.
FOR NEW
8.46 a. m., 12.66, and 0.30 p, m.
FOR
MARKET! at 0.15, and 8.46 a.m.
N. II,,
ENTER.
FARMINGTON,
KOCH
ALSTON BAT. AND WOLFBOROUGH
FOR CENTRE
at 8.46 a. m., and 12.66 p.m.
FOR
MANHABHOR at 8.45 a. m.
AND
CHESTER!
CONCORD! N. H„ (via
New Market Jet.) at 6 16a. m., (via Lawrence) at
8.45 a. m. "MORNING TRAIN LEAVEN
KENNEBUNK FOR PORTLAND at7.25.
tPasseugers may also reach these points by taking
the 12.66 p. m. train from Portland and stopping at
Old Orchard Beach until 3.60 p. m.
The 12.56 p.m. train from Portland confor

or

FARES

CHARD at
10.30
m.
7.48 and
PORT4-33,
p.
LAND FOR SACO, at 6.15, 8.46,10.26 a. m.
12.36, 12.66. 6.16, 6.00, 6.30 p. m. FOR
BID DEFORD at 6.15, 8.46,10.2o a.m., 12.36,

Htenmera

t buy ticket* (at any
boat office In Now England) »ta

BOUND

F»<*t

—

Casco National Bank.

Mineral Spring Water,

FROM It ARKIBON, MAINE,

augio

Be

leave
OI.lt ORReturning
7.69, 9.34,11.40 a. m., 12.29, 2,46,

Line

Kener.il Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
sale of passage tickets bv the White Star,
FORCuuard. Anchor
State, American. Red Star,
North German Lloyd,
Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first class
fast passage steamers, to and from all points in
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and

Stone Bal las
Express Trains, Ooubie Track,railroad

m.

Sound

Philadelphia

gTEAMEBS.

f The

—

corrective of .water rendered impure by
Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve

Stations in

NINTH AND OBKKf S I BEETS,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Total..$2,203,761.01

As

mother, which a t
the same time restored her
perfect health am I
strength.—The Parents, Rochester, N. Y.
MWF&w4w40nrm
octl

remedy is Brown’s Iron Bitters.
Ottumwa,Ia.—Dr. J.N. Armstrong says:
“I have used Brown’s Iron Bitters in my
family and recommend its use to others.”
Jefferson City, Mo.—Dr. J. C. Riddle!

notes.
Five per cent, redemption fund.

SCHNAPPS.

s
u

8
Fon trcmulousness, wakefulness, dizzi-

Legal tender

173 & 175 Devonshire Me., Boston.
57 Rendc Nt., New York.
Faclories nt Chelsea, lUass.

bitters.

Hop Bitters hv

72.96
26,500.00
it9uu.uu
30,000.00

Sliver coin

separate.

Camnloa anH miniatinno fnrnicliQii

High Authority.
Hop Bitters is not, in any sense, an alcoholic
beverage or liquor, and could not be sold for us<
except to persons desirous of obtaining a medicina

of

26,985.36

Gold Coin.....

We will Warrant
Satisfaction.

$3,000 Lost.—A tour of Europe that cost m<
“$3,000, done me less good than one bottle of Hoi
‘Bitters; they also cured my wife of fifteen year’*
“nervous weakness, sleeplessness and dyspepsia.”
It. M„ Auburn, N. Y.

by the use

clearing

Try Our Giant Belt.

nnnr,.r

Sms—I have been suffering ten years and I trie<
jour Hop Bitters and it done me more good ttaai
Miss S. S. Boose.
allthe doctors.
Baby Saved!
We are so thankful to say that our nursing bab;
\yas permaucntlp cured of a dangerous and prc
tracted constipation and irregularity of the bowel

for

bouse...
Fractional currency and nickels....

important to alhvtio use Belting.

WS&w2w

feel scarcely able to be

Exchanges

oct8

[MG.

BEL'

For

IT'g'V
i I

RESOURCES:
Loans and discounts .$1,414,201.68
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation_
500,000.0o
Due from reserve agents.
100,585.72
Due from other National Banks.
29,877.10
Real estate
6.275.00
Current expenses and taxes paid....
4,061.41
Checks and other cash items. 34,122.79

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

Rough, Chapped and
Greasy Skin, Black Heads,
Pimples and Skin Blemishes use Cuticura Soap.
mjj

—

Close of Rusiuesti on the 2d day of October, 1883.

F. \V.

RUBBER

Sold everywhere. Price: Cuticura, 50 cents.
Resolvent, $1. Soap, 25 cents. Potter Drug
»
and Chemical Co.. Boston, Mass.
Hon to Eure Mkin DiscaseN.’t
Men for
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state Street.

Samuel Rolfe,.98 State Street,

whatsoever._
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>nerry-,

O. K.

Nonp

In lieu mi Reiue«li**M are absolutely pure, and
the only real Blood Purifiers and Skin Beautifiers.
free from mercury, arsenic, lead, zinc, or any other
minera or vegetable poison

healed

new

C. C. Eaton,.23 Pine Street.
.i 50 Park Street.
J. S, Libby,.
J. F. Clark.14 Mellen Street.

heals Ulcers and
E’uficura

MAINE

persons have the Koliler:
.r. u.
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furnace I beg to direct your
attention to th Kohler Hot Air Furnace.
Its superiority ovc- all others L will demonstrate if you
i'
will call at y store. The following well known
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Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST,

ARRANGEMENT,

S.

CANAL NATIONAL BANK

Square,

TO THE PUBLIC,
If in want of

a

CuticuraRemedies
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PORTLAND,

Humors, Humiliating Eruptions,
DISFIGURING
Itching Tortures, Scrofula, Salt Rheum, and
Infantile Humors
V.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

OF

W. D. AMES,

Beauty

the

Directors.

oct8d3t

Restoration

cureuby

6.30

Trenton &

York,

New

PA8SKSOEBTRA1NS WILL LEAVE
PORTLAND for BOSTON
6.16, 8 46 a. m., 12.66 and 0.30
at 10.45.
m., arriving at Boston
.JBS-a. m„ 1.15 4.46, and 10.00 p. m.
BOSTON FOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30, 3.30, and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
ROST ON
at 12 66, 6.00, 8.16 and 11.00 r. m.
FOB OLD ORCHARD BEACH at 8.00,
9.00 a.m., 12.30, 3.30 and 7.00 p, m. OLD
ORCHARD BEACH FOR RONTON at
6.40, 9.13 a. m., 123, 3.60 and 6.64 p. m.
FOR
PORTS AND
NCAKHOBO
BEACH, AND PINE POINT, at 6.16,8,45,
a.
6.00 p. m.
10 26
m.,
12.35,
6.15,
FOR OLD ORCHARD REACH at6.15,
8.46, 10.26 a. m., 12.36, 12.65, 5.16, 6.00,

7

STATE OF MAINE. County of Cumberla nd, ss
I, Charles Payson, Cashier of the above named

cisco.*

-BET WEEN_

On and after Monday, June 18, 1888,

___

Aug 29, lat 35 30 St Ion 52 40 W, ship James
Drummond, Curtis, from Philadelphia for San Fran-

Bound Brook Route*

1jewiston

Boston & Maine Railroad,

uoota with

—

Portland) in the State of Maine,

WASHING^BLEAOHING
IN HARD OR

—

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK

SPOKEN

Bryant. Beaufort.

BRUNSWICK—Ar 4th, »cli Messenger, Falker,
Savannah, to load for New York.
Cld 6th, sells Elbiidge Souther, Freetby, Boston;
Etna, Collins, New York.
SaVaNNaH-Ai 8th, ship Success, Hichborn,
Liverpool.
BALTIMORE—Ar 6th, sch Geo M Butler, Staudisb, Kennebec.
Ar 7th schs Edward Waite. Lee. Charleston.
Cld 8til. sebs Lillie F Schmidt. Eldridge, Portland; J F Merrow, Chase .Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 6tb, sch Almeda Willey,
Copeland, Bangor.
Below schs col Miiliken. Thoe W Hyde. Daylight,
S P Hitchceck, and F T Drlsko.
Ar 8th, brig Katahdin, Hayes, Bangor; schs S P
Hitchcock, Blair, \eune c; F F Dnsko, Diisko,
St John, NB; H J Holway. Libby, do.
NEW YORK—Ar 7th, schs Palos, Eldridge, Sabine Pass; SP Adams, Greenlaw. Calais; FredL
Poiter, Johnson, Frankfort; F N Tower, nail, and
Empress, Manning. Rockland; Zampa, Sanborn,
Sullivan.
Ar 8th, schs Casco Lodge, Dyer, Portland; L 11
Wentworth, Yankee Blade. Josie Hook, and T Benedict, Bangor; Douglass Haynes, Wiscasset. Willie
L Newton, and Loduskia, Baugor; Fannie F Hall,
Newport.
Also ar 8th, ship Henry Villard, Baker, Liver
pool 36 days, schs Kenduske g. Whitney, Baugor
Princeton, .Johnson, do,
Ar 9ta, ship A J * uller, Colcord, from Liverpool
barque P J Carlton, fm Antwerp; brig Arcot, Cates

executed.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

Delicate and Feeble Ladies.
TUESDAY, Oct. 9.
Arrived.

A marvel

Gardiner.

octlO

PORTLAND.

faithfully

NO.

s

It would

■>

Exchange St, Portland,

ach(i_

U 'HororjNew vora.

Cuticara,

«A»MN«

—

No. 93

.

„Piif*ow?er..n,eTer
pnrtiy
strength and wholesomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low
teat, short weight
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in eons.
Rotal Bakins Powder Co., 100 Wall
St. N. Y.
dlyr

At Sierra Leone Sept 8, brig F I Merriman, Nickerson. from Boston.
Sid fm Marseilles Sept 20. barque John H Pearson, Sparks, Havana.
Sid fm Cadiz Sept 22, barque Proteus, Small, for
New York.
Passed Dragor Sept 22, brig C C Sweeney, White,
from Geft'e fer New Yora.
At Hobartown Sept 6tb, barque Mary E Russell,
Nichols, from New York, ar Aug 29, for Brisbane.
Ar ai Buenos Ayres Sept 7, barque Jessie Macgregor, McFad'len, New York.
At Demarara Sept 14th, barque Dida E Clark,
Clark, from Boston, just ar.
At Baracoa Sept 22d. schs Annie D Merritt, Kelley, for New York; Mary E Douglass, Farnham,
for New York.
Ar at North Sydney, CB, 3d inst, brig Ellen M
Mitchell. Small, Glasgow; 6th sch F L Richardson,
Belano, Newry. I.
Ar ai St John, NB, 8th, schs Mary George. WilL B McNichols. Fanning, Lubec;
son, Portlan t;
Oriana. McKenzie, Rockland.
Clu 8th, schs Mary E Amsden, McGuire, Fliiladelphia; Kmm&G. Bostwick, and Champion, ulaspy,
Rock port.
Old ai Dorchester, NB, 6th inBt, brig Annie, Miller

~aaa~pv«wnuaa

In this city, Oct. 9, Samuel F. Ilaggett, Jr., aged
37 years.
|Notiee of funeral hereafter.]
in
Torino- (tat. 9. Josiah Murch. azed 85
years 6 month*.
INotice of funeral hereafter.]
In West Falmouth, Oct.7, Mrs. Salome P. Blanchard, wife of Bela Blanchard, aged 68 years.
In Bath, Oct. 7, Thomas M. Curtis, aged 60 years
1 month.
In Bath. Oct. 7, Capt. Mitchell L. Trott, aged 80
years 2 months.
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ATSTIW & NAYLOR,

Absolutely Pure.

< uticura Resolvent, the new blood purifier,
cleanses the blood and perspiration of impurities

Itnitrand

Mtock Market.
'The following quotations of stocks are reported
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton, cornei
of Middle and Exchange streets.
BOSTON STOCKS.

POWDER

Anjer Aug 17, barque 0 P Dixon, Carney.

Testimonial of
Boston lady.

eodly

Me.
pyAll business relating to Patent* promptly and

Newcastle, NSW, Aug 28th, ship Oneida,
Carver, Hong Kong.
Sld fm Sydney NSW, 16th, barque Addie E Sleeper, Sleeper, Shanghae.

MARRIAOE8.

—“-

an TEMPLE STREET.

American &. Foreign PafetHS,

to Health

In Cape Elizabeth. Oct. 9, by Rev. Asa Dalton,
Horatio N. Smith and Miss Annie B. Nelson, both
of Cape Elizabeth.
In Cumberland .Mills, Oct. 8. by Rev. S. Tead, Roscoe G. Warren and Miss Carrie E. Field, both of
Cumberland Mills.

TVTTTT.TTAT.T.

—

Jauton for Portland
and
4.46 and 9.46 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 9.00
~~^^a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 9.46 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Oilfield,
Pern, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
L. L. LINCOLN Sum,
Portland, .lone. 10. 1883
octl4dtf
Leave

___

SUMMER

ATTOBHEI AT LAW AM) SOLItlTOB

Sld fm

"

ex*

Herbert O. Briggs,

Smith, Foss, Bostou.

(By Telegraph.)

1*^.

JaaS

FOREION PORTS.
Chalmers, NZ, Aug 13, barque John 0

Liverpool

lettering ot Every Description,

TVS:, *X?„

Below, seh Susie J Sawyer, Nickerson, South Amboy for Augusta.
BANGOR—Ar 3d, sch Izetta. Hincks. Portland.
Ar 6th, sch Seuaior, Cheney, Ellsworth.
Cld 6th, sch A K Woodward, Jordan, Norwalk.
Ar 7th, brig Kabboni Coombs, Portland.
BATH—Ar 6th, sebs Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn,
and David Torrey, Goldthwaite, Portland.

from

d3m

ecnted in an Artistic Manner
and at short notice.

dan, Elizabeth port.

Passed

OBTLANP, MAINE,

I

j

UAIMiOtUN.

Rumford Fails & Bncftfleld

■

SIGN PAINTING
and

NEWBURYPORT—Ar 7th, sch Alabama, Warr,

Liverpool, Oct. 9—12.30 P. M—Cotton market
firmer; uplands'6 15-16d; Orleans at 6 i-16d; sales
12,o00 bales; speculation and export 1.000 bales.

■

If2?

Hoboken.
Sld 7th, sch H B Metcalf, Nickerson, Bristol, to
load for New York; A G Brooks, Eaton, Sullivan.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 8th, sch John Douglass. Jor

iiom

&

31 Exchange Street,

Wiscasset.

Ar at Port

RAILROADS.

w. Bradbury

A.

BRADBURY,
Counsellors at Law.

Roberts, Vinalbaven.
Cid 7th, sch Geo L Dickson, Harding, Charleston.
Ar 9th, schs Ida L Ray, Haskell, Port Johnson;
Victory, Milliken, and Ada Ames, Adams, Weehawken; Mary D WUsod, Gott, New York; Susan, Kennedy, Staten Island.
SALEM—Ar 8th, schs Melville, Ham, Elizabethport; E & G W Hinds; Hill, Baltimore for Calais;
Ida, Strout, Perth Amboy for Millbridge; tar light,
Port Johnson; Lady Ellen, Clark, and Abner Taylor, Dodge, do.
BEVERLY—Ar 4tb, sob Sea Pigeon, Handy, from
Calais.
PLYMOUTH—Ar 7th, sch Smith Tuttle, Dickerson.

Bradbury,

BRaDBURY

HYANNIS—Ar 6th, schs Anna Elizabeth, Kelley,
Bostou for New York, (and sailed).
Ar 7tb, schs Hattie L Curtis, Hodgdon, Bangor.
BOSTON—Ar 7th, barque'Jennie Cobb, Steele,
Pensacola; Jos Souther, Watts. Savannah; James
Young, Linnekin, Amboy: Ella Brown, Brown, and
Sami Hart, Holbrook. Weehawken: Victor, Jeukins
and Alaska, Clark, Hoboken; Millie Trim, Barbour,
Bangor: Race Horse, Bishop, Rockland; Metropolis,

_

UIS.A

Bros

Boston.

European Markets.

Pail. 9Vfc@10

Need*.
Creamery.30@31©
Gilt Edge Ver....29<x30c Red Top.3 00@3 25
Choice.22ft23c Timothy. 1 65@l 80

Store.12@14c

low extra at 3 80®4 20; 3200 bbls Winter Wbea*
extra at b 80@7 00; 46 O bbl Minnnsota extra at
3 80a7 40. Southern flour fairly steady: ommon t
fair at 3 90@6 10; good t ohoioe at 6 60,6 *2%.

BUSINESS CARDS.

House

Wharf.

on

application.
Honrv—11 a.m.;to 4 p.nn( except Son daft)..

Office

feblOdly

THE

PRESS

WEDNESDAY MORNINU. OCT. 10.

CITY AND V1CHITY.
IV

EVV ADVERTISEMENTS TO DAY.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT*
Velvets and Plushe3—Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Black silk Sale—Turner Bros.
Chest Protectors—Owen, Moore & Co.
Qreat Underwear Sale—Hines Bros.
In Insolvency 2.

Wanted—Girl.

Albert E. Pennell—Cultivation of <he Voice.
To be Let—Pleasant Rooms.
Lost—Valine.
Fonnd Dory.
Bonnets and Hats—Mrs. I. P. Johnson*
Notice is Hereby Given—2.
Popular Science Lectures-Arthur B. Morrill.
AUCTION SALES.
Woolens, Boots, Shoes, &c.
Advice

Winslow’s

Mothers.-Mrs.
Soothing Svrup should always bo used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet
sleep by relieving the child from pain, and the
to

Uttle cherab awakes as “bright &b a button.”
It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the
child, soften* the gums, allays all paiD, relieves
wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best
known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising
from teething
cents n bottle.
deo4

or

other causes.

Twenty-five

WSM&wly

PORTLAND

Meeting

&

OGDENSBURG.

of the Special Committee

and Canadian Pacific Officials.

The Canadians not yet Ready to
Make

a

Proposition.

The joint special committee of the city council appointed to consider proposals for the sale
or lease of the city’s interest in the Portland

& Ogdensburg railroad met at the aldermen’s
room at 3 o’clock yesterday afternoon.
The mayor called the meeting to order und
stated the purpose for which the committee
had assembled.
Hoc, W. L. Putnam then arose and said he
desired to ask the committee to adjourn until
7.30 in the evening. He said he had consulted with the Messrs. Cleaves, who represented
other parties who proposed to make a proposition for the city’s interest in the Portland &■

Ogdensburg, and they had agreed to the postponement.
It was accordingly voted to postpone the
meeting to 7.30 o’clock p. m.
EVENING SESSION.

The special meeting of the committee of the
City Council to receive proposals for the sale or
lease of the Portland & Ogdensburg railroad,
adjourned from threejo’clock yesterdayjjjafter-

7.30 lafat evoning.
The rneetAt 3 p. m. to-day F. O. Bailey & Co. will
was called to order
ing
by the mayor who inMorrill’s
Corner,
near
sell on the premises
troduced Mr. George Stephen, president of the
Deeriug, a farm containing about 20 acres Canadian
Pacific. Mr. Stephen said:
within five minutes walk of steam and horse
Mr. Mayor und Gentlemen;—I hardly exchurch,
schools,
Westbrook
Seminary,
cars,
pected to be called npon to make a speech
when I came here tonight, and I am afraid
&c. See auction column.
you
will bo disappointed if you expected
anything
of the kind. However, as wo are
It is Superstitions to Suppose
here; it is
proper that we Bhould give you some idea of
because the famous beauty, Mrs. Langtry,
the object we had in coming here, and first
u&es Atkinson's new perfume “Clove Pink,”
let me thauk you for the courtesies we have
that it can affect one’s personal appearance?
received since we have been here. We have
had a very pleasant day, and have seen a great
octlO _____________ W&S
deal more of Portland than I have ever seen
before. I have been here several times before,
United States Circuit Court.
but only just passing through the city, and
BEFORE JUDGE LOWELL.
knew, but very little about it. 1 see what a
Tuesday,—Daniel Deasey, administrator, vs.
magnificent harbor you have, and what splenGrand Trunk Railway Co. Plaintiff’s testimony ini
did facilities you have for becoming a great
defendant's in progress.
Atlantic port, and I will confess you have a
Hadloek, Townsend for plaintiff.
fine outlook.
&
Jordan
Strout & Holmes, Kay, Drew,
Carpenter,
Perhaps you are aware the Canadian Pacific
Frank for defendant.
Railway has been at work for three years.
Three
years ago we made a contract with the
10
a.
m.
at
to
Wednesday
Adjourned
Canadiun to build a line of railway from Montreal
to
the Pacific Ocean, a distance of abont
Municipal Court.
2900 miles, and we have progressed so far that
.BEFORE RECORDER DYER.
I think I am safe in saying that within two
Tuesday.—William Nixon, James Dugan. Inyears, or two more working seasons the road
toxication. Fined $3 and costs each.
will be complete, und a main line connecting
Intoxication—second offence.
John Collins.
with the Pacific Railway at Montreal to the
Pacific Ocean will be complete.
Sixty days in county jail. Committed.
In addition to that we shall have by JanuJohn McCormick, Thomas Burton, Thomas Maror February of this coming year a line of
shall, James Hayes, Thomas Sullivan, Charles ary
railway from Montreal to Chicago connecting
Johnson, William Grunty, Sidney McConnell.
at St. Louis with the Canadian Railway, givIntoxication. Fined $5 and costs each.
ing us a through road from Montreal to ChicaPatsey Toole. Playing ball in streets. Fined $1
go. That brings us nnder the control of the
Canadian Railway and from the Pacific ocean
and costs.
to Montreal, a line from Chicago; and it is not
Charles E. Murphy and James H. Connors.
uuuwvuaui,
rug
iUUUVIOni, \t»UU BO
Sentenced to Reform School during
Truancy.
you are well aware, Moutreal being only a Biz
months port,) we should be looking to the question oi reaching the Atlantic, and it is not unBrief Jottings.
natural that our eyes should be cast upon the
Mermost direct way; and whether we shall be able
foggy yesterday morning, line at noon.
to accomplish our object will depend a little
cury 38° at sunrise, 52° at noon, 48° at sunset;
upon yourselves. We think,as I said before,that
wind SW.
Portland has great capaoity in that respect and
Since Monday morning the sheriffs say they
I may say for my colleagues and myself we are
anzions
to do all we can to endeavor to get a
have made twenty-seven seizures.
foothold here. What the advantages, direct or
Gen. B. B. Murray, ex-United States Marindirect of our coming here you are as able to
shal, is in the city.
foresee as I am. It iB with that object in view
that we are here to-nigbt.
The Boston and Maine will put all its emAnd in wandering
abont to-day, General Anderson ha»been good
ployes into uniforms.
enongh to show as all there was to be seen of
has contributed
The Portland Company
the harbor—and there were a great many things
8260 for the support of a free bed for one year turned np that we did not fully appreciate or
in the Maine General Hospital.
fully comprehend before, or at all events, we
had not the same comprehension of the situaThe officers of the Canadian Pacific leave
tion that we have now; and as the question is
for home this morning.
Yesterday- President a very important one to the Canadian Pacific
Anderson took them over the Dry Dock and
Railway we cannot afford to make any mis
take, and I wish to say now that we want to
the company’s property in this city.
take a little more time to consider this quesA building occupied by T. S. Sims & Co.,
tion to see what offer we can put in, what
burned
N.
was
brush makers, at St. John,
B.,
offer we can make for your road that would be
Monday night. Mr. Sims was formerly with most acceptable to you and to the company
which I represent. I say this because I notice
D. White & Sons of this city.
by the paper to-day that there was some idea
&
was
of
John
Loveitt
Co.,
Loveitt,
Joseph
that wo should make an offer, or that this
severely injured a few days ago in trying to meeting was to receive offers to-night. I wish
to say now that we want to consider that a
He has
lift a heavy box of fish upon a team.
litlle more than we have had an opportunity ol
not been able to leave his house since.
doing.
Mr. A. L. Frost,
I do not know, Mr Mayor, that there is anynight operator in
the Western Union telegraph office in Augusthing more that I can s .y about the matter. II
there is any question about the company that
ta, has secured a position in the Western Unany gentleman would like to ask me, I would
ion office in this city.
be glad to answer, and give any information I
Carriages will leave the city at 6.30 o’clock can, only I would like to take this opportunity
to impress
this
upon
meeting that 1
today for the Masonic installation at Cumberdonbt whether it would be possible for us to
land Mills.
Masons desiring to attend will
succeed with our purpose of getting here unleave their names at City Hotel at least two
less with the hearty co-operation of the people
of Portland, and by that I do not mean the
hours prior to the time named for leaving.
question of property. I do not know that there
Mr. Wallaoe Ross says he will not make a
is anything more I can say.
match with Conley before spring anyway.
Mr. Putnam said: I have consulted with
Mr. Cleaves. wiin__aii.s-.lu’ -wo—ruv&ihfbA i"aBZ
talk
is always cheap and ja_Jl&r<Uy
_Challenge
the committee when they adjourn to adiourn
the putting up of stake money on both sides.
subject to the oall of the chairman.
The semi-annual meeting of the Maine
Mr. Cleaves said; In justice to your Honor
and the members of the committee, I would
branch of the Woman’s board of Foreign Missay that we represent in this matter Hon
sions will be held in the Congregational vesGeorge P. tVeseott, who is well known to the
try, on School street, Brunswick, Thursday
citizens of Portland, and while we did not
October 26th.
Delegates will be famished re. anticipate any further delay would be asked
still, as my brother says, we do not object.
turn tickets on the Maine Central.
The Mayor said: This meeting was called
Samuel F. Haggett, Jr., died at his home ir
by a vote of the committee, requesting all
this city, yesterday morning.
Mr. Haggetl
parties who wished to propose lor the city’s
interest in this property to make their
was a member of the old Eon base ball club
propositious thid evening, juwl aIra tn atutn
and was a fine player.
He injured himsell
parties were they represented. Mr. Stephen
while playing ball and was Dover well afteris here to answer for himself and for his
road,
ward, bat lingered along, gradually wasting and Mr. Cleaves for Mr. Wescott and others.
If
there
are
other
any
who
have
parties
any
away with consumption.
proposition to lay before the committee, we
A horse belonging to Robert Farrar, the
would be glad to hear them. If there are
any
carriage maker, ran away on Commercial
questions which any member of the committee
desire to ask Mr. Stephen, he will be
street yesterday forenoon and
dashed up
glad to
answer them, as I understand
it, and give you
through Union street, upsetting all the teams all the information
he can.
in his headlong career. He was finally caught
Alderman Emery—Mr. Abbott from MonWithout injury to himself but not before he
treal, of the Canadian Pacific, is here, and we
should be very glad to hear from him in
had done considerable damage.
regard
to this matter.
Mr
the
Abbott—My
friend,
Parlor Lectures.
president, has
stated exactly what we deBired should be
stated,
Mrs. George A. Caswell offers to the people
and I do not know that I can add
anything to
of Portland, who may choose to avail themit, except that I hope you and the committee
will understand that we shall give the matter
selves of the opportunity, facilities for attendthe most
consideration possible, in
ing several instructive courses of lectures at order to serious and
present by
by when the proper
her school, 96 Park street.
There will be font
time arises, a business-like
proposition, which
courses of twenty lectures each: one course in
we hope will be
acceptable to the city, and one
which the city will have confidence in
the French language by Mons. Bene de Poven
seeing
carried out.
Bellisle, to be given on Monday afternoons;
I must also second what my
friend, the
one on Physiology, by Dr. Saiah Ellen Palmer,
president, says with repect to the reception
on Tuesday mornings; one on Natural History,
given us here. Most ot us have seen Portland
by Dr. Charles D. Smith, at noon on Wednes- before, but never under such a pleasant and
auspicious occasion as
We have had
days; and one on the History of Art, by Mrs. the pleasure of not onlytoday.
passing through the
on
town
but
have
seen
it from end to end.
Caswell,
Tuesday afternoons. In the large
I
must express my gratification at
oities there are no more fashionable and agreeseeing vonr
beautiful town, its beautiful roads and aveable entertainments of the educational class
nues of trees, something we are not able to
than such day parlor lectures, and ladies esperaise in our country at the north. All that we
cially find them a convenient and pleasant are denied. I am sure the citizens of Portland oan congratulate themselves on their
means of intellectual
recreation.
Courses of
beautiful harbor, and I have no doubt it will
this kind have many advantages over evening
reach the position which it ought to
hold, one
courses to miscellaneous audiences in large
of the largest and most prosperous seaports on
the Atlantic coast. (Applause.)
halls.
public
Mayor Deering- For the information of the
committee I will say that the parties in New
Society of Art.
Yesterday afteruoou the senior classes of Yoik who have been writing the city in regard to the Portland and Ogdensburg railroad
the High School, with their teachers, visited
property, sent a messenger here on Saturday.
the Society of Art roomp to inspeot and study
He left Saturday evening to return to New
York. He was given all the information I
the engravings exhibited.
Mr. Hewes, the
could give him, and today they sent the folartiBt, kindly placed in the rooms a printing
lowing telegram: “We are ready to meet the
press nsed in printing etchings and engravings
Council when you are ready to name a price
and ,was present to explain the same to the
for your property, and make a prompt settlement
of this question.”
That is the telegram,
scholars. There has been posted on the walls,
and that is all there is of it.
the
the
critialongside
engravings mentioned,
Mr. Stephen—It has just occurred to me that
cisms of the late Charles Sumner upon the
I have forgotten a point which 1 would not
have forgotten, that of seeing a letter in tosame, which will make a visit to the room
quite interesting, because of the ability of the day’s paper from my friend, General Washbarn of Minneapolis. I will now simply say
that we have about
completed a branch
line of the Canadian Pacific, that is now withgraving itself.
in eighty miles of Sault Ste. Marie, the point
Beal Estate Transfer*.
General Washburn
contemplates, and we
The following transfers of real estate in this
have undertaken to build these eighty miles
as
soon as they are ready
to
oounty have been recorded at the Registry ef aud reach the sea
We have engaged to meet them at
meet us.
Deeds:
Sault Ste. Marie, and when that connection ig
Charles McCarthy, Jr., to Edward
made, it does not require a very fertile imagiDuddy
land and buildings. Consideration $850.
nation to see wbat is going to be the effect on
Charles J. Schumacher to John R. Mclntire
the poris at the Atlantic, receiving flour from
land and buildings. Consideration $5,000
If we
Minneapolis in enormous quantities.
Cape Elizabeth—Georgianna K. Wing to
can manage to get the flour manufactured at
Henry J. Roaob, land and buildings. Con- Minneapolis shipped to Portland you will have
sideration $500.
a vory busy harbor.
WeBtbrook—Alvin E. Plummer te Joseph
Alderman Marr—I would like to ask the
G. Cobb, land and buildiDgs. Consideration
gentleman the condition of this road from Min57UO.
neapolis to Sault St. Marie. Is it merely conBridgton—George S. Martin to Patience S. templated, or under process of construction?
Libby, land. Consideration $10.
Mr. Stephen—I know nothing about it, exBrunswick—George D. Parks to Martha L. cept what I have heard from General WashGrave*, land. Consideration $1100.
burn. All the Minneapolis millers, I understand, and St. Paul people are interesting
Y. M. C. A.
General Washburn says
themselves in it.
The first social gathering in the new rooms
they are certain to build it. That is all I know
to meet them
undertaken
have
We
about
it.
of the YouDg Mod’s Christian
Association, at Sault St. Marie, and we have only eighty
Farrington Block, will occur Thursday miles to go.
evening, at 7.30 o’clock. A short business sesTne Mayor—I understood you to say they
sion of the association will be held after which
have undertaken to build the branch line?
Mr. Stephen—It is beyond fthe region of
there will be vocal and instrumental
We are
music, talk now. I cannot tell how far.
readings and addresses.
ready to build there whenever we have any
There is quite a demand for reserved seats
object to build there. We shall only be too
for the remaining four lectures of the French
happy to take their flour when they get it
there.
course at City Hall.
At the reduced price
Alderman Emery—I thiDk it was understood
•very seat ought to be taken.
“Italy—the in the order that tonight we were to hear who
three cities of the north,” is the subject for
are the parties represented who were to make
propositions for this road. While I mean no
next Friday evening.
disrespect to Mr. Wescott or the partres in New
York,or attorneys, I think it is extremely propAccidents.
er the
At
thing should not go by default.
Two young men iu town were playfully least we
should kuow wbat lines and what road
scuflling Monday evening. One of them was they represent, if they can give us that inforI merely mention this as I do not
smoking a cigar, and in the couiso of the scuf- mation.
wish to see the matter go by default.
Mr.
(f
the
end
was
the
fle
cigar
lighted
pushed fuB
Wescott represents in his own name no line
roads or trunk roads
into the eye of the other party, Mr. James KobThe city is desirous to
sell its line to some road which will make it a
ertsoD, and the probabilities are he will lose
benefit to the city.
tbe eye.
The Mayor—Mr. Wescott is here to answer
at
Ligonia, for himself, 01 through bis counsel.
Douglas N. Garden, residing
Mr. Cleaves—I will state Mr. Mayor, there
a
fell
Saturday,
from
a
building,
seems to be nothing before the
meeting redistance of sixteeu feet, striking upon his quiring any further
disclosure here, but I will
head and shoulders. Strange to say no bones
to
the
say
Mayor aud the committee that we
represent here the interests of George P. Weswere broken but he was severely injured.
noon

met

at

unt

formerly

iuuvuvu

cott. The proposition has been stated before. ;
There seems to be no occasion for any discus- ;
sion as to the matter, a9 I understand the j
meeting to-night is for the purpose of hearing :
propositions and in connection therewith, die- !
closing the interests. It seems no proposition
is made, and I do not understand it is uecessary to disclose the interests represented.
Alderman Emery—I only wish to say that I
speak of it because I do not wish the matter lo
go by default, and as this evening was the
time named by the parties interested.
The Mayor—The New York parties came
here, and I asked them the plain question,who
they represented in this matter, and they said
they represented a syndicate of gentlemen of
means, that they were prepared to make not
only an offer for this road, but to pay the city
money for it; that they proposed to run it, if !
they bought it, iu the interest of the city of j
Portland, which it must necessarily be for I
their interest to do; that if they purchased i
it they had no question but they should make
arrangements with the Canadian Pacific for
the travel to come over this road, and that it
would ba their business to bring all the traffic
here that they could bring profitably to their
road.
They declined to make any farther
statemeut as to who or what they are with the
exception that if the city saw fit to mako a
price for the road, and would accept such an
offer as they made, they were ready to take
the road and pay for it, and refer to parties
who would undoubtedly make the requisite
deposit to carry out the transaction.
It was ceqoested that ail persons
making
bids Bhould be prepared at this time to inform
the committee what interests they represented.
Mr. Cleaves makes the statement that he reHe probably, if he
presents Mr. Wescott.
purchases this property, knows what he is goto
do
with
it.
The Canadian Pacific, who
ing
are represented here, speak for themselves,
and say they intend to ose it as a through line
in connection with their road. Is that what I
understand you Mr. Stephen?
Mr. Stephen—Yes, 6ir.
»
The Mayor—I would like to ask how you are
going to connect with your road when you get
np through the mountains?
Mr. Stephen—It is not very easy for me to
answer the question the
Mayor has put to me.
The arrangement is anything bat complete
We
do
not
know
yet.
very well how we are
going to do it. All our efforts so far have terminated at Montreal. A bridge has got to be
bmlt, which will take about eighteen months,
and when we get across the bridge to Montreal
we will find some way of getting down to connect with this road; and as to the connection,
we have that.
A very good connection is over
the St. Johusbury road and O^densburg, but
as I said before, we have not
given these matters very much consideration yet.
Conncilmau Fogg- I would like to ask of the
gentlemen representing the various interests
here to-night if they have in mind any fixed
time when they will be able to make their
propositions to the committee?
Mr. Putnam—I will state, Mr. Mayor, that
Mr. Stephen has suggested to me that I should
ask an adjournment until some time next
week, bat J am so situated that I find it impossible for me to be here at that time, and
they desire me to be here at the meeting, and
consequently I was compelled to ask them to
adjourn subject to the call of the Mayor, as I
may not be able to be here for two or three
ana

weexs,

pernaps

more.

The Mayor—Yon desire not to have the matcalled up until yonr return?
Mr. Patnam—That is my desire. I have
been delaying in going away on account of
this matter, and it is absolutely necessary that
I should be absent some two or three weeks.
It was suggested that the committee should
adjourn until the latter part ot next week, but
I was compelled to ask that it be left in a more
indefinite lorm, as they desired, I should
be here when the matter came up again.
The Mayor—I would like to have it understood that when this committee is called upon
again, if possible, some definite proposition
be made.
Mr. Putnam—I suppose, so far as we are
concerned, we should not call upon the committee again nntil the proposition is in writing.
The delay on my part, under the circumstances
is unavoidable.
After some further disoussion, with reference to the time of adjournment, it was voted

FIRE AT LIGONIA.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT*.

The Rolling Mills Partially Destroyed—
Loss Possibly Covered by Insurance*

In Insolvency^
Court of Insolvency for the County
Cumberland
J of
State of Maine,
October 9, A. D. 1883.

ourjst

were immediately dispatohed thither
by
Chief Littlefield.
The great masses of smoke
rising, drew the attention of hundreds in the
city, and many people flocked to the fire.
Mr. Jacobson, clerk of the
company, was in
the oarpenter shop, whioh is situated some little distance from the mills, when the whistle
blow three times sharply, and then a
ers

it

adjourn subject to the call of the chairman,
being understood that two days’ notice

should be given.
PORTLAND FRATERNITY.

Annual Meeting:—Election of Officers and

Reports.

prolonged

blasl.

The carpenter cried oat “The mills are

fire,” and Mr. Jacobson started at once for
the mills. The buildings used
by the corporation consisted of a large main
building, 190
feet long by 90 wide, and 'about 50 feet
high in
on

the clear.

Connected with the main
building
wings, one used for the puddling
mill, 75 feet square, and the other for a guide
mill—where small iron was manufactured—
which was 60x40 feet.
Adjacent to the guide
mill was the oil room.
When Mr. Jacobson
were

two

reached the

mills,

the

guide mill was all in
flames. Whether a fire had been smouldering
in that room, or whether a flash from one of
the furnaces had passed into the oil
room, is
not known, but the men, some fifty in
number,
at work in the guide mill, all at once found
themselves surrounded by fire, and had barely
time to get out. The clerks, in a small adjoining building, had barely time
books.
Water

to

immediately put

get out their

from the
the company, but the

was

on

engine owned by
hose burst and the men were virtually powerless. They worked, however, like beavers,
with pails of water, crawling into dangerous

steam

the risk of their lives, and the complaces
pany is to be congratulated on Buch faithful
As soon as the steamers arrived
employes.
from the city fresh hose was furnished, and
the company’s Bteam pump then did excellent
service. The guide mill was, however, comat

and as the walls fell they
carried large quantities of finished iron bars,
standing in racks, and upright, with them.
The portion of the large mill adjoining, used
as a
bar mill, was destroyed, or about onethird of the large mill.
In the part destroyed
was valuable machinery
for sawine bar iron,
and the spike-making machine.
Luckily the
boilers were filled with water, after the fires
were drawn, so there was no danger of
explosion. A fire was kept in the furnace supplying
the steam pump, which furnished the stream
for the fire.
««•». o.ou

p.

xu.

buo

uamea were

bat the rains were hot and

unaer

sizzling, and

require

cover

the loss.

the insurance—840,000—to
The guide mill was built by

the time of the fire.

we learn that the work of the past
year has been especially satisfactory. There
are 170 beneficiaries enrolled, 154 of whom are
included in the various classes, against 145 with
128 attending classes the year previous. There
have been 13,945 visits made by the beneficiary
classes during the year, averaging 90 for the
school year, per evening, and 45 for the whole

Reference is made to the fact that
year.
pupils of the Fraternity occupy responsible
positions in the city as clerks, and some are
found

deriving

benefit from the Y. M. 0. A.

societies. The death of many prominent
members and patrons renders it necessary that
various

new

members and

contributions should be at
once solicited, following oat the old custom of
commencing Oct. 1st.
J. S. Winslow, chairman finance committee,
reports receipts

last year
netted
the year previous.

$1,716 38

against $2,089.11
Expenditures $1,335.43 against $1,485.66 the last year.
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MUSIC AND DRAMA.

following figures:

uao

Noyes, gives

OUR SUMMER

BOARDERS.

To-night, Elliott Barnes’ farcial comedy of
“Our Summer Boarders” will be presented at
Portland Theatre.
The play introduces the
various members of the company in a variety
of features that never fail to draw hearty applause. Mile. Zolo, the French danseuse, is
said to have a bright, laughing face, and is net
only a graceful danseuse, but also a talented

The Lyceum has adopted the plan of giving
matinees for ladies and children this season,
which proved so popular last.
This afternoon
the excellent variety company will appear at a
free entertainment for ladies and children, beginning at 2.30 o’clock.
HAZEL

KIRKE.

The large audience which attended Portland
Theatre last evening had good reason to feel
The Madison Square Company was,
many respects, superior to any of their
predecessors, in the favorite play of Hazel
Kirke. Mr. Couldock renewed his former triumphs as Dunstan Kirke, Mr. Dominick Mur-

gratified.
in

ray was an excellent Rodney, Mr. Davenport
capital Piltacus Green, Miss Ada Gilman a
very bright and piquant Doljy, Mrs Davenborne an acceptable Hazel Kirke. The rest of
the characters were well taken, and the applause was frequent, and curtain called at the
end of each act.

SAMUEL W. RANDALL, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent debtor, on petition of
said Debtor which petition was tiled on the
ninth day of October, A. D. 1883, to which date in
terest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property bv
him are forbidden by law
Tnat a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency
to be holden at Pi obate Court Room in said Portland, on the fifth day of November, A.D. 1883, at
H.

octl0&17

Now open for

Carpenter shop sales.
Dividends...
Sundries.
E. Adams’ bequest.

Cotton Flannel

jj.*65

4.91

A

Course of Five Experimental Lectures,

Elementary
will

42.30
69 95

Root.
570.00
Carpenter shop.. 32 76
Library.14J0

COB. CONGRESS

A

CASCO

octodlw*

Wanted.

band. 289.17

Amount of permanent fund.$4,600
Amount of fund of last year. 4 OoO
Increase of dividend.$166.68
Increase by dividend transfer. 433.32
Mrs. Emily Gerrish, of the class committee
reports, 140 boys and 30 girls, with 154 registered in the class book. The plan of receiving
very young boys has worked well and there
were 20 applicants between 12 and 14 years of
age. Miss Ellen M. Cram and Mrs. F. W.
Libby have given school books. The classes
are divided into arithmetic, reading,
penmanship, bookkeeping, geography, grammar and
free-hand drawing, and the classes number
from 17 pupils in grammar to 111 in penmanship.
Rev. A Dalton reports 58 hooks added to
the library, a total, of 1037.
Donations have
been made Dy Mrs. McGregor, J. B.
Carroll,
M. M. Butler, 8t. John Smith, Gilman L. M.
Stevens, Miss Clapp, Mrs. G. W. Deeriog, and
Mr. E. Small.
Mr. C. H. Kimball, from the committee on
rooms, reports the class in amusements, or
games requiring thought, a great success, ahd
15 to 30 boys and a few girls belonged to it.
The rule in regard to the use of tobaoco
worked well.
Donations have been received
from Randall & McAllister, C. H. O’Brion,
H L. Paine, and Sargent & Dennison, of
coal; Morse & Fickett, Rounds & Son, Warren
& Ring, kindlings and wood; D. W. Clark &
Co., ice; Mrs. H. I. Robinson and others, note
White & Sons,
paper and envelopes; D.
brushes and feather duster;
J. B. Coyle,
chairs; W. R. Naylor, bronzing; McLellan,
Mosher & Co., directory; Mrs. Thomas Shaw
and David Welsh, curiosities.
Mr. Kimball
announces one new member added.
There
are 119 active members paying 83
annually; 13
payiug 85, and 8 paying 81. Four life members have been added, and one life and five
active members died.
Mr. Farrington announces 8421.04 received
for entertainments, and 8252 expended.
Mr. Kimball announces 00 sessions of the
gymnasium with an average attendance of
24. Greatest number present one night 72,
smallest 15.
Mr. J. P. Baxter, from the carpentry committee, says 30 boys entered the classes opened
January 1st. Two sessions a week were held
to manufacture window frames.
The boys
did not take the interest expected; a few may
make the trade their life work.
If a good
teacher can be obtained the school should be
kept up.
The following officers were elected:
President—T. C. Hersey.
Vice President—Samuel J. Anderson.
Secretary—E, C. Jordan.
Treasurer—Edward A. Noyes.
D irectors—W. W. Thomas, James P. Baxter, J. S. Winslow, Sidney W. Thaxter, Chas.
H. Kimball, Mrs. Bion Bradbury, Miss. M. T.
Hersey, Mrs. George S. Hunt, Miss Meta Merrill.
Roller Rinks.
roller rink at Lewis’ Hall,
Woodford’s, will be opened to the public.
Music will be famished by the “Social six,"
and horse oars will leave the head o! Preble
street for the riDk every half hour,
returning
at the end of the evening.
The roller rink in Storer Block will be

STREETS.

good style by Mr. Whitney next
opened
Saturday evening. Chandler will furnlBh fine
music rnd new skates will be provided.
The Lady Riders.
The ten mile race between Miss Myrtie Peek
and Mme, Marantette, to take place at Presnmpscot Park, Thursday afteruoou, will draw
The equestriennes will use
a large crowd.
their itud of Kentucky thoroughbreds, changing horses at the end of every mile, without

LADIES

VELVETS m PLUSHES.
|

We shall open

To-day

the most

elegant line

of Cumberland, deceased, and
the law directs. All persons
having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required
to exhibit tbe same; and all peisons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make
payment to
JOSEPH A. LOCKE,Admr.,with the will annexed
Portland, Oct, 8, 1883.
oetl0dlaw3wW*
is hereby given, that the
suoscriber has been duly appointed
Executor of the Will of

Notice

JAMES H. BUCK, late of Portland,
in the County of
Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust
by giving bonds as
the law directs. All persons
having demands upon
the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit
the same; and all persons indebted to said estate
are called upon to make
payment to
JOSEPH A. LOCKE, Executor.

Portland, Oct. 8,1883.

___«13w
Wanted.
Eagle Wringers on Installments. Good salary or comini*ion paid. Also
Agents to sell Wildes, Patent Button. Apply
B. B.MABTIS, Manager,
35 Temple Street.
aug30dtf

CANVASSERS

GIRLS WAITED,
Portland Star Hatch Co.,
Commercial Street.

ever

_TO LET._
To Let—at Woodford’s.
of doub'e house (seven rooms); also
room.
Inquire of Kev. J. Dmsmore,
Brunswick, Me., or of A. F. HILL, Woodford’s, Me.
dlw*
octJ)_

shown

on our

counters.

TO

1-3

Congress

HOUSE TO LET.

Black

Silk

No. 15 Gray Street, West end of block
between State and Park. In first class
comfiti n and appointments, modern Improvements, 13 rooms.
S. W. ROBINSON,
Real Estate Agent, 191 Middle St.

Sale!

oct3_

TURNER;-BROS.
OFFER

HOUSE TO LET

TO-DAY

PIECES

50

octlO

'•
__

Lost.

AT

valine from the United
38°.
states Hotel,
S°¥.E.two„m0B,th8
corn.,wning Dental Goods, Gent’s

THE

TO LEX.

(GENUINE)

Store Nos. 117 &U9 Middle St.
tho Poet Office where all the large
Wholesale Jobbing Houses are located, in dry
goods, Fancy and other Classes of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brlok and Iron
Safe, Elevator. Counters, Tables, Gas and
Water, with light
and airy basement all In perfect
Heated by
repair.
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON J64
Brackett St. where the keys may, be found,
octa
dtf
IIELOIV

_I_S

FO LEO WING

a

eoilars, Vests
"«khT:‘A Shirts,
raUy rewarded by

Hotel_^

The finder

&c.

leaving

the

same

at

octlOdlw

Found.
the

first of October,
ONOwner
hare the

UNPRECEDENTED LOW PRICES:
65c NO. 5,
N°.l,
$1.17
75c
6
2,
1.25
3,
.85c
1.37 1-2
7,
$1.00
4,
1.50
8,
No one can
-

-

thirteen foot dory.
by proving property
ana paying
charges. Call at R. BROWN, east end
of It street, Kmghtville.
octlOdlw*
can

a

same

FOR SALE.

-

afford to neglect this opportunity to obtain
silk at a mere nominal price.

TURNER
M0

oct4eodlm

an

For Sale.

excellent

Cumberland Mills, near the depot, the two
and half story house,
lately occupied by Mrs.
rmoeln»s Barnes, on main road from
Saccarappa to
Portland. Contains 10 rooms with ample closet
room, in good repair. A pleasant sunny house in
desirable
neighborhood, Sebago water on both
floors, perfect draiimgo, lot or land 5‘'xl50.
For
sale at a bargain, immediate
possession given.
Terms easy, inquire of
JOHN C. PKOCTEK,

AT

BROS.,

488 & 490 CONCRESS STREET

dtf

oct9d3w93 Exchange St., Portland.

Wanted
CAPABLE girl for general housework. Fanil
ily of two. Apply at No. 706 Congress

A

ratio

For Sale Very Lon.
lot

with stable four stalls and shed
ROUSE
Franklin street; having
for
will

^

_

show

in want of
any
nice
CaNgreat bargains
at Gorham Village.

d3t*

For Gentlemen who wish extra
chest protection we have a new
thing in Undershirts which shunld
be examined before baying Underwear for winter.
Oar stock of underwear and
Hosiery is now complete and will
be cheerfully shown everyone.

«

STAPLES, JUST OPENED

Middle Street.
PORTLAND.

oodtf

A

new

invoice of the latest publi-

cations, direct

from the importers, some of the finest
ever shown in this city,
consisting of Steel Engrav-

ings,

G. 0. HUDSON
—

AT

—

13 MARKET

SQ.,

Etchings,

Photograv-

ures, Artists’ Proofs, Photographs
and Water Colors. My stock
of Mouldings is now complete, and I am prepared to do framing in
all its branches. Fine GOLD
and BRONZE worn a specialty.

Tablets,
Fine ChocolateiDrops
—

AND

J. T.
400

—

«ep26

A Great Variety of Other] First-

dtf

Confectionery.

clas

I

DIAMOND ISLAND.
lots
Building boundt and sold by
W. H

I

dtf

WALDnON,

180 Middle

St.

»“g21__dtf
FOR SAIJE
At A BAR
B-ATiy,

desirable two story house In the weet®*Q Part of
the city; first olass location;
frescoed throughout tu oil; in perfect
repair: a gem
of a home, large new furnace hot and cold
water
upon both floors; ten rooms with bath room. For
full particulars
at the house, 125 Emery K. or
apply
to N. 8.
U3 Exchange St. sep26dtf

GARDINER,

Farm For Sale

prepared

am now

to exhibit my

Satin

and Beaded

To Let.

of

as

be sold at
at Law,

CARLETON, Att’y

and. Me.

Faff Novelties in
Crimps, Clienele

Fringes, Faces, Ornaments

or

the best farms in the County of Comber
ONE
land, situated in Cane Elizabeth, knows the
“Brooks Farm’’ wilt

CITY

Plain

St.

GEO. W. WOODMAN, Assignee.
Portland, Aug. 21, 1883.
ang22eodtf

L.

STUBBS,
Congress

THE

OPINING TO-DAY.

FALL

Caramels,
Lime Juice

IORSALE.
well known Oxnard Block of four Stores,
(two of which are now rented,) situated at
Freeport Corner, a good loca ity tor trade. Said
Stores are well calculated lor aim,ret any kind of
business or manutac luring. For full particulars
apply to the subscriber

AVERV

(DAILY)

■ANUFACTUEES

acre

_

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
OCfclO

residence

a

of land.
?
60 fruit
trees, nice water.
One 2 story house, new, never hm been oo*
copied, very nice lot 60x116, fruit trees, cnrrants
nice water. Send for plans and descriptions to
G. D. WEEKS, Aue. and Keal Estate Agent.
Gorham, Me.
gy House lots for Sa
jySldtf

_

oot2.

one

6tory hou*e. “V and stable,

SMALLPRICE

HORATIO

same

&

SEE HERE!

private family.

ratio_

Inquire at 151

163 CoinmerG. H. PD KINGTON.
dlw*
_

To he JLet.

A VAST LOT

on

no use

sell at a bargain.
cial street.

d3t

a

dtf

House ut Woodford’s, on line of
horse cars, to let. Apply to
J. H. REED, Woodford’s.
sepSdtf

Long: Branch Silks

Room 4.

Rooms lo Let.
nicely furnished rooms on second
floor; front, sonny all day. 86 STATE, corner
street.
octSeodtf
Gray

of

a UlllS-

457

—

of three

SUITE

dtf

ml.

—-

OR

—

The rooms will be reoied Meparately
This house is in complete order throughout and Is
one of the best in the city, and can not he
surpassed
as regards location.
Inquire of L. L>. M. Sweat, 225
Middle or 103 Spring St.
octGdtf

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
octlO

LET,

House Two. 175 State Street,
FURNISHED
OR
UNFURNISHED,

Our assortment is very full, and all in want of them
should call early, before the line of shades is broken.

PENNELU,
K>

West

ONE-HALF
stable

Cultivation of the Voice.
Oratorio, Eugli.b and Italian Hinging.
nTlIOEllnira

to sell

_my!2-dtf

octl0dlaw3wW*

ALBERT E.

7

to competent operators are from $45 to
monthly and there is a great and continuous
demand for our graduates. Over Hi O fi ling paying
situations. We are the oldest institution In New
England and our facilities and equipments are unexcelled.
For particulars call or address with
stamp Boston Telegraph Institute and Metropolitan
Telegraph Co. 23u Washington St.. Boutrin.

of

with the

as

oct4dtf

Wauled IijuuedJsitely*
YOUNG LADIES and 75 gentlemen to learn
"
Telegraphy, a business that affords unequal
opportunities for steady and pa>ing employment.

Salaries
SI 25

BLACK AND FANCY COLORS

County

rooms

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CITY OF

and Buttons.

great bargain. S
180 Middle St. Port
marSdtf
a

PORTLAND*

City Clerk’s Office. I
October 8, 1883.}
petition of Andrew Bennett, praying for*
permission to erect a now wooden building on

N the

Oxt

GIVE HIM A CALL !
my30
•

*

Call and examine

dt/

THEIiBADHR”
A Pure Havana Cigar.

McMAIN, of the firm of McMain & Weston,
• would call the attention of
buyers and smokers
to the New Cigar which they are introducing to this
market. It is a pure cigar, free from flavoring or
coloring of the stock, and absolutely free from poison ol any kind.
It is a first-claBs, clean, and guaranteed to be of the best Havana. Call for I. N.
Weston’s “Leader,” strictly hand made. Also, in
connection, a brand called “Cupid” a Five Cent
Cigar. Smokers who value their health should try
the “Leader,” and note the difference between the
pure and the imitation. Address

TF.

McMAIN

&

WESTON, Westfield, Mass.

For sale by Geo. C.Frye, Timmons A Hawes, H. P.
S. Gould, B. W. Jones, T. F. B Percy, Falmouth Hoseplld3m
tel, E. Dana, Jr., and J. B. Totten.

jTrseyswTets
Car choice JERSEY

To-night the new

In

to call and examine the Franco American Form, a perfect instrument and
system
for Dress cutting and fitting. Patented
July 1883.
Gives perfect tit.
French Dart and Adjustable
Sleeve learned easily.
Dress- rutting and fitting
a specialty.
MDLLE. E. E. WOOD, No. 2 Tolman

in

HENRY A. JONES, late of Portland,

street.

Mass. Steady
A'so a few rough workmen; must be ao*
work. Address for one week,
“M.,” Tress Office.

Chemistry,

the trust of Administrator
upon
will annexed of the estate of

days.

L>nn,
men.

v

Carpenters to work in
work all winter for the

willing to
giving references,

18 hereby given, that the
Notice
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
himselt

---4

first-class Jive

FEW

tive and

ed

on

The aim of the course will be to review the Chem
istry of Common Life, and Chemical Nomenclature,

the

_lOu

WANTED.

dtf

At the High School Lecture Room, Cumberland St., on Frida; After noons at
4 o’clock, commencing Oct. 19th.

given bonds

1 slightly acquainted with
millinery.
E. D. H1LLM AN A CO..
Cross street.

Place, Portland, Maine.

be given by

to let in
PLEASANT
Enquire at 14 GRAY ST.

433.32

Total.$2,067.94

octSd3t

ltINES 'BROS.,

AR THUR B. MORRILL,

in

jtf

Wanted.

Brocade and Plain Velvets and Plushes

dlw

a

SMART gir

right

oetlO

7 Clapp’s Block, Congress St.

Goods Store, a Salesman and Salesgirl,
Cash Boy.
Call at 247 MIDDLE ST.

ready,

A

JOHNSON,

octlO

REMNANTS.

Salaries and commissions. J. C. Woodill....$527.41
Sundry expenses rooms..... 7 9 84

touching the ground.

and our stock of Fine and Medium Cost Garments is
double that of any previous year.
We are Running Black, Fur Trimmed Dolmans at
$ 5.50
Colored Silk Plush Sacks at
15 00
All Silk Brocade Dolmans with Silk Linings at
20.00
Winter Jersey Jackets at
7.50

are now

ors.

MRS. I. P.

Dry

IN
also
oct'J

OUR NEW CLOAK ROOMS

sITSOli

PAYMENTS.

transferred fund

Wanted.

___

169.04
262.00
16.76
13 18

WANTS.

a

COR.

1,082*86

WE

cording to size.
Boys’ Heavy Grey Mixed Undervests and Pants,
....
4«c
slightly imperfect,
95 “
Gems'Heavy Grey MlxedUndervesis and Drawers
....
at
50c
slightly damaged,
The first two at 25 cents are odd lots and as they arc about half price
we take liberty to limit quantity to each customer aud to sell them
only
Friday, October 12. Others will be on sale to.day and till closed.

mechanic Ilall To Let.
CONGRESS and Casco streets, haying
been put in thorough repair is now offered
10
tne public for
Lectures, Concerts and Dancing. For
terms, apply to the Agent, R. IS. SWIFT 613

341.66
166.00

shall sell oa FRIDAY, Oct. 12th, at 10 a.
m., and 2Vi p. m., at salesroom No. 18 Exchange street, a stock of Fine Tailor’s Woolens,
suitable for Suits, Overcoats, Coat and Pant Goods,
Wors eils. Ac. Have lot ot mlsiit,
clothing, Salts,
Coats, Pauls, Vests, die. Also at same time about
400 pairs Boots and Shoes
Sale positive.
F. «. UAII.KY At CO,, Auctioneers.
octlO
U3t

ac-

“

SO

Mrs. I. P. Johnson invites your attention to her
stock of Pall and Winter Millinery, which was never larger or more attractive than at present.
Ihcmostele ant assortment of Birds’ Breasts
and Ostr ch Plumes to be found in Portland.
Also
a fine line of Velvet Ribbons in all widths and col-

Bachert, agent of the Boston Bijou
Opera Company was in towu yesterday. Mr.

Total..$2,067.94

Gas, oil and water......

75c /

...

Children’s Underwear at 20c, 25c and 50c,

Inspection.

RECEIPTS.

Printing

Undervests,

“

50

AUCTION.

BY

B0NNETS& HATS

Mr. Max

the

_dlw

oot«

Woolens, Boots a. Shoes, &c.

above written.
R. SARGENT,

Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

th«
the

Bachert says his company will visit Portland
Friday, the 12th inst., in “Virginia.”

F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers

Store, Corner of Congress & Casco Streets.

60 d«z. Ladies’ 45c. Winter Undervests and Pants at only 25c.
50 “
Gents’50 cent Grey Mixed Undervests at
25c
“
“
“
60 “
nearly all wool Heavy
$1.00

ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first

a

NOTES.

At Our New

of said

Congress street.

Rent

on

against the estate

FARM

/AN WBBftESDAY, Oct. 10th, at 3 p. io„ conVP tainlng 20 acres, seveo-acres cleared and thirteen woodland, situated between Morrill’s and Abbott’s Corners, within five minutes walk of steam and
horse oars, public schools, church and Westbrook
Seminars’. A fine place for eat ly gardening or residence where ample grounds are required.

Friday, Oct. IQ,

to give notice that on the ninth
fllHIS
day
JL of October, A. D. 1883, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued by Hei ry C. Peabody, Judge f the
Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland,

Tickets for the courae$1.26 (number limited). For
Lormg, Short & Harmon’s.
octlOeodlw

ktooii lui

Subscriptions.
Entertainments...

Balance

Insolvent Deb-

GREAT UNDERWEAR SALE.

1

Balance last year...$
Received admissions...

Amount

RANDALL,

tor.

LITTLE

AT AUCTION,

is

sale at

looted, owing to deaths, and fresh subscriptions
should make up that amount.
The treasurer, Mr. E. A.

of SAMUEL W.

case

Symbols,|Reactions, &c.

LYCEUM THEATRE.

report,

In

all

the Ligonia Corporation. The other buildings
were constructed in 1865.
President Milliken
and Superintendent Turner were both out of
town at

Insolvency.

Court of Insolvency for the County’ of Cumberland, State of Maine.
October 9, A. D. 1883.

the

engines had to play all the evening on the ruins. The puddling mill, big steam engine, and
a gieat deal of valuable
machinery were not
injured.
The loss cannot be accurately stated for a
few days. It may not exceed 815,000, and it
may

j

of

In

XIGE

A

control,

actress.

The annual meeting of the Fraternity was
held at their rooms last evening. President
Hersey in the chair.
From the secretary’s—Mr. E. C. Jordan’s—

of

ease

pletely destroyed,

ter

to

S YL\ ANUS B. LAMB, Insolvent Debtor,
give notice, that on the eighth
October. A. D. 1883. a warrant in inday
solvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
the Court of Insolvency for sail
County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
SYLVANUS B. LAMB, of Windham,
adjudged to be an insolvent debtor, on petition
of said debtor, which petition was tiled on the
eighth day of October, A. D. 1883, to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor, and the transfer and
delivery of any property by
him are forbidden by law;
That a meeting of the creditors of said
debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency
to be holden at Probate Court room in said Portland, on the fifth day of November, A. D.
1883, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
H. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
octl0&17
In

At 2.30 p. m. yeBtorday, word was
telephoned
to the city, from the
Rolling Mills, for aid, as
the mills were on tire, and two of
earn-

ttCCTiom hai.es.

EW ADVERTISEMENT*.

Closing-Out Sale
Having Bought the Stock of

Books, Stationei7,Blaiik Books
—

AND

—

Fancy Groods
Of D. Wentworth, cor. Congress
and Oak streets, we offer the entire
stock at very low prices without
regard to cost. These goods must
be sold at once to make room for
new stock.

OLD CORIVER
SWEETS, in

bulk,

at head of Central
Wharf. Pi ice low.

eodtf

oc$l.

■ Ml | g% Sole Agent for the new Far
UerTrapCiun. Frank Wes
.1 I gUg
^ son’s Pocket Rifle-, ana tU
“Ilolabird*’
celebrated
Hnntiuij Nuiti. Suits
made to measure and samples of cloth furnished.
Also, the new composition larg-t Bulls; better
and cheaper than Glass. English and Ame> ican Double and Single Guns, together with a general assortment of
fl

I

HOWARD E. Mil
oot8

_d3t

uiDnFLoomt,
23
ETB
H

H gra'J| I A

fl

&c., of all thicknesses,
widths and qualities.

ff"J8IH6S&Abbot,
58 Kilby St,
PiI IV
Hi I8
BOSTON.
R
rat

|

Hunting and Fishing Goods.

Holler and Ice Skates.
Agent for DuPoai’n Powilrr. Spurting and
Blasting; Atlas Powder, Caps and Fuse. Order*
from the trade tilled at lowest prices.

aaX Middle street
Opp. ruliuouilt Hotel.

ski

R

todlyrarm

G.

L.

BAILEY.

Agent for the “Henlej” ltoller Skate.
■ep3

dtf

styles

and

the

prices;

all goods shown with

pleasure.

city

bunding,

1883, at 4

sept27

Betwe©n Oalx and Groon.

DRESS

GOODS.

Clarinet Soloist-

CHAMBERLIN

—

BRASS
OR

BAND

—

Chandler’s Orchestral Sextette,
—

ALSO THE

price.
We also call attention to our line of
Plain and Brocade Velvets, both black
and colors.
Our Brocade Velvets in colors, at $2.25
per yard, are great bargains.
An elegant line of Black Dress Goods
constantly on hand.

—

AND

—

SCHUBEUTMALEQUARTETTE
Can be engaged collectively or
separately.
tional vocalists aud taleut also furuisned lor

•ep29

Notice is

o

on

WEDNESDAY.

October

clock in the

10, A.

D.

order,

MEETINGS.
__

Society.

Annual Meeting of this society, for the
choice of officers and other business, will be
held on WEDNESDAY, the 10th inst, at 4 o’clock
p m., in the directors’room of National Traders'
Bank.
KUFUS H. H INK LEY, Secretary
Oct. 1, 1883.

___oc2d8t

Portland Provident Association
Annual Meeting.
annual meeting of the Portland Provider,
Association will bo held at the offlee of the

THE

a/

•oclation, on THURSDAY EVENING. October li'
at 7V* o’clock p. m.
U. C. HAYES, Secmarv
Portland, Oct. 1>,

1883._„.;t'jdui

Annual*ffle ’ling.
Annual Meeting of the subscribers
Female Orphan Asylum of Portland,

THE
netd at the

to the
will

house of Mr. W. W. Thomas in? fr.be
forth St., on Tuesday, October Itith, at’ half
three in the afternoon.
ABBY S. B lHi;l.'i»r ia*c
Portland, Oct. 8, 1883.
oet9
dtd

HAND-C¥T

RASPS

AJ¥D

FILES.

us

S

to?1***™

L.

BRODICAN & CO.

ForeStrat,
°°th

HIDALGO

CIGAR]

Guaranteed Havana Filled.

a
’also Ke-cut
and
Hasps in the beet manner and as cheap as
good work
by m U1 or olUorwieC
promptly attedded

lOO
dtf

Con-

FORTUM FILE WORKS.

favor

451 Congress Street.

Addi-

certs, Conventions, L' ceoxn Entertainments &e
For terms, address
C.
K. HALVES, Music
Dealer,
ltmiODLE »f.,
PORTErNu
0044
eodlm

arras
^
with
trial.
\vF

CHAMBERLIN & HOISTED,

streets:

^oct8d3t

—

Wr.BEB CLUB, Twenty Male Voices.
We arc bow ready tj display the finest
a8'ortmeBt of Fall and Winter Dress
Woods that we have ever kept, and we
call special attention to the various
styles we are selling at $1.00 per yard
They are very choice goods for that

Pine

THE

Fannie M. Hawes,
Soprano Vocalist.
nr....
William F. Chandler,
WITH-

and

Portlaud Benevolent

^

M U SICAL.

CHANDLER’S

Clart

afternoon.
JAMES P. HAWKES,
Chairman Committee on New Wooden
Buildings.
Per

FRANK G0UDV6I Congress St.

of

corner

hereby given that the committee on new wooden
buildings will give a hearing to all parties interestthe above petition, at the Aldermen’s
room,

Portland, Me
dim

The Best Cigar In the
Market for

FIVEI

CENTS.

FOR SALE BT_

H. P. S.

*l°r’
8epl7

GOULD,
MyMIe

&

Apothecary,
Congress Sts.
dtf

%

